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Editor’s Column 

The explosion of knowledge at the global hut due to technological dynamics has 

certainly redefined the very concept of education. The prevailing scenario of education--

especially higher education--has become a matter of study and analysis for the scholars and 

practitioners who have a craving desire to face changes and challenges. It is because we, the 

human beings, are endowed with the faculty of choice and a free will.  

Unlike other species, we are not programmed. We can make choices and use our free 

will to act and achieve our objectives. Despite the dramatic progress in ICT in education 

achieved so far at the school and college levels, much remains to be done: each country, to 

varying degrees, continues to struggle with issues of children out of school and illiterate 

youths and adults. Inequities in educational opportunities, quality of educational services and 

level of learning achievement persist by gender, rural/urban locality, ethnic background, and 

socioeconomic status.  

The quality of learning and the capacity to define and monitor this quality is lacking 

in most developing countries. The means and scope of education continue to be narrow and 

confined to historical models of delivery, and the use of other channels continues to be ad hoc 

and marginal. The increase in quantitative and qualitative demand for education is not 

matched by an increase in resources. 

At this juncture, it is safe to state that the polarity of views on the possibility of 

change is amazing. We, the publishers of Journal of research , are very much excited to view 

some aspects of these changes through scholarly articles contributed by august scholars and 

colleagues. The present issue contains papers with critical insight and analysis as well as 

systematic discussion and deliberation on various themes of language, literature, information 

technology, commerce and so on. We hope this will certainly be useful for the people who 

aspire change. 

        Co-Editor 

                       Prof. P.R.Sharma 
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अि नपुराणे कारक करण ववेचनम ्
शोधाथ ः - मनोज गर नर जन देव जे.जे.ट  यु नव सट  राज थान  

मागदशक :- ीराजे  शु ला , ीबलदेव यास जे.जे.ट  यु नव सट  राज थान  | 

अ माकं भारतीयसं कृत पर परायां भारतीयसं कृतेः स यक् ानाथ व वधाः पौरा णक थाः 

उप नष थाः कथापरक थाः ा य ते | तेष ु व वध थेषु अ माकं सं कृतेः स यताया च 

यथाथ ानाय पुराण थानां ानम ्अतीव आव यकम ्|

उ तं च भागवते :-“ इ तहासपरुाणं च प चमो वेद उ यते ” |

सवजन हताय सुखाय च सादगुणोपेतायाः प याः समा यणे परुाणाना ं मह वं पदंपदम ्

आल यते |

परुाणेषु व वधाः व याः यया थान ंव य ते | व चत ्सा ह यं , व च याकरणम,् व चत ्

छ दः , व चत ् यो तषम,् व च  धमशा म,् व च  आयुवदः, व च

शर र व ाना दक च |

अ टादशपरुाणेष-ु अि नपुराणम ्एता श ं| थं व यते य  सव वषयाणा ंचचा अि त | अतः 

परुाणेषु अि नपरुाणं व वधशा ीयसमि वत वा व वकोशः पेण वी यते व व ः | अतः 

अि मन ् शोध नब धे “मुखं याकरणं ो तम”् इ त धया याकरण य मह वं वीकृ य 

अि नपुराणे कारक करण य यत ्समासेन वणनं व यते तं वषयम ्– मया तु यथ य नः 

यते | अि नपुराण य चुतरप चाशत य धक शतम ् अ याये वा व श त लोकतः  

अ टा व श त लोक पय तं कारक करण य सोदाहरणं वणनं व यते | त य वणन य मह वं 

सारत व ं ववेचयन ्भगवान ् क दः कथय त “अधुना अहं वभ त यथयु तं कारक करणम ्

व या म” | यथा ामोऽि त | अ ा तप दकमा े थमा वभि तःजातः | अ  पा णनीय सू  ं

व यते  “ ा तप दकाथ ल गप रमाणवचनमा  े थमा” |

“हे महाक” अि मन ्वा ये महाक श द अि त , अ  स बोधन े थमा वभि तः | स बोधन े

थमा वभ तेः वणनं ाग प चचायाः वषयः आसीत ् | अथात ् ाग प वणनम ्आगतवान ्

अि त |

“इह नौ म व णंु या सह” | अि मन ् व णुः श द य कम सं ा जाता अतः अ  पा ण न 

अनुसारेण “कम ण वतीया” इ त सू णे वतीया वभि तः | अि नपुराणेऽ प “ वतीया 

कम ण मतृाः” इ त पौरा णकवचनात ्कम ण वतीया वभि तः | 

1
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(३) “ या सह” अ ी श दे सह योगकारणेन ततृीया वभि तः | सह योगे ततृीया इ त 

वचनात ् अपर च सहाथकाः स शाथकानां श दानां योगेऽ प ततृीया वभि तः भव त | 

सवस मतं व यते | कतुः वौ भेदौ तः (१) वत कता | (२) योजकः कता च | वत

कतुः उदाहरणम ्– “कृ तनः तां व या समुपासते” | अ व यायाः उपासने वदषुा ं वत ता 

वव तोऽि त  | अतोऽ – वत कता व यते | 

हेतुकतुः उदाहरणम ्यथा – “चै ो मै ं हतं ल भयते” अथात मै ो – हत ंलभते तं चै ः इ त

“चै ो मै ं हतं ल भयते” अ  चै ः  योजककता वा हेतुकता व यते | कमकतुः उदाहरणम ्

(१)“ ाकृतधीः वयं भ यते” |

(२)“त ः वयं छ यते” |

अ वयोः उदाहरणयोः “ ाकृतधीः” “त ः” पदे कमकता पे  यु तौ तः| 

अ भ हत कतुः उदाहरणम ्–

“रामो ग छ त” | एवं कारेण अि नपरुाणे प चकतणृां वणनं व यते | अ े  स त कमणां 

वणनम|् यथा – अि नपुराणे (१) ईि सतकम (२) अ न सीतकम (३) ईि सता न सीतकम (४) 

अक थतकम

(५) कतकृम (६) अ भ हतकम (७) अन भ हतकम च |                              

अधुना मशः उदाहरणा न तुयते यथा –

(१) ईि सतकमणः उदाहरणम ् – य तः ह र ं धा त | (२) अ न सीतकमणः उदाहरणम ् – 

अ हल घयते भशृम ्| (३) ईि सता नि सतकमणः उदाहरणम ्– दु धं संभ यन ्रजः भ येत ्|

(४) अक थतकम उदाहरणम ्– गोपालः गा ंपयः दोि धः | (५) कतकृम उदाहरणम ्– गु श यं 

ामं गमयेत ् , श योः ाम ंग छेत ् – तं गु ः ेरयेत ्इ त गु ः श यं ामं गमयेत ् | अ

योजक कता श यः यो यकता | (६) अ भ हतकमणः उदाहरणम ्– ीयै हरेः पूजा यत े

अ  कम ण उ ते अ न भ हतकम | अतः वतीया वभि तः | अन भ हतकमण उदाहरणम ्– 

हरेः सवदं तो ं कुयात ्|  

(१) ततृीया वभि तः – ततृीया करणे भवेत ् , इ त नयमानुसारेण करणे ततृीया वभि त 

भव त | उदाहरणा न ...(१) च ुषा प ंगहृणा त आ य तर करणम ्|

(२) दा ेण त लुनेत ्, अ  बा यकरणम ्|

(४) चतुथ वभि तः – स दाने चतुथ  इ त नयमानुसारेण सं यक् दानाथ चतुथ वभि तः 

भव त यथा उदाहरणम ्...|

नरो ा माणाय गां ददा त , अ ा हणः ेरक सं दानम ्अतः चतुथ वभि तः ायशः 

ा मणाः यजमानं दानाथ ेरयि त | अतः ेरणाथ चतुथ |
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 (२) नरो नपृतये दास ं ददा त , अ ेरणा नाि त पर तु अनुमोदन ं वतते अतः चतुथ

वभि तः

 (३) स जनः भ  पु पा ण द यात ्| अ  पु पदाने वा मनः वीकरणम ्अतः चतुथ |

 (५) प चमी वभि तः – अपादाने प चमी यात ्| इ त पवूक थत नयमात ्प चमी वभि तः 

उदाहरणम ्– यथा -

 (१) धावतः अ वात ्प ततः | अ  अ वः प चमी वभि तः 

 (२) स वै णवः ामादाय त | अ ामश दे प चमी वभि तः  

 (१) स तमी वभि तः - “अ धकरणे स तमी” इ त नयमात ्अ धकरणे स तमी – वभि तः 

भव त | अ धकरण चतुधा – यथा – (1) अ भ यापकः (२) औप ले षकः (३) वषै यकः (४) 

सामी यक च | मशः उदाहरणा न – यत ् त वं क या प व वौ यापकोऽि त | सः 

आधारभूतव तुः अ भ यापकः अ धकरणम ्वतते यथा – 

(१) दि न धतृम | तलेष ु तैल ं देवाथ अ – द ध तलम ् अ भ यापका धकरणम ् यथा 

अि नपुराणे आधारोयोऽ धकरणम ् वभि त त  स तमी |

२) औप ले षका धकरणम ् | (१) क प गहेृ त ठेत ्बृ े च त ठेत ् | अ  क पः गहेृ तथा बृ े 

ले षभू वा त ठ त अतः  औप ले षका धकरणम ्

२) वषै यका धकरणम ्| (१) जले म यः | (२) वने सहंः | अ  जलम ् , वनम ् वषयोः तः 

| अतः अ    वैष यका धकरणम ्|

३) सामी यका धकरणम ्– (१) ग गायां घोषो वस त | अ  ग गायाः सामी य अथः व यते | 

अतः स तमी पुनः अ वशेष पेण अि नपुराणे कारकाणाम ् यत ् वशषे ववेचनं व यते तं 

वषयम तूयते समासने य  मु याथ बाधो भव त त  अ थात तर तीतेः कारणात ्

ल णा भव त |यथा गौवा हकः | अन भ हत कत र ततृीया ष ठ वभि तवा भव त | यथा –

१) व णुः स पू यते लोकैः | अ  लोकैः श दे ततृीया (२) तेन ग त यम ्त य ग त यम-् 

कृद त योगेऽ प ष ठ  भव त | हेतौ ततृीया भव त | यथा                   

१) अ नेन बसेत ्(२) जटा भः तापसः , तादथ चतुथ  –(१) वृ ाय जलम ्(२) 

* वटुकाय – कलशम ्, प र उप ्आ ग योगे प चमी वभि तः भव त यथा 

प र ामात ् परुा बलवत ् बृ टोऽयं देवः द वाचक श देः आ वाथकः त  ऋते योगेऽ प ततृीया 

वभि तः भव त (१) पवू ामात ्(२) ऋतेः व णोः न मुि तः | इतरा हरेः |

(३) ऋते ाना न मुि तः |नमः वाहा वधा वि तः वष  योगे चतुथ वभि तः भव त |

१)नमः देवाय (२) ते वि त (३) इ ाय वाहा ४) पतृ यः वधा |

तुमु ययाथकः भाववा चश दात ्– चतुथ वभि तः भव त | यथा –
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१)पाकाय या त प तये या त * सहयोगे ततृीया –

२) पताऽगात ्सहपु णे | २) गदया ह रः |

कुि सता ग वाचके ततृीया – १) अ णा काणः | २) पादेन ख जः |

हे वथ ततृीया – १) अथन नवसेत ्भृ यः | 

कालवाचकः, भाववाचकः, अथऽ प स तमी वभि तः भव त | यथा – 

१) व णौ नते भवे मुि तः | २) वस ते स गतौ ह रम ्| अ थम उदाहरणे

व णौ स तमी, वतीय उदाहरणे वस ते स तमी |

वामी ईशः, प तः, सा ी, सूतः, दया आ द योगे ष ठ  एवं स तमी वभ तयः भवि त |

१)नणृामीशः २) सतां प तः  ३) नणृां सा ी , नषृ ुसा ी ४) गोषु नाथो, गवां प तः 

५) गोषु सतूो, गवां सतूः ६) इह रा ां दयादकोऽ तु |

हेतु योगे ष ठ वभि तः अ प भव त | यथा – १) अ न य हेतोवस त |

मरणाथकधातु योगे स तमी वभि तः भव त |  यथा -  १) मातुः मर त |

उ त - अि नपरुाण य (३५४) अ याये यत ् याकरण वषयं वीकृ य कारक करण ये  वणनं 

व यते , तं वषयं प ठ वा एतत ्कथ यतुं श यते यत ् ी यास महोदयेन समाजे यत ्यत ्

व तूनां आव यकता वतते जीवनं चाल यतुं तत ्तत ्व तूनां समावेशः अि नपरुाणे कृतोऽि त | 

अतः  अि नपरुाण य मह वं सवतः दर यते | एत मात ्कारणात ् व वा स ः अि नपुराणं 

व वकोशः पेण वी ु वि त | अ  नाि त अ तसयो ती त म ये |                            
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शोधाथ ः : - 
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Introduction of English language in India 

-PROF. VIJAY G. CHAUHAN
                                                 ARTS & COMMERCE COLLEGE, BALASINOR

Introduction:    
India is also one of the countries which have started shifting quite rapidly from 
vernacular to English language as medium of instruction in education. The 
attitude of the people towards English has now got change and there is a great 
demand of education of English in country.  Krisnaswamy has rightly said 
“English has become an international commodity like oil and the microchips 
and more than a quarter of the world’s people use English the world has 
become a global village. English has become necessary for mobility and social 
and economic success in the world today. But English language teaching in 
India is not being paid much attention by the education ministers.   As a result 
teaching of English language has not yet acquired the level to which it is 
expected to be.   Mukalel has stated “English has become a status symbol and 
a student   without a reasonable command over English is perhaps not very 
comfortable with attainment of any educational goal similarly teaching of 
English holds the key position in the entire curriculum of education. Teacers of 
English in this context owe the responsibility to enable the learners to achieve 
the educational goals to general and language aim in particular “. 

 Hence the teaching of English language is required to be strengthened and 
obstacles and problems need to be reduced with the best efforts of 
government and educationists. 
Problems in teaching and learning English language 
 Around the world in the country like India, many people dedicate themselves 
to learning English. While many reach fluency and written literacy within a few 
years, students encounter problems and challenges along the way. Some of 
these pertain to learning in particular due to the languages diverse roots, large 
amount of irregular verbs and profound regional variations. Some of the 
common problems in learning English given are following: 

1.Pronunciation , vocabulary and grammar  

3
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Almost all English learners encounter at least three types of problems: 
challenges with pronunciation (some people are never able to master 
certain sounds); issues with vocabulary (most people can add to their 
English vocabulary with study and practice); and grammar including 
challenges with situational grammar, such as workplace English versus 
slang. 

2.Encouraging  errors 
Errors in learning English challenges students but they typically learn 
from their mistakes and progress however, if English language learners 
feel intimidated, embarrassed or judges their affective filter can inhibit 
their ability to absorb new information and produce English. Teachers of 
English as a second language and English as a foreign language typically 
refrain from providing an overload of corrective feedback so that 
students feel more comfortable expressing themselves in English even if 
it is not perfect. 

3     Early hardships   
            English language learners may enter a class or an immersion 
situation in a state of shock.     Teachers as well as students may feel 
surprised that many seem unable to do more than repeat the most basic 
phrases. This experience is the initial phase of learning a language, called 
the silent period. During this time, which may last only a few days or up 
to a few weeks students receive and absorb language but are often 
unable to speak or write it. 

4     choosing appropriate techniques  

  Learning English requires different techniques for different types of 
learners. Some people require more time to reflect on concepts before diving 
into dialogues and presentations. Others need to speak to reainforce new 
information. For some people, kinesthetic activities such as dance, clapping 
and physical movement can shift information from short term memory to long 
memory to long term memory, music, rhymes chants poems and games 
provide additional reinforcement . 
5    lack of model for speaking  

   One of the primary challenges for someone learning English concerns lack 
of a proper model for speaking. Whatever possible, students should listen to 
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native English speakers engaging in conversation or teaching concepts. This 
practice sharpens ears to unique rhythms and pronunciation of English and can 
provide insight into more abstract and advanced English such as phrasal verbs 
and slang. 
Problems of teaching English language 
 Lynch has given following most critical problems pf English language teaching  
and learning classroom … 

1.Lack of learners inspiration 
Students many has not motivated and interested towards the learning of 
English language. They have even some fear of failure in examination 
and even in classrooms interaction and so cannot get involved easily in 
classroom interection and learn the language comfortably. They need 
enough motivation from teachers and scope to learn English in 
classroom interaction.   Students are not getting proper importance of 
English language regarding their future concerns. 

2. Insufficient time, resources and materials 

English is foreign language and hence cannot be learnt and taught as 
easily as mother tongue or first language. And when it is learnt as 
second language, it requires long time and simultaneously adequate 
resources and materials to create English classroom climate teaching 
learning process. 

      3     over –crowded English classes 

       The number of learners in a class room can range from one, for 
those who teach individual private learners to 10 or 15 learners in a 
typical classroom up to multitudes of 35 or forty or even fifty or more 
learners packed into a language learning situation. The overcrowded 
classes create number of problems like; discomfort in the class, 
individual attention, evaluation, classroom and management 
maintaining learning effectiveness etc. 
Also there are number of others problems in English language like social 
prob;lems  psychological problems , academic problems , administrative 
problems and so on. But three and the most critical of them as given are 
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necessarily needed to be overcome to improve quality of English 
teaching in India. 
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EMERGING ISSUES IN CAPITAL MARKET 
  - Dr. RONAK RANA

                                                                   ASSISTANT  PROFESSOR, 

NATIONAL COLLEGE OF COMMERCE, 
AHMEDABAD 

ABSTRACT : 

This paper presents a review of Indian Capital Market & its structure. In last decade 

or so, it has been observed that there has been a paradigm shift in Indian capital 

market. The application of many reforms & developments in Indian capital market 

has made the Indian capital market comparable with the international capital 

markets. Now, the market features a developed regulatory mechanism and a modern 

market infrastructure with growing market capitalization, market liquidity, and 

mobilization of resources. The emergence of Private Corporate Debt market is also a 

good innovation replacing the banking mode of corporate finance. However, the 

market has witnessed its worst time with the recent global financial crisis that 

originated from the US sub-prime mortgage market and spread over to the entire 

world as a contagion. The capital market of Indiadelivered a sluggish performance. 

Keywords : Indian Capital Market; Developments; Regulatory mechanism; 
Private Corporate Debt Market.                                                                                                   

(1)   OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY : 
The main objective of the study is to discuss the emerging issues in Indian 

Capital Market. 

(2)   METHODOLOGY : 
The study is based on the secondary data. The secondary data source is 

research journals, books, news papers, magazines, internet etc. 

(3)   MECHANISM OF CAPITAL MARKET :  
   3.1  Capital Market :   

A capital market is a market for securities (debt or equity), where business 

enterprises (companies) and governments can raise long-term funds. It is    

defined as a market in which money is provided for periods longer than a 

year, as the raising of short-term funds takes place on other markets (e.g., the 

4
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money market). The capital market includes the stock market (equity 

securities) and the bond market (debt). 

   3.2   INDIAN Capital Market :  

Indian Stock Markets are one of the oldest in Asia. Its history dates back to 

nearly 200 years ago. The Bombay Stock Exchange was inaugurated in 1899 

when the brokers formally established a stock market in India. Thus, the Stock 

Exchange at Bombay was consolidated. After that more & more stock 

exchanges have emerged in India & this forms a huge capital market in India. 

   3.3   Reforms In Capital Market Of India : 

The major reform undertaken in capital market of India includes : 

Establishment of SEBI : The Securities and Exchange Board of India 

(SEBI) was established in 1988. It got a legal status in 1992. SEBI was 

primarily set up to regulate the activities of the merchant banks, to control 

the operations of mutual funds, to work as a promoter of the stock 

exchange activities and to act as a regulatory authority of new issue 

activities of companies. 

Establishment of Creditors Rating Agencies : Three creditors rating 

agencies viz. The Credit Rating Information Services of India Limited 

(CRISIL - 1988), the Investment Information and Credit Rating Agency of 

India Limited (ICRA - 1991) and Credit Analysis and Research Limited 

(CARE) were set up in order to assess the financial health of different 

financial institutions and agencies related to the stock market activities. It 

is a guide for the investors also in evaluating the risk of their investments. 

Increasing of Merchant Banking Activities : Many Indian and foreign 

commercial banks have set up their merchant banking divisions in the last 

few years. These divisions provide financial services such as underwriting 

facilities, issue organizing, consultancy services, etc. 

Rising Electronic Transactions : Due to technological development in the 

last few years. The physical transaction with more paper work is reduced. 

It saves money, time and energy of investors. Thus it has made investing 

safer and hassle free encouraging more people to join the capital market. 
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Growing Mutual Fund Industry : The growing of mutual funds in India has 

certainly helped the capital market to grow. Public sector banks, foreign 

banks, financial institutions and joint mutual funds between the Indian and 

foreign firms have launched many new funds. A big diversification in terms 

of schemes, maturity, etc. has taken place in mutual funds in India. It has 

given a wide choice for the common investors to enter the capital market. 

Growing Stock Exchanges : The numbers of various Stock Exchanges in 

India are increasing. Initially the BSE was the main exchange, but now 

after the setting up of the NSE and the OTCEI, stock exchanges have 

spread across the country. Recently a new Inter-connected Stock 

Exchange of India has joined the existing stock exchanges. 

Investor's Protection : Under the purview of the SEBI the Central 

Government of India has set up the Investors Education and Protection 

Fund (IEPF) in 2001. It works in educating and guiding investors. It tries to 

protect the interest of the small investors from frauds and malpractices in 

the capital market. 

Growth of Derivative Transactions : Since June 2000, the NSE has 

introduced the derivatives trading in the equities. In November 2001 it also 

introduced the future and options transactions. These innovative products 

have given variety for the investment leading to the expansion of the 

capital market. 

Commodity Trading : Along with the trading of ordinary securities, the 

trading in commodities is also recently encouraged. The Multi Commodity 

Exchange (MCX) is set up. The volume of such transactions is growing at 

a splendid rate.  

     These reforms have resulted into the tremendous growth of Indian capital 

market. 

(4)   EMERGING CHALLENGES & ISSUES :         Despite these significant 

developments, the Indian capital market has been in  decline in the recent past. 

However, currently the market has recovered       substantially and hopefully, the 

upward trend is expected to remain. The Indian  security market still faces many 

challenges and issues that need to be resolved.
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    Market infrastructure and investor awareness has to be improved as it obstructs    

     the efficient flow of information and effective corporate governance. The 

legal     mechanism should be activated to protect small shareholders by giving 

them         speedy grievance redressal mechanism.  

    The trading system has to be made more transparent. Market information is a       

crucial public good that should be made available to all participants to achieve  

market efficiency. Further, SEBI need to monitor more closely cases of insider       

trading and price manipulation and to meet the challenges of possible roles of  

market makers. 

    There is a need for integration of the security market through consolidation of      

stock exchanges. The trend all over the world is to consolidate and merge existing       

stock exchanges. Need for integration of security markets with banks so as to      

improve the payment situation and to reduce the risks of scams.  

 4.1      Issues relating to market  performance :

Over the years the turnover of big exchanges has increased but only at the 

cost of small exchange. The top  six exchanges of India out of a  total of 

23 accounted for over 99% of the total  turnover of all exchanges.  

Another important issue is that turnover in our exchanges are dominated 

mainly by few securities. This is clear because top 100 traded securities 

on BSE had a share of 95% in the total turnover on BSE for the year 2011-

2012, while the listed securities on BSE are approximately 10000. So this 

brings us to the conclusion that most of the securities on Indian Stock 

Exchanges are either not traded or very thinly traded .This also indicates 

that there is a problem of liquidity in our exchanges. 

Further, on the one hand the object of circuit breaker is to prevent volatility 

but on the other hand many feel that the breaker distorts the basic price 

discovery process of scrip. This is again a matter of debate and whether 

the breaker should stay or be done away with depends upon what is more 

important for stock exchange, i.e. price discovery which should be 

independent or controlled volatility. 
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 4.2      Issues relating to regional stock exchanges:

Regional stock  exchanges of late have witnessed shrinking volumes and 

are thus in poor financial health. Their inability to  attract  business is clear 

if we look at the total incomes of the various exchanges as split between 

business and non business incomes. Business incomes include 

membership fees, transaction based service charges and other 

miscellaneous income whereas non business income includes listing fees, 

interest and rent. With  the government initiating further reforms like, 

central  listing  authority to avoid multiplicity problems of  listing  for  

companies and centralized monitoring and compliance of obligations, it 

seems the end of regional exchanges is not very far and it is only a matter 

of time  when these regional exchanges close their shops. 

Attempts can however be made to revive the regional exchanges through 

mergers & acquisitions, consolidations, diversification of the business of 

stock exchanges to areas like, investment banking, insurance etc. Some 

attempts are already made when Inter connected stock exchange of India 

was launched which was to provide a separate market among member 

exchanges. However, the exchange could not do much business in 2011-

2012. 

 4.3      Issues relating to regulatory framework :

It is more than a decade since SEBI started to put in place a regulatory 

framework for the capital market. Despite a plethora of disclosure 

requirements, there are still key areas where investors get precious little 

information of value. This relates to mergers and acquisitions, asset sell-

off, intra-company, intra-group transactions and inter corporate 

investments. In these cases the minimum legal requirement under 

Companies Act is met. Though, we have a full fledged market for 

corporate control  yet the disclosure levels are not up to the mark. A lot of 

information is also made available on financial performance and other 

synergistic areas of mergers and acquisitions.  However, the manner in 

which the swap ratio is fixed, pricing of offers and the managerial 

perception is largely missing. The valuations of two companies and swap 
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ratio are key aspects in any merger no doubt valuation reports are 

available for inspection however, access is not easy for investors. A 

comprehensive and mandated list of disclosures like, the ones that 

accompanies IPO’s or a rights offer, should be made available to all 

investors. 

The effectiveness of any regulatory body is judged by the quality of 

implementation in general and the rate of convictions in particular 

achieved in cases where there are violations. What is worrying is the poor 

rate of conviction in major cases. The judgments of SEBI involving Sterlite, 

BPL, Videocon, Anand Rathi and Hindustan Liver have been overruled by 

SAT [Securities Appellate Tribunal]. There is something seriously amiss if 

the SAT can overturn SEBI orders by pointing to lacunas on almost every 

possible ground, ranging from technical aspects to substantive issues 

involving the regulator’s subjective judgment. 

 (5)    CONCLUSION :

The structure and pattern of securities markets in India and around the world 

is       undergoing many changes. The current trading environment is 

charaterised by frequent regulatory interventions and competitive pressures. 

Further, the proliferation of the Indian capital market, the market players , the 

trading pattern and the emerging market for corporate control, brings to the 

forefront abovementioned issues which need immediate attention. As these 

issues have implications for the trading strategies employed by investors, the 

behaviour of specialists, liquidity in the market, the informational efficiency of 

prices, and ultimately the valuation of listed companies and welfare of their 

shareholders. 
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S[ DFwID ;[ ;FlCtI D[\ 5|lTlA\lAT SZGF × ;GŸ !)*& D[\ I]ZM5 D[\ V\TZZFQ8=LI DlC,F JQF" DGFIF UIF4 
lH;D[\ :+L lJDX" SL AFT ;A;[ 5C,[ ;FDG[ VF." × !)(_ S[ AFN IC EFZT SL HDLG 5Z VFIF × IC 
VFIF H~Z 5lxRD ;[ C{\4 5ZgT] EFZT D[\ p;G[ V5GF GIF EFZTLI ~5 WFZ6 SZ l,IF C{ × EFZTLI 
GFZLvlJDX" D[\ GFZL SM J:T] S[ ~5 D[\ GCL\4 Vl5T] DG]QI S[ ~5 D[\ N[BG[ SL AFT 5Z HMZ lNIF UIF C{ 
× GFZL SM EL 5]~QF SL TZC ;]BvN]oB4 DFGvV5DFG ;ASF VG]EJ CMTF C{ × VFW]lGS I]U D[\ VG[S 
5]~QF ,[BSM S[ ;FY DlC,F ,[lBSFVM\ G[ EL :+LvHLJG SL jIYFvSYF SM V5G[ ;FlCtI D[\ jIF5STF 
;[ lRl+T lSIF C{\ ×  

             lCgNL p5gIF; ;FlCtI D[\ p5gIF;SFZ lXJFGL SF GFD A0-[ VFNZ S[ ;FY l,IF 
HFTF C{ × S}DFp¥ SL ;]\NZ 3Fl8IM\ D[\ ZCG[JF,L .; ,[lBSF SF 5}ZF GFD zLDTL UF{ZFIG lXJFGL C{ × 
lXJFGL SF HgD U]HZFT D[\ ;F{ZFQ8= S[ D]bI DYS ZFHSM8 D[\ !* VÉ8]AZ !)@# SM C]VF C{ × lOZ EL 
.GSL lX1FFvlN1FF ZlJgN|GFY 8{UMZ S[ ;FlGwI D[\ XF\lT lGS[TG VFzD D[\ ;\5gG C]." C{ × ICL SFZ6 C{ 
lS lXJFGL S[ p5gIF; ;FlCtI 5Z U]~JI" ZlJgN|GFY 8{UMZ4 XF\lTlGS[TG S[ VwIF5SU64 ;FYL 
;C5F9L KF+U64 DFTFvl5TF VFlN SF 5|EFJ :5Q8 ~5 ;[ GH-Z VFTF  C{ × 

‘R, B];ZM 3Z VF5G[̃  p5gIF; D[\ GFlISF S]D]N S[ V\T£"g£ SF V\SG lD,TF C{ × p5gIF; SL 
SCFGL DwIDJUL"I 5lZJFZ SL VFlY"S 5lZl:YlTIM\ S[ ;FDG[ H}hTL GFZL SM ,[SZ VFU[ A--TL C{ × 
GFlISF S]D]N SM V5GL ."rKFVM\4 VZDFGM\4 VFSF\1FFVM\ SF U,F 3M\8SZ l5TF SL D'tI] S[ AFN 3Z SF 
VFWFZ :T\E AGGF 50-TF C{ × S]D]N 5FlZJFlZS lCTM\ VF{Z D}<IM\ 5Z wIFG N[G[JF,L tIFU5ZFI6 GFZL C{ × 
JC V\T£"g£ S[ ;FY V5G[ ST"jI4 A]lâ4 ;D5"6 SL EFJGF ;[ HLJG D[ VFG[JF,L CZ 5lZl:YlTIM\ SF 
;FDGF SZTL C{ × lXJFGL G[ S]D]N S[ 5|lT ;CFG]E}lT jIÉT SZS[ EFZTLI ;DFH D[\ GFZL S[ V\T£"g£4 
5FlZJFlZS S,C4 J[xIFJ'l¿4 NC[H5|YF4 V\WlJxJF;4 ;]lJWF EMUL4 5|J'l¿IF¥ VF{Z VG[S A]ZF.IM\ SM 
TM0-SZ GFZLvHFUZ6 SF 5|IF; lSIF C{ × lXJFGL G[ S]D]N S[ V\T£"g£ SM pEFZT[ C]̂  l,BF C{ lSv 
‘‘AR5G ;[ CL p;[ VFNX" SL ;JM"rI J[NL 5Z lA9FSZ p;S[ ;FY S{;F VgIFI lSIF UIF   C{ m 
WLZ[vWLZ[ p;SL lGZ\TZ NAF." U." T'Q6F VA lJN|MC SF ~5 ,[G[ ,UL YL × ÉIF HLJG EZ p;[ N};ZM\ S[ 
l,ˆ CL HLGF   CMUF ×˜˜s!f 

‘ZyIF˜ p5gIF; SL GFlISF C{v VGFY AFl,SF A;\TL × A;\TL DFTFvl5TF4 5|[D4 lGW"GTF4 
VEFJ VFlN S[ VlEXF5 SM h[,TL C]." HLJG D[\ V5DFlGT CMSZ E8STLvE8STL ˆS lNG WGvJ{EJ 
S[ ZFH5Y 5Z VF 5C]¥RTL C{ × UF¥J S[ J{nHL S[ 5]+ lJD,FG\N SM ÃIFZ SZG[JF,L A;\TL SF lJJFC 
S]\0,L G lD,G[ S[ SFZ6 lJD,FG\N ;[ G CMG[ S[ SFZ6 ;S"; 5F8L" S[ ;FY EFU HFTL C{ × ;S"; SF 
D{G[HZ A;\TL SL DH-A}ZL SF OFINF p9FSZ p;SF XFZLlZS XMQF6 lSIF SZTF C{ × AFN D[\ NZvNZ 
E8SSZ N[CvjIF5FZ D[\ O¥; HFTL C{ × ˆS AFZ lN<,L D[\ 5}J" 5|[DL lJD,FG\N ;[ D],FSFT CMTL C{4 TA 
JC A;\TL SM J[xIFJ'l¿ KM0-SZ p;S[ ;FY R,G[ SM SCTF C{4 lH;[ A;\TL 9]SZF N[TL C{ × A;\TL 
5|[DL ;[ S]K GCL\ RFCTL ,[lSG :D'lT S[ ~5 D[\ V5G[ DMC<,[ SL GIL AG ZCL ;0-S SF GFDSZ6 

5
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SZG[ SL AFT SZTL C{ × TA lJD,FG\N SCTF C{ lSv ‘‘.;SF GFD TM lJWFTF G[ ZBF C{ ‘ZyIF˜ × 
J[xIFVM\ S[ D]C<,[ TS HFG[JF,L 5T,L ;0-S SM ZyIF SCT[ C{ ×˜˜s@f 

‘S'Q6S,L̃  GFlISF 5|WFG p5gIF; C{4 lH;SL GFlISF C{v S'Q6S,L × .; p5gIF; D[\ J[xIF 
HLJG ˆJ\ pGS[ VJ{W ;\TFGM\ SL HLJGvSYF SF VF,[BG lD,TF C{ × S'Q6S,L SM HgD S[ AFN 
lXX] VJ:YF D[\ 5F,S DFTF J[xIF 5gGF V5G[ ;FY ‘5L,L SM9L˜ ,[ VFTL C{ × G]5]Z SL h\SFZ4 TA,[ 
SL YF54 ;FZ\UL SL ;\UT ˆJ\ lJlEgG ZFUvZFUlGIM\ S[ ALR AFl,SF S,L SF X{XJ lS,SFlZIF¥ EZTF 
C{ × 5gGF ;[ EL VlWS ÃIFZ J :G[C p;SL DF{;L ;[ lD,TF C{ × DF{;L V5GF ;D:T JFt;<I p; VAMW 
ArRL 5Z p0[, N[TL C{ × p;SF IC S'Q6S,L GFD EL JCL p;S[ xIFDZ\U SM ,1I SZS[ U]~N[J SL 
ˆS ZRGF ‘S'Q6S,L̃  S[ VFWFZ 5Z ZB N[TL  C{ × S,L SM 5gGF SMgJ[g8 :S}, D[\ 5--G[ E[HTL C{ × 
JCF¥ 5Z JC DNZ ;[ 5}KF SZTL C{v ‘‘:S}, S[ :5M8" 0[ D[\ ;AS[ 0{0L VFT[ C{\4 CZ AFZ D[ZL DdDL CL 
VS[,L ÉIM\ VFTL      C{ m˜˜s#f S,L V5GL HgDJF,L CSLST HFGSZ 5gGF SM KM0-SZ S,STF R,L 
HFTL C{\ VF{Z DM0[l,\U SF jIJ;FI SZG[ ,U HFTL C{ × JCF¥ 5Z ˆS A\UF,L I]JS 5|lJZ S[ ;\5S" D[\ 
VFTL C{ × 5|lJZ ‘S,L˜ ;[ lJJFC SZGF RFCTF C{4 ,[lSG S,L p;[ V5G[ HgD SL ;rRL SCFGL ATF 
N[TL C{4 lH;[ ;]GSZ 5|lJZ S,L ;[ lJD]B CM HFTF C{ VF{Z 5F̂ 0[I 5lZJFZ SF NFDFN AG HFTF C{ × AFN 
D[\ S,L UF¥H[vRZ; SL U],FD CMSZ :DUl,\U S[ SFZMAFZ D[\ pTZ 50-TL C{ × JC D]\A."4 .,FCFAFN4 
DN|F; VFlN :YFGM\ 5Z 3]DTL ZCTL C{ × p5gIF; S[ V\T D[\ S,L SM S{g;Z CM HFTF C{ × 5|lJZ ALDFZ 
S,L SM lD,G[ .,FCFAFN VFTF  C{ × pGS[ ;FlGwI D[\ S,L V5G[ HLJG SL VFlBZL ;F¥; ,[TL C{ × 
N};Z[ lNG 5|lJZ HFG[JF,F   YF × VTo S,L GL\N SL UMl,IF¥ BFSZ DF{T S[ D}¥C D[\ R,L HFTL C{ × .; 
p5gIF; S[ DFwID ;[ lXJFGL G[ VFW]lGS GFZL SM VJ{W ;\TFG SF ,F,Gv5F,G SZS[ p;[ VFtDlGE"Z 
AGFG[ SL VF{Z ;\S[T lNIF C{ × ;FY CL GFZL SM CZ[S 1F[+ D[\ VFU[ A--G[ SL 5|[Z6F EL NL C{ × 

‘:DXFG R\5F˜ p5gIF; D[\ GFZL +F;NL SF V\SG lD,TF C{ × .;D[\ 0¶FP R\5F EUJTL TYF H}CL 
:DXFG R\5F S[ 5|TLS SM 5|lTlA\lAT SZG[JF,[ 5F+ C{ × DFTF EUJTL VF{Z pGSL NMGM\ A[l8IF¥ 0¶FP R\5F 
VF{Z H}CL TLGM\ GFZL 5F+M\ SL lHgNUL :DXFG D[\ R\5F SL TZC Z;CLG CM HFTL C{ × .; p5gIF; D[\
GFlISF 0¶FP R\5F G[ S]DFp¥ 1F[+ D[\ jIFÃT ;FDFlHS GLlT lGIDM4 ~l-IM\ ˆJ\ 5Z\5ZF S[ 5|lT lJN|MC lSIF 
C{ × 0¶FP R\5F G[ ;FDFlHS ;\lS6"TF S[ lB,FO B],F lJN|MC SZS[ VgTHF"TLI lJJFC SF ;DY"G lSIF 
C{ × 0¶FP R\5F SL KM8L ACG H}CL G[ D]l:,D I]JS TgJLZ A[U ;[ EFUSZ VgTHF"lTI lJJFC lSIF C{ × 
0¶FP R\5F SL D\UGL 0¶FP DW]SZ S[ ;FY TI CM HFTL C{4 HM TLG ;F, TS lJN[X D[\ 5--SZ VFIF C{ × 
,[lSG 0¶FP DW]SZ S[ ~l--JFNL l5TF H}CL S[ D];,DFG ,0-S[ ;[ lJJFCJF,L AFT ;]GSZ S|MlWT 
CMSZ IC lZxTF TM0- N[TF C{ × ;UF." 8}8G[ ;[ 0¶FP R\5F S[ ;FYv;FY DF¥ EUJTL EL N]oBLvN]oBL CM 
HFTL C{ × ICL SFZ6 C{ lS l5TF SL D'tI] S[ AFN DF¥vA[8L NMGM\ JLZFG 5|N[X D[\ R,[ HFT[ C{4 HCF¥ 0¶FP 
R\5F lDP ;[GU]ÃT GFDS ˆS pnMU5lT S[ V:5TF, D[\ GF{SZL SZG[ ,UTL C{ × lDP ;[GU]ÃT jIlERFZL ˆJ\
,\58 C{4 HM V5GL 5tGL SL ;FZJFZ S[ ACFG[ V:5TF, SL DlC,F 0¶FÉ8ZM\ SM ZFT S[ ;DI A],FSZ pgC[\
V5GL JF;GF SF lXSFZ AGFTF C{ × 0¶FP R\5F HFU'T GFZL C{4 HM lDP;[GU]ÃT ;[ CZ JÉT ;FJW ZCTL C{ × 
lDP ;[GU]ÃT SL pN\0 5]+L DI]ZL V5GL ;BL H}CL SF ˆAMX"G SZG[ SL AFT SZTL C{4 TA 0¶FP R\5F SC 
p9TL C{ lSv ‘‘VF5S[ l5TF V5GL SM9L D[\ ICL W\WF SZJFG[ 0FÉ8ZlGIM\ SF[ lGI]ÉT SZT[ C{ ×˜˜s$f 0¶FP 
R\5F G[ HLJG D[\ ;]BvN]oB4 DFGv;gDFG4 V5DFG VFlN SF UCZF VG]EJ 5|FÃT SZS[ pgGlT SL C{ VF{Z 
VFU[ A--L C{ × 

‘DFIF5]ZL˜ p5gIF; SL GFlISF C{v XMEF4 HM 5CF0-L 1F[+ SL lXl1FT SgIF C{ × ;\3QF"DIL XMEF 
;N{J ,1I5}lT" D[\ H}8L ZCTL C{ × JC 5--vl,BSZ V5G[ 5lZJFZ SL DNN SZGF RFCTL C{ × .;l,ˆ 
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VFU[ 5--G[ S[ l,ˆ JC V5GL DF¥ SL ;C[,L UMNFJZL S[ 3Z ZCSZ V5GL 5--F." 5]ZL SZTL C{ × XMEF 
ÊMW ˆJ\ ."QIFv£[QF VFlN ;[ D}ÉT CMSZ ;ASF S<IF6 RFCTL C{ × V5G[ 5|[DL ;TLX SF lJJFC ;lZTF 
S[ ;FY CM HFG[ 5Z EL pGS[ ;]BL HLJG SL D\U, SFDGF SZTL C{ × V5G[ TLG KM8[ EF." VF{Z VdDF 
SL D'tI] CMG[ 5Z JC ;FZ[ ;\;FZ D[\ V5G[ VF5SM VS[,L DFGTL C{4 lOZ EL p;G[ lCdDT GCL\ CFZL × JC 
VFtDlGE"Z AGG[ S[ l,ˆ GF{SZL T,FXTL C{ × XMEF SM ZFGL HL S[ IC¥F ;[Ê[8ZL SL GF{SZL lD,TL C{ × 
JC¥F EL JC V5G[ VF5SM S95]T,L DFGTL C{4 ÉIM\lS V5GL .rKFvVlGrKF S]K EL GCL\4 HM ZFGL RFCT[ 
C{ J{;F CL p;[ SZGF 50-[UF × ‘‘PPPP;TLX S[ J{JFlCS ;]B S[ VEFJ D[\ DFGl;S ~5 ;[ JC XMEF SL 
VF[Z lB\RTF C{ × lTJFZL SL :Y},F\UL ˆSND :JrKgN 5]+L ;lJTF ;[ lJJFC SZ ,[TF C{ × ;\:SFZ VF{Z 
Vx,L,4 CLG ;lJTF S[ VFRZ6 ;[ ;TLX lJJFC 5}J" ;[ CL ;CD HFTF C{ × .; S;F{8L 5Z p;[ ;NF 
CL XMEF CL BZL ,UTL C{ × lJJFCM5ZF\T XMEF ;[ 5]Go E[\8 5Z ;TLX SL GH-ZM\ D[\ XMEF ;FDFgI ,0-SL 
GCL\ YL4 p;SL VF\BM\ D[\ A]â H{;F T[H YF ×˜˜s%f

.; 5|SFZ ‘DFIF5]ZL˜ p5gIF; D[\ XMEF H{;L GFZL SM DFGJLI WZFT, ;[ µ\RF4 N{lJS4 ;FltJS 
U]6M\ ;[ ;d5gG ATFIF C{4 JM ;\S8 D[\ EL Vl0U ZCSZ V5G[ wI[I SL 5|FlÃT D[\ ,UL ZCTL C{ × JCL\
N};ZL VF[Z 5FxRFtI ;eITF D[\ Z\UL ;lJTF C{ × JC VG{lTSTF I]ÉT VFRZ6 SZTL C{ × ‘‘;lJTF 
p5GFlISF C{ VF{Z ZFHN}T SL SgIF CMG[ S[ SFZ6 p;D[\ l;UZ[84 Dn5FG4 5Z 5]~QF UDGv5|[D VFlN J[ 
;A N]U]"6 C{\4 HM JT"DFG prR JU" D[\ ;eITF S[ lRCŸG ;Dh[ HFT[ C{\ ×˜˜s&f lJJFC S[ AFN JC 5|[DL S[ 
;FY ZCTL C{ × 5lT ;TLX SL DZ6MgD]B VJ:YF SL ;}RGF 5Z EL JC p;S[ 5F; GCL\ HFTL × .; 
5|SFZ lXJFGL G[ V5G[ p5gIF; D[\ GFZL SM EUJFG G AGFSZ DG]QI CL AGFI[ ZBF C{ VF{Z GFZL SL 
B}lAIM\ ˆJ\ BFlDIM\ SL VF[Z V\U],L lGN["X lSIF C{ × 

‘RF{NC O[Z[̃  p5gIF; SL GFlISF C{ G\NL4 HM SD 5--Lvl,BL4 ;[JFEFJL4 ;CGXL, ;LWL 
;FNL GFZL C{ × p;SF lJJFC ˆDP̂ P TS 5--[vl,B[ JSL, ˆJ\ pnMU5lT SG", lXJN¿ ;[ CMTF C{ × 
5lTv5tGL S[ :JEFJ D[\ SFOL V\TZ CMG[ ;[ lXJN¿ G\NL SL p5[1FF lSIF SZTF C{ × ICL SFZ6 C{ lS 
p;SF 5lT SG", lXJN¿ G\NL ˆJ\ 5lZJFZ SM VS[,F KM0-SZ S,S¿F R,F HFTF C{ × 5lT S[ XCZ 
D[\ A; HFG[ 5Z EL G\NL V5G[ ;F;v;;]Z4 3Zv5lZJFZ SL ;[JF lSIF SZTL C{ × G\NL ˆS A[8L SM HgD 
N[TL C{4 lOZ EL 5lT 3Z GCL\ VFTF C{ × SG", lXJN¿ 5tGL VF{Z 5]+L SM ;N{J lTZ:S'T lSIF SZTF C{ × 
l5TF S[ VJ;FG 5Z pGSM D]BFluG N[G[ S[ l,ˆ SG", lXJN¿ UF¥J JF5; VJxI VFTF C{4 ,[lSG l5TF 
SL p¿ZlS|IF ;DFÃT SZS[ OF{ZG S,S¿F R,F HFTF C{ × 5lT SL VG]5l:YlT D[\ G\NL VF{Z p;SL A[8L 
SM SNDvSND 5Z V5DFG ;CG SZGF 50-TF C{ × V5DFlGT CM ZCL G\NL 8}8SZ 5lT S[ 5F; S,S¿F 
VF HFTL C{ × 5lT SM G\NL SF VFGF 5;\N GCL\ C{4 lOZ EL 5]+L S[ SFZ6 p;[ 3Z D[\ ZB l,IF × SG", 
V5GL 5]+L SM SMgJ[\8 S[ AMl0"U :S], D[\ ETL" SZJF N[TF C{ × G\NL SM IC 5;\N GCL\ VFIF VF{Z JC 5lT 
SM GOZT SZG[ ,UL × V\T D[\ p;SF :JDFG HFU p9TF C{ VF{Z JC 5lZJFZ4 ;\5l¿4 J{EJ4 lJ,F; 
;AS]K KM0-SZ ;gIF; WFZ6 SZ ,[TL C{ × 

‘;]Z\UDF̃  p5gIF; SL GFlISF ;]Z\UDF EL SFDL4 lJ,F;L4 -M\UL ZFHG[TF ˆJ\ D\+L SL JF;GF SL 
HF, D[\ O¥; HFTL C{ × D\+L lNGSZ V5GL A[8L SL pD| SL ,0-SL ;]Z\UDF SM V5GL 5|[I;L AGFG[ SL 
SMlXX SZTF C{ × D\+L lNGSZ SL 5tGL S[ £FZF p;[ J[xIF SC[ HFG[ 5Z ;Z\UDF SM A[CN N]oB CMTF C{ × 
S], lD,FSZ .;D[\ GFlISF ;]Z\UDF S[ ;\3QF"5}6" HLJG SL SCFGL V\lST SL UIL C{ × 

‘E{ZJL˜ p5gIF; SL GFlISF C{ R\NG4 HM ZFH[xJZL SL ;]\NZ A[8L C{ × .;D[\ R\NG S[ N]oBDI 
HLJG S[ ;FY VGD[, lJJFC4 A,FtSFZ4 WD" S[ 9[S[NFZ 5FB\0L ;FW] SL lJ,F;DIL SYF SM pHFUZ 
lSIF UIF C{ × ;FW]v;\TM4 5FB\0L4 -M\UL IMlUIM\ S[ DGMlJSFZ4 V5lJ+TF4 JF;GF VFlN SF lG~56 
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SZS[ lXJFGL G[ R\NG H{;L ;F{gNI"JFG I]JTL D[\ R[TGF 5|U8 SZS[ VFW]lGS ;FW]v;\TM SL 5M, 
BM,SZ GFZL HFlT D[\ R[TGF HUFG[ SF SFD lSIF C{ × 

‘ZlTlJ,F5˜ p5gIF; D[\ GFlISF VG;}IF S[ £FZF VFlY"S VEFJ S[ SFZ6 D}<ICLGTF4 VGD[, 
lJJFC VF{Z VFlY"S p5FH"G S[ l,ˆ h}hTL GFZL VG;}IF SM ;\3QF"ZT lNBFSZ GFZL R[TGF HUFIL C{ × 
‘U{\0F˜ p5gIF; SL GFlISF ZFH ˆS D]ÉT lJRFZM\JF,L :JrKgNL GFZL C{4 HM V5GL ;F\;FlZS DIF"NF SM 
,F\3SZ V5G[ 5{ZM\ S[ p5Z S]<CF0L ,UF A{9TL C{ VF{Z DF{T S[ D}¥C D[\ R,L HFTL C{ × ‘DFl6S˜ p5gIF; 
SL GFlISF C{ Gl,GL lDzF4 HM :S], D[\ l5|\l;5, S[ 5N 5Z C{ VF{Z VrKL VFlS"8[S EL C{ × Gl,GL 
VFW]lGS GFZL SL 5|[Z6F:+MT C{4 HM HLJG S[ CZ SQ84 N]oB4 J[NGF V5DFG VFlN SM h[\,SZ EL ;FC; 
;\ID VF{Z W{I" S[ ;FY HLJG 5|UlT S[ 5\Y 5Z VFU[ A--TL ZCTL C{ × 
p5;\CFZ o 

lGQSQF"To SCF HF ;STF C{ lS lXJFGL S[ p5gIF; ;FlCtI SL GFZL lXl1FT ˆJ\ 
VFW]lGS CMG[ S[ SFZ6 VF5l¿IM\ SF 08SZ D]SFA,F SZTL C{ × V5G[ ;FC; VF{Z VFtD ;dDFG 
S[ £FZF GFZL XMQF6 SF AN,F ,[TL C{ × lXJFGL SFIZ ˆJ\ ;FC;CLG GFZL D[\ ;FC; EZG[ SF 
5|ItG SZS[ V5GF VFNX" 5|:T]T SZTL C{ × lXJFGL ˆS [̂;L ,[lBSF C{4 HM GFZL S[ XL, VF{Z 
;F{NI" SL Z1FF SZGF RFCTL C{ × JC IC GCL\ RFCTL lS GFZL 5FxRFtI ;eITF VF{Z ;\:S'lT SL EMUJFNL 
DGMJ'l¿ SL lXSFZ CMSZ V5GF HLJG GFZSLI AGF  N[ × S], lD,FSZ lXJFGL S[ p5gIF; ;FlCtI D[\
lRl+T GFZL CF,FT S[ Y5[0-M D[\ 5ZF:T GCL\ CMTL4 Vl5T] p;;[ pAZSZ ;XÉT -\U ;[ B0-L CMSZ 
HLJG S[ ;\3QFM" ;[ 5|[Z6F 5|FÃT SZTL C{ ×  


;\NE" ;\S[T

s!f R, B];ZM 3Z VF5G[    v lXJFGL   v 5'P ($ 

s@f ZyIF      v lXJFGL   v 5'P !_# 

s#f S'Q6S,L       v lXJFGL   v 5'P %# 

s$f xDXFG R\5F      v lXJFGL   v 5'P !#* 

s%f lXJFGL SF lCgNL ;FlCtI ;FDFlHS 5lZ5|[1I D[\  v 0¶FP ßIMt;GF XDF" v 5'P !%# 

s&f lXJFGL S[ p5gIF;M\ D[\ ;DFH    v 0¶FP l;âFD BMT  v 5'P !%$ 
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ીઓની સામા જક થિત અને સા હ ય. 

ડૉ. રુશ ડ . ડુ યા. 
                                આસી. ોફસર ( જુરાતી) ી રા.ર.લાલન કૉલેજ જુ. 

સા હ ય એ સમાજ ુ ં દપણ છે. કોઈ પણ સમાજ િવશે ણવા માટ ત કાલીન 

સા હ ય આપણને સમાજ વન, ધમ, ત વ ાન, સં િૃત વગેર િવશે પ રચય રુો પાડ છે. તેમ છતાં 

ી ુ ં વન, તેની ભીતર રહલા ણુો, તેનામા ંરહલી સભંાવનાઓ વગેર િવશે તપાસવાનો ઉપ મ હાથ 

ધરવામા ંઆવે તો માણસને સામા યત: િનરાશા સાપંડ તે ુ ંછે. તે ુ ંકારણ એ છે ક આજ ધુી ીના 

વતં ય ત વનો વકાર કરવામા ંઆવેલ નથી. 

ી ુ ં અ ત વ ુ ુષ ટ ુ ં રુાતન છે. ુ ુષની મ  ી પણ મ ુ ય છે. 

મ ુ યને વેઠવી પડતી દરક સમ યાઓ ીએ  પણ વેઠ  છે. એટ ુ ંજ નહ  પરં  ુતેને ૧૨-૧૩ વષની 

ઉમરથી લઈને ૪૫-૫૦  વષ ધુી મહ વના એ વષ  દરિમયાન રજોદશન તેમજ ગભધારણથી માડં ને 

બાળકના ઉછેરમા ં વાભાિવક ર તે પાંચ સાત વષ વીતી ય છે . એમા ંપણ ભારત વા દશ ની વાત 

કરવામા ંઆવે તો ચાર પાચં બાળકો તો એક ુ ુંબને ી આપતી હોય છે. ક વૂાવડ તેમજ  બાળમરણ 

પાછાં ુદા ં. એક ી પોતાના ુ ુંબ પાછળ આપ ર તે અ ત વ ુ ધાં લુી ય છે તેમ છતા ં ુ ુષ 

ીને પોતનાથી ઊતરતી ગણતો હોય તો સમાજની વ થતા ગે ચતા થાય તે વાભાિવક છે . 

 દશમા ંમ ુ યતાનો અડધો અડધો ભાગ ભાગ તેમને નીચો ગણતો હોય અને અડધો 

ભાગ વયનેં ચો માનતો હોય એ દશમા ંિવકાસ ાંથી સભંવ બને ?  િવડંબના તો એ છે ક  દશમા ં

ી  વયનેં નીચી માની લે છે એ દશમા ં ુ ુષ કઈ ર તે મહાન બની શક ? કારણક દરક ુ ુષને જ મ 

તો ીથી જ લેવો પડ છે . અને જો જ મ આપનાર  માતા દ ન હોય તો તેના સતંાનો ાથંી 

ગૌરવશાળ  બની શક ?  ી દ નતા તેની દ ર તાને આપણે વકાર  લીધી છે . અને સૌથી ક ુણ વાત 

તો એ છે ક તેને ીએ પણ વકાર  લીધી છે .

ુ ુષે ુ િનયા ુ ંિનમાણ ક  ુછે તે ુ િનયામા ંઆપણને ુ ધ , હસા , આ મકતા , લડાઈ- 

ઝગડાઓ જોવા મળે છે તેની પાછળ ુ ંકારણ એ છે ક એમા ં ીનો સહજ ર તે વકાર કરવામાં આ યો 

નથી .  ીની ુ િનયા હશે તો તેમાં ેમ હશે , લો ખીલશે ન કવળ ઊપવનમા ંબ ક મ ુ યના મનમા ં

વય ંમ ુ ય ુ ંખીલ ુ ંસાથક થશે . 

સદ ઓ વીતી ગઈ તેમ છતા ંઆપણે ુ ુષ અને ીને એકતાંતણે બાંધી નથી શ ા . લ ન 

કરવા એ એક વાત છે અને સલં ન હો ુ ંએ બી  વાત છે . લ ન કરલ સલં ન હોય એ કંઈ જ ુર

6
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જણા ુ ંનથી . યાં ધુી ી ુ ુષના સહ વનને  આપણે સમ  સમાજ ધુી યા ત નથી કરતા યા ં

ધુી તેમના વ ચે વ થતાભયા સવંાદમય સબંધંોને અવકાશ નથી . 

આ  સમ ુ િનયામા ં ીઓ િશ ત થઈ રહલી જોવા મળે છે . પરં  ુ ટલા માણમા ં

તેને  િશ ત બનાવવા માટ તેની પાછળ ઊ  ખચાય છે તેના માણમાં તેટલો લાભ સમાજને , 

રા ને મળે છે ખરો ? 

એક વુિત M.A. , Msc. બનીને પણ આખર ઘેર રસો ું સભંાડવા લાગી જશે તો ુ ં તે 

િશ ણનો ખરો ઉપયોગ કય  એમ કહ  શકાશે ખરો ? એક ય ત યાર પોતાની જદગીના મહ વના ં

૨૦ – ૨૫ વષ  એક િશ ણમા ંઆ યા બાદ જો તે આગળ કંઈ જ કરવાના ન હોય તો એ ય ત કટલો 

યિથત થઈ જશે – ુ : ખ થઈ જશે . ીઓના સદંભ આ ુ ંજ બન ુ ંજોવા મળે છે . આ સવ થિતઓને 

કારણે ીઓના મનમા ં કજો િનક અવ થા ઉ પ  થઈ છે . 

એક ીને કારણે એક મકાન ઘર બની શક છે . જો મા ુ ુષો જ રહતા હોય તે મકાનને ઘર 

કહ  શકા ુ ંનથી . પિ મના એક િવચારક સી . ઈ . એમ . જોડ એ લ ુ ંછે , ‘ ું યાર જ યો યાર

પિ મમાં ઘર હતા ંપરં  ુહવે ું ૃ ધ થયો ં યાર હવે મકાનો રહ  ગયા છે , ઘર એક પણ નહ . ’     

પિ મમા ખાસ કર ને ાંસ અને રુોપમાં  ૧૯૬૦ ના સમયગાળાના તભાગમા ંનાર વાદ

િવવેચનાનો આરંભ થયો . જોક સમ યા પાછળ  ૨૦૦ વષ ૂની ચળવળ જવાબદાર છે . ી ુ ં

સમાજમા ંક ુ ં થાન હો ું જોઈએ તે િવશે મેર  વૉ સટોન ા ટની ‘ અ િવડ કશન ઑફ ધ રાઈ સ ’ . 

એસ . મીલ તૃ ‘ધ સ કશન ઓ. િવમેન ’ વી મહ વની ૃિતઓ રચાઈ . નાર વાદ  િવવેચના સાથ ે

સ ન કરનારા સ કોમા ંમોખર ગણાતાં વ િનયા ુ ફ ુ ુષ ધાન સમાજમાં ીની સ ના મકતાને 

ંધતા ંત વોની ચચા પોતાના લેખોમાં કર  છે . તેમના ‘ A Room of one’s own   ’ મા ંમહ વની વાત 

કર  છે . ‘ ીની પાસે પોતાનો ઓરડો અને પોતાની ડૂ  હોવી જોઈએ . ’ વ િનયા ુ ફથી  પણ 

વધાર ઉદામવાદ  ધારાની ર ૂઆત  ચ સ ક સીમોન દ ુ વાના ુ તક ‘ ધ સેકંડ સે સ ’  મા ંથઈ 

છે . ીની ણે પોતાની કોઈ ઓળખ છે જ નહ . મા ુ ુષની સાથે તે ુ ંઅ ત વ ઓગળ ય છે . 

તે કા ંતો કોઈની પ ની છે , કોઈની માતા છે , બહન છે, ેિમકા છે આ સઘળાં સબંધંોમાં તે કોઈની સાથે 

સાથે છે . અથવા તો એમ કહ ુ ંજોઈએ ક તેમની પાછળ છે . 

બાળકને જ મ આપવા ુ ંમહ વ ુ ંકાય માતા બ વે છે , પણ એ બાળકના નામની પાછળ 

તેના િપતા ુ ં નામ લખાય છે . ુ દા ુદા ધમ એ  પણ ીને  દબાવવામાં પાછ પાની નથી કર . 

અલબત ુ ુષો ારા ઊભા કરવામાં આવેલા ધમ  તેમજ ધમના થાનકો ને સાચવવા ુ ંભગીરથ કાય

તો ીએ જ બ ુ ં છે !  તેમ છતાં  ી ચચમાં ઉપદશ ન આપી શક . મ જદમા ંજઈ ન શક . 

ભારતમા ં ીઓ અને ુ ોને વેદ વાંચવાનો અિધકાર ુ ધા ં નહોતો . આ કારની અનેક િવપદાઓ 

ીઓએ વેઠ  છે અને છતાં ીએ ૂગંળાઈને મરવા ુ ંપસદં નથી ક  ુ, તે ટક  ગઈ તેમા ંતેની આ મીક 
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તાકાત નો પરચો મળે છે . ચીનમા ં ઘણા સમય ધુી પિત તેની પ નીને માર  નાખે તો તેને કોઈ 

કારની સ  કર  ન શકાય. ોપદ ને િુધ ઠર દાવમા ં કૂ  હાયા યાર ભર  સભામાં તે િુધ ઠરને 

છેુ છે :     ‘ તમે  પહલા પોતાને હાયા પછ મને હાયા ક પહલા ? ’ નુશીની નવલકથાઓમાં ુ ુષ  

યવસાય , રાજકારણ , ધમ , ુ ધ , કળા ગમે યાં સકંળાયેલ હોય પણ  ી તેની પાછળ તેની 

આસપાસ ફરતી રહતી .

ીઓને અનેક દશોમાં લુામ સમક  માનવામાં આવતી . તેમને મતાિધકાર નહોતો . 

ુ દા ુદા દશોમાં  ીઓને મતાિધકાર ાર મ યો છે તે ુ ં ચ  જોઈએ : ઝુીલે ડ- ૧૮૯૩ , 

ઓ લયા ૧૯૦૨ , ફનલે ડ ૧૯૦૬ , નોવ ૧૯૧૩  અમે રકા ૧૯૨૦ , ટન ૧૯૨૮ , સોિવયેટ રિશયા 

૧૯૧૭ , બમા ૧૯૨૨ , વીટઝરલે ડ વા દશમા ંછેક૧૯૭૩ મા ં ીઓને  મતાિધકાર મળે છે ! આનો 

સાદો અથ એ થાય ક ીની  મ ુ ય તર ક  ગણના જ થતી નથી . એ લે જ તસલીમા નસર ન         

‘ ઔરત ક હકમ ’ મા ંકહ છે ,  ‘મા ું  િશ ણ , માર ુ ચ , માર  મેધા મને માનવ ત ન બનાવી શક , 

ું છોકર ની ત બનીને રહ  ગઈ. ’ ઈ સનના નાટક ‘ડૉ સ હાઉસ ’ ની નોરા  ‘પ ની ક મા  પહલાં ું 

પણ તાર મ એક માણસ ં ’ એ ુ ંકહ  બારણા પછાડ  ઘર બહાર નીકળ ય છે અને એ  બારણાના 

પછડાવાનો અવાજ સમ રુોપમાં સભંળાય છે !  અને એ ર તે ી ુ તની  શ વાત થાય છે (આને 

પ રણામે જુરાતી સા હ યમા ંિસમા ચ હ પ િૃત ‘સાત પગલા ંઆકાશમાં’ ા ત થાય છે .) ઍલન શો 

વૉ ટર આ સમયગાળાના ણ િવકાસા મક તબ ા દશા યા છે : 

થમ તબ ો :  Feminine   (1920-49) Imitelive 

બીજો તબ ો :  Feminiet    (1960-75) Reactive 

ીજો  તબ ો : Female       (1979-today)Self affirming 

આ ર તે જોતા ં યાલ આવે છે ક મ મ આ કાર ુ ં સા હ ય રચા ુ ં ગ ુ ં તેમ તેમ 

સમાજની માનિસકતામાં ફરક પડવા મડં ો છે પણ હ ુ ગણી મજલ કાપવી બાક  છે. 
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गुणव ता सुधार मे श क क  भू मका
ा. गां वत सर वतीबहन आर |

सरकार  बी,ए  कोलेज. नसवाडी  िज-छोटउदेपुर |

श ा मानव जीवन के लये बहुत मह वपूण मसला है। एक साथक जीवन जीने 
के लए यि त  का श त होना िजतना ज र  है उतना ह  ज र  है श ा का गुणव तापूण होना। 
गुणव तापूण श ा के लये कई तरह के यास हंमेशा से कए जाते रहे है।
य द देश के शै क इ तहास पर नजर दौडाएँ तो वतः ह  यह बात हम समझ म आती है क 

समय-समय पर व भ न आयोगो वारा देश क श ा यव था म यापक बदलावो के मा यम से 

श ा म गुणव ता लाने क  को शश क  जाती रह  है। सव श ा अ भयान या रा य मा य मक 

श ा योजना जसैी कुछ प रक पनाओ के मा यम से ढाँचागत वकास व श ा म गुणव ता लाने के 

यास कए जाते रहे है। इन तमाम यासो के फल व प भौ तक प से श ा म कुछ बहेतर अव य 

हुआ हे। ले कन फर भी हमे श ा क  गुणव ता पर काम करने क  ज रत है। आज श ा वद  व 

नी त- नयतंाओ को  अहसास होने लगा है क बहेतर श ा के लए इसक  मु य कडी यानी श क 

को क  म रखना होगा। इस लए बारहवी योजना म देशभर म श क- श ा पर खास जोर दया जा 

रहा है। श क सं थानो को भी अ धक स म व संसाघन स प न बनाया जा रहा है।

 देश-काल क  बदलती प रि थ तयो म श ा के मायने बदले है। श क के तौर-तर के भी बदल रहे है 

और समाज क  अपे ाएँ तो बदल  ह  है तो  फर श क और श ाथ  क  भू मका बदलना तो 

वाभा वक ह  है। अब यवहारवाद से रचनावाद क दशा म बढने क  तैयार  क  जा रह  है। दसूर

तरफ रचनावाद या है ? इसे कैसे समझा जाए पर बहस जार  है। इसके चलते अब श ा के सभी 

आयामो को एक नए नज रए से देखने-समझने क  ज रत है। अब यह समझा जाने लगा है क 

श क एक परम ानी नह  अ पतु एक सुगमकता क  तरह है। ब चा एक वतं श ाथ  के प म

है, जो ान का सजृन करे, न क  केवल ान को ा त करे। अब ान कोइ बनी-बनाई चीज क

तरह नह  बि क सिृजत क  जाने वाल  एक या क  भाँ त है।

इन बदले संदभ ,आयाम  व भू मकाओ म सबसे मह वपूण बात है श क और श ाथ  क वतं ता 

। श क के वतं  होने पर सीखने – सखाने क कया लचील  और संदभ व प रवेश आधा रत होगी। 

श ा क यापक यव था मे क ा- श ण एक एसा े  है िजसके लए श क सबसे अ धक 

िज मेदार होता है। पा यचया ओर पा य म के ल य व उदे य के प म पा यपु तके सहायक 

साम ी के पम उपल ध होती है। इन सबका मह व क ा- श ण मे तभी है। जब श क उ हे अपने 

यासो से जीवंत बनाता है। नह  तो इनमे लखी बाते केवल कतीबी ान तक ह  सीमीत रह जाती

है। क ा- श ण से जुडी बातो के के  म ब चे और श क ह  होते है । इनमे होने वाल

अतंः याएँ ह श ण को जीवतं और रोचक बनाती है। कौन सा ब चा कैसे सीखता है? कौन सा 

7
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ब चा कस तरह क  ग त व धयो मे अ धक च लेता है? कौन सी बाते है, जो ब चो को अ धक 

े रत करती है। आ द बातो को श क से बहेतर कौन समझ सकता है । यह कयाएँ िजतनी 

भावी, रोचक और नयोिजत ह गी, श क उतना ह वशु ध प से श क के अ धकार े  म

आता है । इसका कतई यह आशय नह  है क क ा- श ण म ब चे क  भु मका नग य होती है।

श क क  मह ता व भू मका के कमजोर होने  के कारणो को भी समझना होगा। पहले 

श क क यव था समाज करता था। जो समाज का अ भ न अगं था। आज क श ण यव था 

सरकार  ढाँचे से जडु गई है िजसक  वजह से आज श क सरकार  कामो मे चुनाव,बि त-गनती, 

सरकार  सभाएँ जसैी इन गनत कामो से जडु गया है।कम वेतन और सु वधाओ के अभाव के कारण 

श क कमजोर और अश त बन गया है।  

श क वयं को अ धक से अ धक सश त बनाकर, न केवल बाहर  ह त ेप व भाव को 

कम करके नवीन वचारो तकनीक ान, श ा दशन व मनो व ान, लगन, महेनत, ेरणा, यास, 

लगातार सीखने क  ललक इ या द ह  क य त व है। जो गुणवता के लए सवदा अ नवाय है। 

इससे श क का आ म व वास और आ मस मान बढने के साथ-साथ समाज का भी भरोसा बढेगा । 

श क को वय ंक  है सयत और भू मका को मह वपूण समझना होगा। उसे खुद ह वयं क  पीठ 

थपथपाते हुए अपना मूल काय करते जाना है। तभी श क को अपने ब चो को यो य भ व य दे 

पाएगा । श ा का काय  ई वर वारा उ तम िज मेदार  है ।   
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A STUDY OF ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION OF SECONDARY STUDENTS WITH 
RELATION TO THEIR GENDER & AREA OF RESIDENCY

RESEARCHER   PRAFUL D. VASAVA  (M.A., M.Phil.) 

                       Dept. of Psychology,Gujarat University, Ahmedabad.

ABSTRACT

The aim of the study is to know the achievement motivation level of secondary 

students in ahmedabad city. The sample consisted of 120 secondary students in 

ahmedabad city. Out of which 60 were secondary level boys students and 60 

were secondary level girls students. For this purpose of investigation 

“Achievement motivation Scale” by Dr. Ashwin Jansari was used. The obtained 

data was analyzed through‘t’ test to know the mean difference between 

secondary level boys and girls students. The results show that there is a 

significant difference in achievement motivation level of secondary level boys 

and girls students and there is a significant difference in achievement 

motivation level of east area & west area students.

INTRODUCTION:

Some people have a compiling drive to succeed. They have starving for 

personal achievement rather than the rewards of success per se. they have a 

desire to do something better on more efficiently than it has been done before 

(Robbins, 2005). Me Cleland’s book “the achievement society” (1961) ends 

with the scientist’s traditional hope that the knowledge so painstakingly 

collected will somehow be useful in helping man to shape his destiny. The need 

to achieve seemed to be a relatively stable personality characteristic rooted in 

experiences in middle age childhood (Me Cleland, 1971).  

High and low creative students did not differ significantly from each 

other with respect ti their motivation (verma, 1992). Motivation comes out as a 

9
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positively related variable to scholastic achievement (Baskaran, 1991). Agrwal 

(1988) states that males were found to be highly motivation in economic gains, 

while females were highly motivated for increasing their ability. Mistry’s 

showed that (2006) higher secondary students have more achievement than 

secondary students. Jansari (2006) concluded that there is more achievement 

motivation in girls than boys. 

In this study we try to measure the achievement motivation level of 

secondary students in ahmedabad city. The purpose of this study was to 

measure the difference between secondary level boys and girls students and also 

east area & west area students. 

RESEARCH PROBLEM:
The research problem of this study is achievement motivation level of 

secondary students with relation to their gender and area of residency.

OBJECTIVE:
(1) The purpose of the present investigation was the difference related to 

achievement motivation level of secondary level boys students and 

secondary level girls students. 

(2) The purpose of the present investigation was the difference related to 

achievement motivation level of secondary level students of east area 

and west area in ahmedabad city. 

VARIABLES:

(A)  INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:-

(1)  Gender : - boys and girls 

(2) Area : - East area and West area 

(B) DEPENDENT VARIABLE:- 

(1) The raw scores of the students for Achievement motivation.

HYPOTHESIS:
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(1) There is no significant mean difference between secondary level boys 

students and secondary level girls students with relation to Achievement 

motivation.  

(2) There is no significant mean difference between secondary level 

students of east area and west area with relation to Achievement 

motivation.  

METHOD:
(A) SAMPLE: 

The sample of the present study consisted of 120 secondary level 

boys and girls students. Out of which 60 were secondary level boys 

students and 60 were secondary level girls students both living in 

Ahmadabad city of Gujarat. 
(B)TOOL:

In the present study to measure anxiety level,"Achievement 

motivation scale” by Dr. Ashwin Jansari was used. It is a standard and 

easily administrated scale. It can be use as a group of individual test. It 

takes about 15 to 25 minutes to complete all twenty five items of the test. 

Its test-retest and spilt-half reliability is 0.63 and 0.72 respectively an 

attempt has also been made to validate the test by showing that 

recognized high achievement score high on this test.   

PROCEDURE:
The students who were studying in secondary level  schools of 

ahmedabad city were randomly selected & Dr. Ashwin Jansari’s ,"Achievement 

motivation scale” was given & data was collected. The obtain data form 120 

students were analyzed with the help of mean, S.D. and‘t’ test. 

STATISTICAL  STRATEGY:
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‘t’ test was applied to know the significant differences between secondary 

level boys students and secondary level girls students and also students of east 

area and west area of ahmedabad city.  

DISCUSSION: TABLE-I

Achievement motivation level of secondary level boys and girls students 

TABLE-I

Achievement motivation level of secondary level students of east & west 
area of ahmedabad city

Table no. I shows the achievement motivation level of secondary level boys 

and girls students. for secondary level boys students the mean is 15.30 for 

secondary level girls students the mean is 28.54 and S.D. is 8.68 and 8.65 for 

both groups‘t’ level value is 8.95 which is significance at 0.01 level.  

Table no. II shows the achievement motivation level of secondary level 

students of east area and west area of ahmedabad city. for east area students the 

mean is 20.22 for west area students the mean is 28.59 and S.D. is 10.58 and 

8.61for both groups‘t’ level value is 3.59 which is significance at 0.01 level.  

CONCLUSION:
(1)There was a significant difference between secondary level boys and girls 

students with relation to achievement motivation.   

GROUP N MEAN S.D. ‘t’ Value Level of sign. 

Boys  60 15.30 8.68  

8.95 0.01 Girls  60 28.54 8.65 

GROUP N MEAN S.D. ‘t’ Value Level of sign. 

East area 60 20.22 10.58  

3.59 0.01 West area 60 28.59 8.61 
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(2)There was a significant difference between secondary students of east 

area and west area with relation to achievement motivation.   
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           WORK MOTIVATION OF MALE AND FEMALE DOCTORS 
RESEARCHER HIREN J. NAYAK  (Ph.D. Student) 

                                                       Gujarat University, Ahmedabad. 

ABSTRACT:

The purpose of the present study is to know the Work Motivation of Male 

and Female Doctors in Ahmedabad district. The sample consisted of 120 Male 

and Female Doctors in Ahmedabad district. Out of which 60 were Male Doctors 

and 60 were Female Doctors. For this purpose of investigation “Employees 

Motivation   Schedule” by Dr. A.K. Srivastava was used. The reliability of this 

scale is 0.83 and Validity is 0.75. The obtained data was analyzed through‘t’ 

test to know the mean difference between Male and Female Doctors. The results 

show that there is a significant mean difference in Personal growth of Male and 

Female Doctors, there is no significant difference in Achievement of Male and 

Female Doctors and there is a significant mean difference in Self-control of 

Male and Female Doctors. 

INTRODUCTION:

There is anecdotal evidence that housewives frequently complain about 

the monotony of their lives. They feel that they have to look after children and 

do the housework and they do not have time for themselves.  Compared to the 

workingwomen their social environment is limited. Their husbands are the only 

ones to appreciate their intense efforts they make for their homes.  A woman, 

for instance, with six children and a husband, and with no help from others and 

no money for the most  costly  laborsaving  devices,  simply cannot  organize  

her  necessary  duties  so  that  she  will  have  leisure  for pleasures and 

activities outside the daily  routine. In such a house the most modest 

requirements for food, shelter, and clothing become a driving force that pushes 

aside relentlessly any irrelevant longing.  The workingwomen, however, has the 

chance of being appreciated by the   society and behave independently and earn 

10
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money. On  the  other  hand,  many  workingwomen find that children provide a 

common  focus  of  interest  for  them  and  their husbands and many of them 

feel that the time devoted to children resulted in less sharing and companionship 

and less spontaneity in marital  relationship. 

The  problems  and  difficulties  of  working  women  are 

multidimensional and  May be broadly  classified  into  three  types - 

environmental,  social  & psychological. Joining the business life outside home 

is an extra burden for women who have already been responsible for baby-

sitting (child rearing) and other household chores. From this aspect, working 

women are expected to have more psychological symptoms. However, the 

studies carried out in various countries show that it is not the    case.  Working 

has a positive psychological   influence on women   especially   those   from   

the lower socioeconomic class. In a comparison of working and non-working 

women, Mukhopadhyay (2004) showed a positive statistically significant 

relationship between the ‘health score’ and ‘anxiety score’.  Traditional role 

theories suggest that women who are trying to maintain several roles would be 

expected to experience negative stressful feelings. In contrast, more recent 

theories suggest that individuals may profit from enacting multiple roles. 

Work motivation has been defined “a set of energetic forces that  

originate both within as well as  beyond  and  individual’s being  to initiate 

work-related  behavior,  and  to  determine  its  from, direction ,  intensity  & 

duration (pinder 1998, p.71). This definition recognizes that psychological 

processes. directing  behaviour  is determined by motive states that could be 

either conscious or sub-conscious (latham & budworth  2007)  most  of  the 

work  motivation  models  and  t heories  deal  with  consciously  incluced 

motivation  in  the  respect  that  they  focus  on  how  the organization can 

increase  extrinsic  motivation ( desi  &  ryan,  2000 ).  Perhaps  the  most 

prominent work motivational theory is that on goal setting, which has been 

proposed as one of the most researched theories and has consistently proven that 
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setting challenging  work goals leads to  better  performance  than  “do your 

best” or no goals at all (locke & latham, 2002). 

OBJECTIVE:

(1)The purpose of the present investigation was the difference related to the 

Personal growth of Male and Female Doctors. 

(2)The purpose of the present investigation was the difference related to the 

Achievement of Male and Female Doctors. 

(3)The purpose of the present investigation was the difference related to the 

Self-control of Male and Female Doctors. 

HYPOTHESIS:

(1)There is no significant mean difference related to the Personal growth of 

Male and Female Doctors. 

(2)There is no significant mean difference related to the Achievement of Male 

and Female Doctors. 

(3)There is no significant mean difference related to the Self-control of Male 

and Female Doctors. 

METHOD:-
(A)SAMPLE:-

The sample of the present study consisted of 120 Male and Female 

Doctors in Ahmedabad district. Out of which 60 were Male Doctors and 60 

were Female Doctors. 
(B)TOOL:-

In the present study to measure Work Motivation “Employees Motivation 

Schedule” by Dr. A.K. Srivastava was used. The reliability of this scale is 

0.83 and Validity is 0.75.

STATISTICAL  STRATEGY:-

‘t’ test was applied to know the significant differences between Male and 

Female Doctors. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION:-
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Table-1: Mean, S.D. and‘t’ Value of Male and Female Doctors in relation 

to Personal growth
Group N Mean S.D. ‘t’ value level of significant 

Male Doctors 60 15.30 8.68 
8.95 0.01 

Female Doctors 60 28.54 8.65

  Table No. 1 shows Personal growth of Male and Female Doctors, for the Male 

Doctors the mean is 15.30, for the Female Doctors the mean is 28.54 and S.D. is 

8.68 and 8.65. For both groups ‘t’ level value is 8.95 and it is significant at 0.01 

level. So there is a significant mean difference between Male and Female 

Doctors in relation to Personal growth. 

Table-2: Mean, S.D. and‘t’ Value of Male and Female Doctors in relation 

to Achievement
Group N Mean S.D. ‘t’ value level of significant 

Male Doctors 60 70.83 7.99
0.04 NS 

Female Doctors 60 70.78 6.98 

Table no.2 shows the Achievement of Male and Female Doctors, for the 

Male Doctors the mean is 70.83, for the Female Doctors the mean is 70.78 and 

S.D. is 7.99 and 6.98. For both groups ‘t’ level value is 0.04 and it is not 

significant. So there is no significant mean difference between Male and Female 

Doctors in relation to Achievement.

Table-3: Mean, S.D. and‘t’ Value of Post-Graduate level Students in 

relation to Self-control
Group N Mean S.D. ‘t’ value level of significant 

Male Doctors 60 20.22 10.58 
3.59 0.01 

Female Doctors 60 28.59 8.61

Table no.3 shows the Self-control of Male and Female Doctors, for the 

Male Doctors the mean is 20.22, for the Female Doctors the mean is 28.59 and 

S.D. is 10.58 and 8.61. For both groups ‘t’ level value is 3.59 and its level of 

significance is 0.01. So there is a significant mean difference between Male and 

Female Doctors in relation to Self-control. 
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CONCLUSION:-

(4)There was a significant mean difference related to the Personal growth of 

Male and Female Doctors. 

(5)There was no significant mean difference related to the Achievement of Male 

and Female Doctors. 

(6)There was a significant mean difference related to the Self-control of Male 

and Female Doctors. 
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                                       TOPIC: Entrepreneurial development of rural and tribal women. 
                                           (“ ામીણ અને આ દવાસી મ હલાઓની ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા”)

Prof. Jyoti K. Patel & Prof. Ramesh L. Deshmukh 
 Tolani College of Arts & Science,Adipur.

Abstract

મ હલા સશકતીકરણ એકવીસમી સદ નો સૌથી વઘાર ચચાતો શ દ છે. સમ  િવ મા ં મ હલા 

સશકતીકરણે એક ખાસ બેંશ ુ ં વ પ ઘારણ ક  ુ છે. જુરાતની ામીણ િવ તારની બહનો પણ એમાથંી 

બાકાત રહ  નથી. ના ફળ વ પે આ  સખી મડંળો, વસહાય ુથોની રચના થક ામીણ અને આ દવાસી 

મ હલાઓ પણ આવક મેળવતી થઈ છે. ા ય િવ તારની મ હલાઓ ખાસ કર ને પરંપરાગત િૃષ યવસાયની 

સાથે પ પુાલન વી િૃતઓમા ં જ સ ય જોવા મળે છે. પરં  ુ હવે રા ય સરકાર ારા મ હલા

સશકતીકરણની દશામાં લેવામા ંઆવેલા નકકર પગલાઓથી ામીણ અને આ દવાસી મ હલાઓ પણ સખી 

મડંળો, વસહાય ુથોની મદદથી ઘીમી અને મકકમ ગિતએ ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતાની દશામાં યાણ કર  રહ  છે. 

પોતાના પરંપરાગત યવસાયની સાથોસાથ નવા યવસાય તરફ અ ેસર થઈ છે.  

ામીણ અને આ દવાસી મ હલાઓ ફકત ામીણ ીઓનાં જ િવષયમા ં ન હ, પરં  ુ સમ  રા ની 

ઉ િત અને િવકાસમાં ફાળો આપવા સ મ છે. િશ ણ અને આવક ઉપા ન એ બનેં સ તકરણના મજ તૂ 

આઘાર તભંો છે. ભારતમા ં ીિશ ણ અને િૃત બનેંમાં ઘુારો થયો છે. યાર સામા જક અને આિથક િવકાસ 

માટ મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતાનો િવકાસ એ જ સમયની માંગ બની રહ  છે. કારણ ક િવકાસ એ સં ણૂ યા 

છે. ને અસરકારક અને નફાકારક બનાવવા માટ ુ ુષો અને ીઓ બનેં ુ ંયોગદાન અિનવાય છે.

વાઇ ટ જુરાત લોબલ ડ શો 2015 મા ંઆનદં બહને ક ુ ંક આ લોબલ ડ શોમા ંમ હલા ઉ ોગ 

સાહિસકો અને વુા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોને માટ િવશેષ ો સાહનો ઉપર યાન ક ત ક  ુછે. કારણ િવ ની આિથક 

યવ થામાં મ હલાશ તને અને વુાશ તને મહ મ ભાગીદાર બનાવવાની નેમ છે. 

તાવના: 
વતમાન સમયે વૈિ કરણના ગુમાં તરરા ય તર ચોકકસ થાન મેળવવા આિથક ર તે સ ર અને

સમ હો ું અિનવાય બ ું છે માટ િવિવઘ આિથક સાઘનોની સાથે માનવસસંાઘન િવકાસ અને તેના મહ મ

ઉપયોગ અિનવાય ગણી શકાય.અિત વ તી ઘરાવતા ભારતમાં આિથક િવકાસમાં માનવીય સાઘનોના ણૂ ઉપયોગ

ારા િવકાસની ક ા ચી લઈ જઈ શકવાની સભંાવના રહલી છે. આ માનવસસંાઘનમાં ીઓની ભાગીદાર મહ વની

ગણી શકાય.જયાં ઘુી ીઓની ભાગીદાર આિથક િવકાસમાં ન વીકારાય ક અ ય કારણોસર ી-શ તનો ઉપયોગ

ન કર શકાય તો સામા જક અને આિથક પછાતપ ું જ તે ું પ રણામ સભંવી શક. વતમાન સમયમાં જયાર ીઓમાં

િશ ણ ું માણ ું ગ ું છે યાર તેઓની આિથક ઉપા નની મતા અને શ ત બનેંમાં વઘારો થયો છે. સરકાર ક

ખાનગી ે ે જયાર રોજગાર ની તકો ઓછ જોવા મળે છે યાર મ હલાઓ પણ વરોજગાર સ ન ારા કૌ ું બક અને

રા ય આિથક િવકાસમાં મહ વ ણૂ યોગદાન આપી શક તેમ છે. હાલ િવિવઘ ે ે મ હલાઓ ુ ુષ સમોવડ બની

રહ છે. તેમજ િૃષ ે ે પણ મ હલાઓનો બૂ જ મોટો ફાળો રહલો હોય છે. તેથી મ હલાઓ ું થાન ૃિષ ે માં વઘે

તે જ ર છે.
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ઉ ોગ સાહિસક એ એક િવિશ ટ ય ત છે. ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતામાં સાહસ કરવાની િૃ પડલી છે તેને

ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા કહવામાં આવે છે. ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા એટલે ઉ ોગ સાહિસકની દર રહલો સાહસ િૃ નો એક

િવિશ ટ કારનો ણુ ક ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતાને ઉ ોગ થાિપત કરવા ું ેરણા બળ ૂ ું પાડ છે.બી શ દોમાં

કહ એ તો “ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા એટલે ઉ ોગ સાહિસકમાં પડલી સાહસ િૃ માટ ત પરતા, પહલ િૃ અને યેય.” 

આમ, ઉ ોગ સાહિસક અને ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા એ બં ે પા રભાિષક શ દોના અથઘટન પરથી એ પ ટ 

બને છે ક “ઉ ોગ સાહિસક એ એક િવિશ ટ ય ત છે.જયાર ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા એ ઉ ોગ સાહિસકમાં રહલો એક 

િવિશ ટ કારનો ણુ છે ક ણુને સહાર ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા ઉ ોગ થાપવા સ મ બને છે.”  

િવ ની દરક સં ૃિત અને ઘમમાં ુ ુષ અને ી બનેંને આિથક-સામા જક ગિતના ૂ ઘાર તર ક

દશાવવામાં આ યા છે. ભારતીય ઇિતહાસમા ં ી શ તના ઉ મ, િવકિસત અને િવ તા ણૂ વ પો અલેખવામા ં

આ યા છે.

સમાજમાં આિથક િવકાસમા ં  તે સમયે ીઓએ તેઓના ંકૌશ યોથી આિથક સ ૃ  અપાવી છે, એ સ ય 

છે.ભારતીય ા ય િવ તારમા ંમ હલાઓની અવગણના કરવામાં આવે છે ક જયાં પાયાથી જ મ હલા િવકાસનાં

ને ૃ વની િવશેષ જ ર છે.િવ ના ઉ ભવ અને રચનાકાળથી જ માનવ ડૂ  િવકાસનો ુ ય ોત રા માં હંમેશા 

મ હલાઓ જ રહ  છે  મ હલા સમાજ ુ ં ઉ મ યોગદાન છે.પરં  ુ હ ુ  ુ ુષ ઘાન અને કંઇક શે ઢ ુ ત 

સામા જક િવચારઘારા ઘરાવ ુ ં હોવાથી ી-સશ તકરણ આિથક િૃતઓમા ં ીઓની ભાગીદાર  ક મ હલા 

ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા પર વે િવશેષ િૃતની જ ર છે.

જુરાત સરકાર માને છે ક મોટા ઉ ોગોમા ં કરોડો-અબજો િપયાના ડૂ રોકાણ છતા ં તેમાં રોજગાર

મળવાની ટકાવાર  ઓછ  હોય છે. છે.જયાર લ  ુઅને મ યમ ઉ ોગોમાં ઓછા ડૂ રોકાણે વ  ુરોજગાર  હાસંલ 

કર  શકાય છે. એટલે નવી િનિતમા ંસરકાર આ ે  પર વ  ુભાર કૂયો છે. નવી િનિતમાં માઇ ોઉ ોગો માટ

યાજ સબસીડ  વઘાર ને 9% તથા નાના અને મ યમ ઉ ોગો માટ 7% યાજ સબસીડ  કરવાનો િનણય કય  છે. 

 પૈક  મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસક માટ 1% યાજ સબસીડ  અને વુા ઉ ોગ સાહિસક માટ 1% યાજ સબસીડ  આ 

ઉપરાંત અનામત ક ાના ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોને વઘારાની સબસીડ  આપવામા ંઆવશે. હવે સરકારની નીિતઓ અને 

બકોની સહાયના કારણે ઘણી ીઓ અિત નાના અને મ યમ કદના ઘઘંા થાપી રહ  છે.

મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતાની જ રયાત:  

વતં તા પછ  ભારતમા ંમ હલા વાતં ીય ચળવળ ઝડપી ગિત કર  રહ  છે. યાર સમ  સમાજના ં

લાભાથ િવકાસ કયામા ંમ હલાઓની ભાગીદાર  વઘારવા સહાયક સં થાઓએ યાસો કરવા જોઇએ. જયાર

વૈિ ક તર આિથક િવકાસમા ં ી ભાગીદારો ુ ંમહ વ સમ ુ ંઅને વીકારા ુ ંછે. યાર ભારત તેમાંથી બાકાત 

રહ  શક ન હ. આ  િવ ના ંિવકિસત રા ોમાં ીઓ આિથક અને સામા જક ે ે ુ ુષ સમોવડ  બની રહ  છે. 

તેઓનાં ચા આિથક િવકાસ દર માટ અનેક પ રબળો જવાબદાર છે. માં ુ ંએક મહ વ ુ ંપ રબળ ીઓની 

આિથક ભાગીદાર  છે.

ામીણ અને આ દવાસી મ હલાઓની ઝડપી અને ટકાઉ આિથક િવકાસ માટ મ હલા ભાગીદાર ની 

અિનવાયતાનો વીકાર એ સમયની માંગ બની રહ છે. મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા િવકસાવવા માટ ખે ૂત 

પ રવારની મ હલાઓને ૃિષલ ી અને તેને સલં ન િવષયો ુ ં વૈ ાિનક માગદશન તેમજ ક /રાજય સરકારની 
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િવકાસલ ી યોજનાની મા હતી ઉપલ ઘ કરાવવામા ંઆવે છે. તેમજ ય  િનદશન ારા નવી ટકનોલો થી 

વાકફ કરવા નીચે જુબની િવિવઘ તાલીમ આપવામા ંઆવે છે. મ ક

મ હલા તાલીમ વગ

વુા મ હલા તાલીમ વગ

શેર ગ વકશોપ

િૃષ મેળો

આ યોજનાનો લાભ મેળવવા માટ દરક લામાં આવેલ ખે ૂત તાલીમ ક નો સપંક સાઘી ભાગ લઈ 

શક છે. અથવા ા ય ક ાએ ામસેવકનો સપંક કરવો. આજના પરંપરાગત ગુમાં િૃષ ુ ંમહ વ ઘ ુ ંવઘી ર ુ ં

છે.વઘતી જતી વ તી માટ ચીલાચા  ુ ખેતી પ િતને છોડ  નવી ખેતીની ટકનોલો ને અપનાવવા માટ િૃષ 

નુવિસટ નો ફાળો ખે ૂતો માટ ઘણો અગ યનો છે. મા ં ૃિષ િવ ાન ક વા િવભાગોમા ંનવી ટકનોલો નો 

ઉપયોગ કર  ઓછ  જમીન, ઓછો સમય, ઓછ  દવાઓ અને સાર ણુવતામા ં પાકો ુ ં ઉ પાદન કવી ર તે 

મેળવી શકાય તે ઘ ુ ંઅગ ય ુ ંછે. ના માટ દરક લામાં િૃષ િવ ાન ક  કાયરત છે.

મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસક સગંઠનો અને સરકારની િૂમકા: 

વૈિ ક અને રા ય તર મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતાના ે ે સગંઠનો કાયરત છે. વૈિ ક તર વ ડ

એસોિસયેશન ઓફ િવમેન એ ટરિ યોસ (WAWE) અને એસોસીએટડ ક  િવમેન ઓફ ઘ વ ડ (ACWW)

ુ ય છે.જયાર ભારતમાં રા ય તર િવમેન એ ટરિ યોસ, વ ગ ઓફ નેશનલ અલાયા સ ઓફ યગં 

એ ટર ીનીયસ ઓફ કણાટક,(AWAKE) સે ફ એ પલોઇડ િવમેન એસોિસયેશન, (SEWA) અમદાવાદ, ઇ ડયન 

કાઉ સલ ઓફ િવમેન એ ટર ીનીયસ -  ુ દ લી,એઆઇસીસીઆઇ લેડ ઝ ઓગનીઝેશન, િવમે સ િુનવિસટ

ઓફ બો બે વા સગંઠનો સ ય છે.

મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસક સગંઠનના હ ઓુ: 

મોટા ભાગના મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસક સગંઠનો ુ ંલ  નીચેના હ ઓુ િસ  કરવા ુ ંછે.

1. ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોને એકિ ત કરવાની િૂમકા રૂ  પાડવી.

2. ઔઘો ગક સાહસોના ંિવકાસ માટ કટલાક ઉપયોગી સપંક ની ણકાર રૂ  પાડવી.

3. મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોની સમ યા અને તેના ઉકલ સ ય િવચારણા કર  સબંિંઘત સ ાિઘકારોની પાસે તેની 

ર ૂઆત કરવી.  

4. મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોમાં એકતા અને બહનપણાની ભાવના િવકસાવવી.

5. મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોના કામગીર ના િવ તારોમા ંમ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા િવકાસ કાય મો યોજવા.

6. કામગીર નાં કોઇ પણ તબકક મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોને શુકલી જણાય તો તે ૂર કરવા વહ વટ  િવકાસ 

કાય મોને ો સા હત કરવા.

7. િવિવઘ યોજનાઓ હઠળ વુા મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોને મળતી રાહત, સહાય અને નાણાંક ય પેકજ ગે 

મા હતગાર કરવા.

8. મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતાનો િવ તાર કરવો.

9. રા ય અને તરરા ય ક ાની અ ય યવસાિયક સં થાઓની મદદથી ઉ ોગ સાહિસક પ રસદોને ઉ ેજન 

આપ ુ.ં
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10. મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકો અને ઔઘો ગક સાહસોમાં રહલા જોખમોને િનવારવામાં અને કૌશ યોમાં વઘારો થાય 

તેવી િૃતઓ હાથ ઘરવી.

મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોને િવિવઘ સગંઠનો સહાય પ થતાં હોવાથી તેઓ અવરોઘો ઓળંગીને િવકાસ કર

શક છે. િવિવઘ સગંઠનો ારા મળતા માગદશનો ઉપરાંત મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકોને કટલાકં સરકાર ો સાહનો 

પણ ા ત થાય છે. મ ક વરોજગાર સ વા માંગતી મ હલાઓને ભારત સરકારની યોજના હઠળ અપાતી 

સહાયમા ં મ હલાઓને અ તા આપવામાં આવે છે. રઝવ બક ઓફ ઇ ડયાએ હર કરલી િનતી હઠળ 

રા ય તૃ યાપાર  બકો પણ મ હલા સચંા લત સાહસોને ો સાહન આપી રહ  છે. ટટ બક ઓફ ઇ ડયા  

મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતાના િવકાસ માટ અનેક સમેંલનો, તાલીમ કાય મો, કાયશાળાઓ અને સાહસ વહ વટ

કાય મો યો  છે. ના પ રણામ વ પે મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકો શસંાપા  યોગદાન આપી ર ાં છે.  

મ હલા સચંા લત ઉ ોગો

(1)ઉ રસડંા:  

જુરાતના અનેક ગામો પોતાની અવનવી આવડતોને લઈને દશ સ હત િવદશમાં યાત થયાં છે.લોકો

ારા બનતી અનેક ચીજ વ ઓુ ું પણ િવદશમાં સા ું એ ું માકટ ઊ ું થ ું છે. ખેડામાં ઉ રસડંા નામ ું નાનક ું ગામ

છે.આશર 18 હ રની વ તી ઘરાવતા ગામે િવદશમાં પોતા ું નામ પાપડ ઉ ોગમાં ચ લત ક ુ છે. આ નાનકડાં

ગામમાં ઉ ોગ તર ક કામ કરતી ીસ ટલી પાપડ બનાવતી નાની મોટ ફકટર ઓ છે. હૃઉ ોગ તર ક કામ કર

છે.લગભગ 1986માં પાપડ ઉ ોગની થમ ફકટર ઉ રસડંામાં શ થઈ હતી. દવાળ ના સમયમાં પાપડની સાથે

ચોળાફળ , મ ઠયાના ઉ પાદન થાય છે. ારા હૃઉ ોગ તર ક કામ કરતી મોટા ભાગે અઢળક નાણાં કમાઇ છે. યાર

આ ગામના પાપડ િવદશમાં સ લાય થતાં હોવાથી િવદશી નાણાં કમાવવાની તક મળે છે. વેચાણ કરનારા ુ કાનદારો

અને એજ ટોની સં યામાં પણ વઘારો થયો છે. અને ભિવ યમાં પણ વઘારો થશે એમ લાગી લાગી ર ું છે. 

ઉ રસડંા ખાતે ઉ પાદન કરનાર લોકોના મતે એક દાયકા પહલા પાપડ હાથથી બનાવવામાં આવતા. પરં ુ

હાલના દવસોમાં પાપડ બનાવવાના ઓટોમેટ ક મશીનો પણ આવી ગયાં છે. માં મા પાપડ વણાતો જ નથી પણ

તે રૂ રૂો કુાઇને બહાર આવે છે. થી માંગ માણે ઉ પાદન કરવામાં ઉ રસડંા સમથ બની ગ ું છે.અઢ દાયકામાં

ઉ રસડંા ગામમાં ીસથી વઘાર પાપડ ફકટર શ કમ થઇ તેની પાછળ ું કારણ જણાવતા ગામવાસીઓએ જણા ું

ક આ ગામના હવા, પાણી,પાપડ ઉ ોગ માટ બૂ અ ુ ળૂ છે. તે પાપડને સફદ, નરમ, પાતળા અને વા દ ટ બનાવે

છે. આ ગામના એક રહવાસીને ુબઇમાં પાપડ બનાવતી કંપનીએ વ કગ િવઝા આપીને કામકાજ અથ બોલા યા હતા. 

આ પાપડ ઉ ોગને કારણે અનેક મ હલાઓ પગભર બની છે. અને સાડા ચાર હ ર વી આવક મેળવે છે.આ ગામની

મોટાભાગની મ હલાઓ પાપડ ઉ ોગમાં કામ કર છે. 

(2) હુાર :  

તાપી જ લાના વાલોડ તા કુા ું મહ વ ું ગામ હુાર છે. યાં મોટા ભાગે આ દવાસી લોકો રહ છે.આ ગામ

આસપાસના િવ તાર ું ક હોવાના કારણે અહ નાના પાયે બ ર િવકાસ પા ું છે. હુાર ગામમાં મ હલા હૃ ઉ ોગ

લજજત પાપડ ું ક આવે ું છે. ઘણા સમયથી કાયરત છે. આ ુબા ુના ગામોની બહનોને રોજગાર રૂ પાડ

છે. મ હલાઓ પોતાના ઘર પાપડ બનાવીને પોતાની રોજગાર મેળવે છે. સૌ થમ તેઓ ગામડ ગામડ જઈ પાપડ

બનાવવાની તાલીમ આપે છે. 

(3) નસર ઉ ોગ:  
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બાગાયતી પાકો માટની નસર નો એક ઉ ોગ તર ક જુરાતમાં િવ લુ તકો રહલી છે. નસર ારા ચારગણી

આવક લઈ શકાય છે. દ ણ જુરાતને ભારત સરકારના લાિનગ કિમશને બાગાયતી ઝોન તર ક હર ક ુ છે. અહ

િવિવઘ બાગાયતી પાકોની કલોમોના ઉછેરની િવ લુ તકો રહલી છે. માં નવસાર , વલસાડ, રુત, વદોડરા, આણદં, 

ુનાગઢ ુ ય છે. હાલમાં નસર ઉ ોગ સાથે સકંળાયેલા લોકો ઘીમે ઘીમે હાઇટક નસર ઉ ોગ તરફ વળ ર ા છે. 

હાઇટક નસર માં એ ોશેડ નેટ, પોલી હાઉસ, ીન હાઉસ વગેર ટકનોલો નો ઉપયોગ કર વ ુ સાર તના છોડ

ઉ પ કર શકાય છે.આવી નસર માં િવિવઘ બાગાયતી બાગાયતી પાકોની કલમો, શુોભન માટના લછોડો, 

ઔષઘીય પાકના છોડ, વગેર તૈયાર કર રાજયમાં તથા રાજયની બહાર વેચાણ કરવામાં આવે છે. આ ઉપરાંત જબરા, 

લુાબ વગેર કટ ફલાવસ ું પોલી હાઉસ ક ીન હાઉસમાં ઉ પાદન લઈ િવદશમાં િનકાસ કરવામાં આવે છે.ખે ૂતોના

અ ભુવ માણે ીન હાઉસમાં દશ ગ ું ઉ પાદન લઈ શકાય છે. 

નસર ઉ ોગમાં દરક કારની શાકભા ના છોડ ું પણ વેચાણ કરવામાં આવે છે. નસર ઉ ોગમાં મોટા ભાગે

મ હલાઓ રોજગાર મેળવે છે. એક હકટરમાં 50 હ ર રોપા ું ઉ પાદન જ ર છે. નસર ઉ ોગ માટ સરકાર તથા ૃિષ

િુનવિસટ સબસીડ આપે છે. દ ણ જુરાતમાં બા, ચી ુ, કા ુ , વગણ, ટામેટા, મરચા, ક સીકમ, તથા

શાકભા ના રોપા માટ આ નસર ઉ ોગ લાભકારક છે.  

(4) લાછકડ બાયફ સં થા: 

બાયફ સં થા ારા સચંા લત ડ ોસેસ ગ એકમ આવે ું છે.વાસંદા તા કુાના લાછકડ ખાતે આવેલી બાયફ સં થા

આ દ િતના ઉ કષ માટ કાય કર છે. િવકાસ િૃત, વોટર ડવલોપમે ટ, ૃિષ િવકાસ,  આ દ તી મ હલાઓને આિથક

ર તે પગભર કરતી મ હલા િૃત, આ દ તી લોકોના આિથક, સામા જક, શૈ ણક, અને ઉ કષની િૃતઓ કરવામાં

આવે છે. બાયફના સચંાલકો ારા બાયફની િવિવઘ િૃતઓ વી ક, અથાણા બનાવવા,કા ુ ોસેિસગ િુનટ, 

આમળાનો રસ, કર નો રસ બનાવવામાં આવે છે. આમ મ હલાઓ માટ રોજગાર ની તકો ઉપલ ઘ કરાવાય છે. બાયફ

વુ સં થા ારા સચંા લત દ ણ જુરાતના આ દ તીનો સવાગી િવકાસ કરવામાં આવે છે. દ ણ જુરાતમાં

વલસાડ, નવસાર , ડાગંમાં કા ુની ખેતીનો ેય બાયફના સં થાપક વ. મ ણભાઇ દસાઇ તથા દ ણ જુરાતમાં

કાયરત તેમની ટ મને ફાળે ય છે.1982 થી અનેક યોજનાઓ બાયફના મા યમથી શ કર હતી.આ સં થા દ ણ

જુરાતમાં આ દવાસી સ દુાય માટ કાય કર રહ છે. ફકત આ દવાસીના સ દુાયના િવકાસ માટ વરલી આ સં થા

આ દવાસી પ રવારોને આ વન રોજગાર આપી શક તેવી વણથભંી િૃત િુનિ ત કરવા કાય કર રહ છે. 

આ દવાસી પ રવારોના ઘર ગણે કાયમી આવક ઉપલ ઘ કરાવવા કા ુ અને કર ની વાડ યોજનાની શ આત કર

છે.અને આ વાડ ના ઉ પાદનમાથંી મોટા ભાગના લોકો આવક મેળવતા થયા છે.કા ુના ોસેસ ગ ારા 200 ટલા

જમીનિવહોણાને રોજગાર મળે છે. અહ સો ટજ કા ુ , મર કા ુ, મસાલા કા ુ વગેર બનાવટો તૈયાર કરવામાં આવે

છે. આ દવાસી લામા ં 11 સહકાર મડંળ ઓ કાયરત છે. ખે ૂતો પાસેથી ખર દવા ું કામ સહકાર મડંળ ઓ ારા

કરવામાં આવે છે. સહકાર મડંળ ઓ યો ય ભાવ આપે છે. ના કારણે ફાયદો થાય છે.   

(5)ગગં રુ: 

છે લા 12 વષથી બાયફ સં થા આ દવાસી મ હલાઓના સખી મડંળ ારા ન નફા ન કુસાનના ઘોરણે ચલાવે

છે. ઘરમ રુથી વાસંદા જતાં ર તામાં જુરાતમાં એકમા આ દવાસી ઘાબામાં ભોજન લેવાનો આનદં માણી શકાય, 

ભોજન બનાવનાર આસપાસના િવ તારમાં રહતી આ દવાસી મ હલાઓ જ છે. ભોજન પીરસનાર મ હલાઓ છે. અને

રસોઇ લૂા પર બનાવાય છે. નાગલીના રોટલા ગરમ અને અળદની દાળ,લસણની ચટણી આમ અનેરો આનદં માણી
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શકાય,ઋ ુ અ સુાર શાકભા અને ઘ ની રોટલી માગંો તો બનાવે છે. આસપાસના લોકો ખાસ નાહર ભોજન કરવા

જ ય છે.અને સા તુારા જતા આવતા લોકોમાં પણ આ દશી ખા ું યાત છે. વાસં ું અથા ુ,ં કા ુના પેકટો અહ

સ તા મળે છે. 

(6) િમશન મગંલમ યોજના 

રાજય સરકારની િમશન મગંલમ યોજનાએ ામીણ અથતં ને એક અનેરો વેગ આ યો છે. આ 

યોજનાએ ામીણ મ હલાઓમાં અને ુ ંચેતન જગા ુ ં છે.નાના નાના સખી મડંળ બનાવી આિથક ર તે પગભર 

થવાના રાહ પર આગે ચૂ કર  રહ  છે. આ યોજના ુ ય વે ામીણ મ હલાઓના વનની ણુવ ા ઘુારવા 

માટ તેમને પોતાની આ િવકા રળ  લેવા આઘા રત છે  આિથક સેવા ઉપલ ઘ કરાવે છે. ને લીઘે 

મ હલાઓના િવકાસની આિથક યામા ંઝડપી વઘારો થાય છે. તેમના વન િવકાસમા ં ો સાહન મળે છે. 

હઠળ ામ િવકાસ એજ સી મારફતે રસા ઉ ોગની તાલીમ મેળવી પગ છૂ ણયા, તોરણ, દભના આસનો, અને 

વોલપીસ વી આઇટમો બનાવી સાર  એવી કમાણી કરતી થઈ છે. આ સખી મડંળની મ હલાઓ માિસક િપયા 

પાંચહ રની આવક મેળવતી થઈ છે. િમશન મગંલમ યોજનાથી ામીણ મ હલાઓને વિનભર બનવાની તક 

ા ત થઈ છે. આ યોજના ઘણી સાર  છે. સાચા અથમા ંઆ યોજનાઓ થક ામીણ મ હલાઓ ુ ંસશકતીકરણ 

થઈ ર ુ ંછે.

(7) સં ણૂ ામીણ રોજગાર યોજના: 

ા ય િવ તારમાં વેતન રોજગાર ું કામ કરવા તૈયાર હોય તેવાને વેતન રોજગાર રૂ પાડવી, અને આ

યોજના ારા તેના ું ુંબ રૂતી સલામતી રૂ પાડવાનો અને પોષક તરને ઘુારવાનો ુ ય હ ુ છે. 

(8) જયોિત ામ યોજના:  

સરકાર ીની જયોિત ામ યોજના તગત રાજયના ગામોને 3-ફજ વીજ રુવઠો ૨૪ કલાક માટ રૂો

પાડવામાં આવે છે. ને પ રણામે ામીણ લોકોને પોતાના ગામમાં જ રહ ને લ ુ ઉ ોગો, ુ ટર ઉ ોગો, અને ામીણ

ઉ ોગો, થાપી આ િવકા મેળવવાની નવી તકો રૂ પાડ છે. જયોિત ામો ોગ િવકાસ યોજનામાં ામીણ વ તીમાં

આવક અને ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા ું તર ું આવે અને ામીણ બેરોજગાર વુાનો માટ રોજગારના વ નેુ વ ુ નવા

માગ િનમાણ પામે તે માટ ય તગત કાર ગરો, ઉ ોગ સાહિસકો, વસહાય ૂથોને ા ય ક ાએ ૨૦૦૦૦ ક તેથી

ઓછ વ તીવાળા નગરમાં િપયા ૧ લાખથી વ ુ અને ૨૫ લાખ ઘુીના નવા ો કટ માટ જ લા ઉ ોગ ક ારા

લોન અર બક ભલામણ કર બક મારફત આપવામાં આવે છે. 

(9) વાવલબંન યોજના 

આ હઠળ અનેક યોજનાઓ છે. મા ંઆ દ િતના પ પુાલકોને ૂઘાણા પ  ુઅને સાઘન સહાય, સહકાર

ા ય ૂઘ મડંળ ના મ હલા સભાસદોને િમ કગ મશીન સહાય, મ હલા ૂઘ ઉ પાદક મડંળ ને ૂઘઘર બનાવવા 

સહાય, ુ યમં ી અ તૃમ વા સ ય યોજના, ખે ૂતોને તેના ખેતરમા ં જ ગોદામ બનાવવા લોન પર 

સહાય,આઇટ આઇ માં ક ટુર કોસ પાસ કરનારને ટબલેટ, પં ડત દન દયાળ ઉપા યાય વુા સાહિસકતા 

યોજના, આઇટ આઇ પાસ વુાનોને વરોજગાર લોન પર યાજ સહાય, બાંઘકામ િમકોને થતી બમાર ઓમાં 

સારવાર સહાય, બાઘંકામ િમકોને નાના  દશ ખુ યોજના, રોજગારલ ી સેવા ુ ં િવતરણ,દ ોપગં ઠગડ

કાર ગર યાજ સહાય સહાય વી િવિવઘ યોજનાઓ છે.             

આ યોજના તમામ લોકો માટ ુ લી છે. પણ તેમા ંમ હલા માટ 30% રોજગાર િુનિ ત કરાયેલી છે.
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ભાિવ શકયતાઓ:  

કોઇ પણ િવકાસ માટ સ હયારા યાસો અિનવાય બને છે. તેમ મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસક િવકાસ માટ પણ 

સરકાર, સં થાઓ, અને મ હલાઓ એમ િ પ ી જોડાણ મજ તૂ બને તો ભાિવ ઉજજવળ જણાય છે.અિઘકારો 

માટ સઘંષ અિનવાય બને છે.કાયદો મહ વનો હોવા છતા ં ણૂ િનરાકરણ મા  કાયદાથી સભંવી શક ન હ. 

િનરંતર િશ ણ, િવકાસ માટની ઝખંના એ જ મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા િવકાસ માટનો ેયકર માગ છે. પથં 

લાબંો, શુકલ ભય  હોવા છતા ંિવકાસલ ી છે તે િન:શકં છે. શહર  િવ તારની સરખામણીએ ા ય િવ તારમા ં

પ ર થિત િવશેષ ગભંીર છે. ામીણ ક ાએ મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા ક ઓ પોતાનો વતં યવસાય ચલાવે 

છે એવા મ હલા ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા ુ ં માણ ઓ ં જોવા મળે છે. િુશ ત મ હલાઓ ઝડપથી વેગ પકડ એ માટ

િવિવઘ મડંળો સા ુ ળૂ ઉ ોગ સાહિસકતા વાતાવરણ ઊ ુ ંકર તો ણેૂ ણેૂ જ ર િવકાસ પામશે.     
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કોટાય  ુિશવમં દર - એક ઐિતહાિસક અ યયન
ો. ૃપા વી. ચૌધર ઇિતહાસ િવભાગ.

       તોલાણી કોલેજ ઓફ આટસ ડ સાય સ આ દ રુ-ક છ.

કોઇપણ દશની ાચીનતા ણવી હોય તો મ રુાત વીય અવશેષોનો અ યાસ અિનવાય બને છે 

તેમ દશની સં િૃતનો પ રચય મેળવવો હોય તો તેની કળા, સગંીત, ચ  વગેર સાથે િશ પ-

થાપ યનો પણ અ યાસ જ ર  બને છે.  

કોટાય  ુિશવમં દર જુથી ઉતર ૩૫ ક .મી. ૂર જતા ુબાય ુંગર પાસે કોટાય નામક ાચીન 

ગામમા ંઆવેલ છે. તે તૂકાળમા ં કાઢ  લોકોની વસાહત આવેલ હતી. પરં  ુઆ  તેની પાસે મા

અવશેષ જ બ યાં છે. તેવા અણગોરગઢમા ાચીન દવાલય આવેલ છે. ને કોટાય  ુ યૂમં દર, 

િશવમં દર નામે ઓળખવામાં આવે છે.  

આ ાચીન દવાલયની “આ કયોલો જઅકલ સવ ઓફ ઇ ડયા” ના મ બજસે ૨૬ ઓ ટૉબર 

૧૮૭૪ થી એિ લ ૧૮૭૫ દરિમયાન ક છના વાસ વખતે લુાકાત લીધી હતી. ી બજસે એમ ન  ુ

છે ક રા’વાખાએ કટલા સમય પોતાની રાજધાની અહ  રાખેલી તેણે અહ યૂમં દર પણ બધંાવે  ુ

પિ મા ભ ખુ હ .ુ બજસની આ લુ જણાય છે કારાણ ક રૂમં દર પિ મા ભ ખુ ન હોઇ શક કા ુ 

સોમ રુાએ પણ આ મં દરની ચચા કર  છે ને બજસનો આધાર લીધો છે. પણ આ મં દર પિ મા ભ ખુને 

બદલે વુા ભ ખુ છે તે  ુ િનધાન કરલ છે. અહ યૂમં દર અને િશવમં દર ગે િવ ાનોમાં કંઇ 

ગેરસમજ હોય તેમ લાગે છે. રૂમં દર તો બ  ુવહ  ુ ુ ત થઇ ગયે .ુ તે અહ  હશ ેતેમ કહવા માટ

ફ ત તેના અવશેષો જ અવિશ ટ છે. ી કંચન સાદ છાયા આ મં દર ના િશ પોના અ યાસને આધાર

આ મં દર મોઢરાનાં યૂમં દરથી થો ુ ં વધાર ાચીન  હશે તેવો તક કર છે. મોઢરા ુ ં યુમં દર ભીમદવ 

સોલકં ના (ઇ.સ. ૧૦૨૨-૬૬) સમય દરિમયાન બધંા ુ ં હોવા ુ ં કહવાય છે. તેથી મહા ુ ર શૈલી ના 

મં દરો ુ ંિવવરણ કરતા તેઓ આ િશવાલયનો સમય ઇ.સ. ૯૫૦ નો હોવા ુ ંજણાવે છે. 

12 
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આ મં દરના  ાંગણમા ંએક ગોળ કાણાવાળો પ થર પડલો છે. તેને તેઓ િશખર પરથી ગબડ

પડલો આમલક વો પ થર હોવા ુ ં કહ છે. ખરખર એ પ થર આમલક નહ  પણ ઉ ખૂલ છે. આ 

કારના ઉ ખૂલ સૌરા માં ાફ સોલાકં ગુના મૈ ક-સૈધવ સમયના ંમં દરો પાસે જોવા મળે છે. પાક-

સોલકં  મૈ ક – સૈધવ મં દરોનો સમય ઇ.સ. ની પાચંમી સદ થી આઠમી સદ ના ત ધુીનો માનવામા ં

આવે છે. આ મં દરના િશ પોની શૈલી તેમજ મં દરના તલમાન અને ઉ વમાનની રચના અને મં દર 

પાસે ઉ ખૂલની હાજર  આ મં દર દશમી સદ થી િવશેષ ાચીન હોવાનો િનદશ કર છે. મં દરના 

ગભ હૃમા ં ળૂનાયકની િતમા ન હોઇ આ મં દર કયા દવ ુ ંહશે તે કહ ુ ં ુ કલ છે, પણ મં દરના 

મડંોવરના અને અ ય િશ પોના  અ યાસ પરથી તે િશવમં દર હોવા ુ ંમાની શકાય. 

આ દવાલય તલમાન ખુમડંપ ઢુમડંપ, તરાલ અને ગભ હૃ ુ ત છે. ઉ વમાને ભીટ, તર , 

પ દકા, ુંભ તર , કળશ, નુ: ગવ કન ુ ત તરપ  અને કપોતાલી છે. તે પછ  મડૉવર શ

થાય છે. મડૉવરમા ં દવાગંના. અ સરા તથા દ પાલના ુદંર િશ પો છે. પ મપીક પર ઊભેલી 

અ સરા ુ ં લાવ ય અ ગયારસો વષ પછ  આ  પણ એટ ુ ં જ આકષક લાગે છે. આ િશ પો જોતાં 

મં દરની દ ણા કર એ યાર ણે ક કોઇ સગંીતની રૂાવલી સાંભળતા હોઇએ તેવો ભાસ થાય છે.  

તે સમયના કલાકારને શર રસૌ ઠવ ુ ં (Anatomy) કટ ુ ંચો સ ાન હશે તે જોઈ અચબંો થાય છે. 

મથાળે ક િત ખુના કન સાથેનો પઢ છે. ૂ મડંાપના મડોવરની મ યમાં છાધે ુ ત ચં ાવલોકન કરલ 

છે. અહ થી ખુમડપ, ઢૂમડંપ અને િશખરની ઉપરની રચના ુદ  પડ છે.  મડંૉવરના ચં ાવલોકન 

પછ  કવાળના બે થર ઉપર કણ ટ, ઉ ુ ૃગંથી બનેલ છે. િશખરની લકભીત મં દરની ુદંરતામાં

વધારો કર છે. ઢૂમડંપ પર ાંસનાકાર થરોમા ં ચૈ યગવા  ુ ધારદાર િશ પાકંન કરલ છે.

સૌરા નાં મૈ ક- સધવ મં દરો ની યાદ આપે છે. આ જ લ ણ તેની ાચીનતા ુ ંધોતક છે. મં દર 
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એટ  ુ ુદંર છે ક નજર યાથંી ખસી શકતી નથી. રામિસહ  રાઠોડ ખ ું  જ ક ુ ંછે. ક “ક છ ના ં ચીન 

અવશેષોમા ંઆ મં દર ૂટં  મોતી ુ ં  છે. મં દરની ગણના રા ક ાએ થઇ શક તેટ ુ ંઉ ૃ ટ મં દર-

થાપ ય હોઇ એને ક  સરકારના રુાત વખાતા એ મારક હર કરલ છે. 

સદંભ:-

1. હરશ ધોળક યા “ક છ-િવહંગાવલોકન” ૂ ર થંર ન અમદાવાદ થમ આ િૃત ૨૦૧૧ 

2. મોદ ઠ “ક છ અચી - ક છ વાસ ગાઇડ ી લ બ કાસન જુ થમ આ િૃત -

૨૦૧૦

3. આપણો જ લો ક છ- થાિનક સા હ ય કાસક જ લા િશ ણ અને તાલીમ ભવન ક છ- 

૨૦૧૪

4. ક છ નો સવાગી ઇિતહાસ-ભાગ-૧ . ૂ ર થંર ન અમદાવાદ પહલી આ િૃત -૨૦૧૨.
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Abstract 

The present research study conducted on all 68 students of six standard in Swami Shivananda 
higher secondary school of Periyanaickenpalayam Coimbatore district of Tamilnadu State in 
order to Identification of children with learning disabilities and slow learners. The main 
purpose of present research studies focus on identification of children with learning 
disabilities and slow learner. For the Identification of children with learning disabilities and 
slow learner,   researcher used the tools and techniques such as academic achievement 
scanning, intelligence assessment, sensory screening and socio-economical references. Out 
of 68 students 07 students identified as children with learning disability and 05 students 
identified as children with slow learner. The study also reveals to study the some certain 
aspect (mental ability and academic achievement) of identified children with learning 
disabilities and slow learner. Finding is that there is no significant difference and 
relationship in the regard of some certain aspect (mental ability and academic achievement) 
of identified children with learning disabilities and slow learner. The present research study 
concludes with suggestion and recommendation.

Introduction 

Until now in India, there is no practice in general education system to identify the learning 
disabilities and slow learner and to provide any special assistance or special education. 
Among different type of disability in class-room learning disability is hidden invisible 
handicap. Poor marks in examinations indicate that children suffer from a learning problem 
and they are labeled as underachievers. Some underachievers have emotional or behavioural 
problem and may not be keen to make an effort to get good marks. Some others in school are 
unable to produce good marks because of their motor, sensory, intellectual and emotional 
impairments. But, a large number of children have normal or above IQ, yet cannot get good 
marks. This discrepancy between the children’s good intelligence and there poor academic 
performance is the nucleus of the matter in learning disability. Slow learner children in 
school are unable to produce good marks because of their intellectual impairment. These 
children are highly problematic children for teachers and they are facing big challenge in 
teaching learning process. Many educators and personal are still confused about the concept 
and identification of learning disability and slow learner.  

The knowledge about learning disability and slow learner in students may act as basic 
information for developing a sound educational programme, for the remediation, inculcation 
of proper thinking and corrective methods on the part of the students. The educators have 

13 
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started realizing the importance of these problem land feel it is high time we provided special 
education to these learning disabled and slow learning students. When plans are being drawn 
for special education curriculum, a research study in the identification of disability, learning 
disability and slow learner is pertinent. 

Identification 

Early identification of disabled or special children is first and most important step for 
providing appropriate educational service. Our role as a parent/teacher/community worker is 
to find out whether there is a possibility of child having disability. In this case we would 
collect basic information regarding the child to determine whether or not there is a possibility 
of the child having a disability. Informal and formal assessment should be done early to 
identify the learning problem of child. Identification of disabled child or grouping of child is 
very necessary for providing appropriate educational or special educational service.  

 Learning disability 

Learning disability is a general term that describes specific kind of disability. More recently, 
the American Special Education law, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, 
2002) defines a specific learning disability as… “A disorder in one or more of the basic 
psychological processes involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or written, 
that may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write or spell, or 
do mathematical calculation, including condition such as perceptual disabilities, brain injury, 
minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia and developmental aphasia. However, learning 
disabilities do not include learning problems that are primarily the result of visual, hearing or 
motor disabilities, of mental retardation, of emotional disturbance, or of environmental, 
cultural or economic disadvantage”.  

 Slow learner 

Historical the term slow learners is relatively a new term being used the type of learners 
traditionally known as backward peoples in schools and having IQ approximately 75 to 90. 
The student of this group is not considered eligible for receiving special education service. 
Slow larceners are “the students with below average cognitive abilities are not disabled, but 
who struggle to cope with the traditional academic demands of regular classroom”. (Carol, 
1998) 

The children with learning disabilities and slow learners 

The learning disability children are not the same as backward and slow learners. The 
problems of backward children or slow learners may be due to low intelligence, 
environmental, cultural, or social disadvantages and psychological and emotional hazards or 
defective instruction. But the problems of learning disabled children are not primarily caused 
due these factors. A backward child or a slow learner may perform poorly in all a specific 
area such as reading, writing or arithmetic. The factors which cause slow learning or 
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backwardness in learning are known to everybody. But the cause of learning disability is still 
a mystery. 

Objective of study 

1.To identify children with learning disabilities and slow learner. 
2.To study the significant difference in the academic achievement of identified children 

with learning disabilities and slow learner. 
3.To study significant relationship between mental ability and academic achievement of 

identified learning disabled and slow learning children. 
4.To provide suggestions for remedial programme for children with learning disabilities 

and slow learner. 
5.To provide recommendations for children with learning disabilities and slow learner. 

Hypothesis 

1.There will not be significant difference in the academic achievement of identified 
children with learning disabilities and slow learner.

2.There will not be significant relationship between mental ability and academic 
achievement of identified children with learning disabilities and slow learner. 

Method of Study 

Keeping the nature of the problem in mind descriptive survey method has been used for 
collection of data. 

Selection of population and sample 

All 68 students of six standards in Swami Shivananda higher secondary school of 
Periyanaickenpalayam Coimbatore district of Tamilnadu State constituted the population for 
identification of children with learning disabilities and slow learner. Identified children with 
learning disabilities and slow learner treated as sample for further study. Conveyance 
sampling method has been used for collection of data. 

Identification technique or tool of children with learning disabilities and slow learner  

While identifying the children with learning disabilities and slow learner in n a class room, 
both mental ability and their continuous academic marks for four occasions were analysed. 
For screaming their sensory ability appropriate apparatus were used. Further, the information 
regarding socio-economic background was studied carefully for confirming children with 
learning disabilities and slow learner. Hence, Identification process involved four important 
stages- 

1. Academic achievement scanning 

A total four academic scores were collected from the school record for 68 students of class 6 
standards. First of all score were converted in mean score of each students. The total mean of 
all students were 50 and standard deviation was 20. Those students comes under -2 sigma 
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deviation on normal profanity curve were selected for further screening to know there mental 
ability, sensory ability and socio-economical status. So the mental ability test and other test 
discriminate into different category. 

2. Intelligence assessment 

Raven’s Progressive Matrices used to assess the intelligence of students. For the instance the 
group whose mental ability score lies average or above average but there academic 
achievement score lies below average would be considered as children with learning 
disabilities. The remaining group of children whose mental ability score lies below average 
would be considered as children with slow learner. Both groups selected for the further 
screaming.  

3. Sensory screening 

a. Visual acuity 

To assess visual acuity of children those who are identified as children with learning 
disabilities and slow learner. For assessing visual acuity Snellen’s chart was used. 

b. Hearing ability 

To assess hearing ability of children those who are identified as children with learning 
disabilities and slow learner were subjected to undergo audiology testing. For assessing 
hearing ability automatic audiometer was used.

4.  Socio-economical references 

Further, the information regarding background variable such as family income, family size, 
parent’s educational status and socio-cultural aspect, were studied carefully for confirming 
children with learning disabilities and slow learner. 

Analysis of data  

Mean, SD, t-Test and Correlation were used for analysis of data. 

Summary of the finding 

The following are summary of finding of this study- 

1.Out of 68 students 07 students identified as children with learning disability and 05 
students identified as children with slow learner. 

2.There is no significant difference in the academic achievement of children with learning 
disabilities and slow learner.

3.There is no significant relationship between mental ability and academic achievement 
of children with learning disabilities and slow learner.

Limitation of study 
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1.The study conducted in only one school. Even in that one school, only limited to six 
standards students. 

2.Only limited type of test, have been used for identification. 
3.In this study, a few psychological areas were considered. 
4.The size of sample selected for study was limited. 

Suggestions 

1.Orientation programme regarding children with learning disabilities and slow learners 
may be arranged for teachers.

2.Awareness and remedial programme about children with learning disabilities and slow 
learners to be conducted through print and electronic media.

3.Intervention programme must be arranged to these children periodically.
4.The present research problem can be attempted on other districts.
5. Continuous counseling programmes to be arranged for teachers and parents in this 

regard.
6.Early identification and early intervention to be started in all the primary health centers.
7.To conduct health awareness programme to the parents, especially future mothers 

mainly regarding prevention of disability.
8.To develop resource centers, fully equipped with teaching learning materials to impart 

training for the school teachers in each districts.
9.Teacher must encourage the children with learning disabilities and slow learners to 

mingle with other non-disabled students.
10.Exemption must be given to these children for drawing figure, maps, graphs and other 

necessary academic activity etc.
11.To established or create child friendly or disabled  friendly environment at school, 

home and community

Recommendations 

1.Though many eminent rehabilitation professionals, psychologist, special educators 
claim that learning disability is one category of disability, still there is no provision 
made under Persons With Disability (PWD) Act of India for children with learning 
disability. Hence it is strongly recommended the some provisions may be made for 
children with learning disability in PWD Act of India.

2.Methodology of remedial programme must be part of teacher training programme.
3.The present curriculum in the school education will not suit the special needs of 

children with lower level of students, learning disabilities, slow learner, autistic 
disorders, sensory impairments and multiple handicaps. Therefore alternative model 
for education and evaluation have to be developed which will comprise of special 
schools resource rooms in normal schools, sports and music schools etc.

4.Teachers, principal, non-disable students, parents and community etc. must be 
sensitized about disability

5.Existing teachers in regular school must be trained to handle disabled or special needs 
children and orientation should be given in remedial teaching methodology. 
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6.Attitude of the all regular school staff towards disabled to be changed by way of 
periodical training. 

7.Though many organization such as NCERT, SCERT and Universities, National 
Institutes, NGOs are helping these category, still more extensive care must be taken 
for these categories of students, especially those who are in rural area. 

Conclusion 

Among the school going children the prevalence of children with learning disabilities and 
slow learner is threatening us. The main aim of education in context of dynamic changes 
that has been taken place in our country is to impart the information to the student and 
develop his/her skills. 

The children with learning disabilities and slow learner must be identified and special 
education or appropriate education must be provided to these children. The knowledge 
about learning disability and slow learner in students may act as basic information for 
developing a sound educational programme, for the remediation, inculcation of proper 
thinking and corrective methods on the part of the students. 
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कबीर साहब आज भी सवा धक भावकार
ा॰ म हमनराम जी॰ पंडया

                                         एस॰एस॰पी॰जैन कालेज, ांग ा | 

संसार म मानवीय मू य  क त ठापना के लए िजन-िजन महापु ष  ने भी अपने 

जीवन काल म संघष कया और अपने ल य म सफल हुए, उनक ासं गकता येक युग म बनी 

रहती है और तब तक बनी रहेगी जब तक मानव जा त का अि त व रहेगा। भगवान गौतम बु , 

पैग बर मोह मद साहब, भु ईसा मसीह, गु  नानक देव आ द तमाम ऐसे संत-महा मा हुए ह, 

िजनके वचार  क ासं गकता आज भी बनी हुई है। उ ह ं क ेणी म भ त क व संत कबीरदास का 

नाम भी लया जा सकता है।

आज धम,समाज ,जा त,सं दाय के नाम से वखं डत मानव ने व व को वनाश के 

कगार पर ला खड़ा कया हे । स पूण व व म आज आतंक और हसंा फ़ैल  हुई है। धम के नाम पर 

फल-फूल रहे अधम ने व व मानवता को कलं कत कर दया है मानव अपने वाथ म पागल सा हो 

रहा हे तथा इ सा नयत,मानवता और भाईचारा जसेै मानवीय गुण  को,जीवन-मू य  को भूलता जा 

रहा है । आज मनु य के दोहरे यि त व,स यक  उपे ा, आंतकवाद, अलगाववाद, सां दा यकता, 

च र ह न राजनी त, वकृत अपसं कृ त के कारण देशक  एकता और अखंडता को खतरा उ प न हो 

गया है । ऐसे प रवेश म ‘जागते हुए कबीर’ ह  सवा धक ासं गक है । ससंार के सम त म  को 

अस य को, म या व को चुनौती देती हुई,उ ह भेदती हुई, व त करती हुई, कबीर साहब क  अद य 

नै तक साहस से प रपूण वाणी उनके समय से भी यादा आज ासं गक हो गई है । उनक  वाणी हर 

समय हर युग के लए शा वत स य एवं जीवनमू यो को उ घा टत करने वाल  वाणी है । कबीर 

साहब अतं ट  स प न,युग ू टा क व होने के साथ-साथ आंत रक जीवन से स प न महान 

रह यदश  स गु  संत शरोमणी भी ह । जो युग ू टा होते ह, वे यगु  के अंधेरे के पार देखने क

अतं ट रखते ह । 

आधु नक प र े य म कबीर साहब सवा धक ासं गक य  ह ? उनके युग म

उनके समकाल न,उनके पहले तथा बाद म उनके सतं क व हुए है । उ ह ने नाम मरण,स संग क

म हमा,ऊंच नीच का वरोध तथा माया को ब धनकार  बताया है । फर या कारण है क  कबीर 

साहब उनके बीच से उभर कर पूरे व व म इतने लोक य कैसे हुए ? रवी नाथ टैगोरने उनके पद 

चुन-चुनकर अपनी भाषाओं म अनु दत करना य  ज र  समजा ...? कुमार गंधव जैसे गायक ने 

अपने तड़प भरे, ाण उड़ेलने वाले वरो मे य  गाया ? इन बात  पर वचार करने पर हम पाते ह

क आधु नक संदभ म कबीर का च तन न न मुख कारण  से वशेष उपयोगी है । 

भारतीय सा ह य म भाषा, भाव और अ भ यि त के तर पर कबीर का कोई 

जोड़ नह ं है । वे बेजोड़, नराले ह । समाज क यव थाओं और वसंग तय  पर खुलकर चोट करना 

14
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और अपनी बात बेलाग कहने वाला, ऐसा कोई दसूरा नह ं है । अस य, अलगाव, अ याय और 

धमा ता क  आखं  म अंगुल  डालने वाला कबीर के समान म ययुग म कोई दसूरा नह ं ह, जो टूटे-

बखरे समाज को एकता के सू  म बांध सके । नरथक कमकांड़ ,और पाखंड क  ढपल  बजाने वाले 

क  खबर लेना ऐसी खर  खर  स ची,दो टूक बात करने का कबीर के सवाय कसी दसूरे म नह ं था । 

कबीर को आधु नकता का संवाहक कहा जाता ह । य क  उ ह ने अ ध-आ था क  जगह तक का 

आ य लया है और मु त चतंन दान कया है ।

आज का यगु समानता का यगु है । कबीर वाणी सबसे पछड़े,पी ड़त,दबे हुए लोग

को भी नैरा य कंुठा से बाहर नकालकर उनके भीतर आ मबल का संचार करती है । कबीर साहब का 

संदेश जड़ता को तोड़ने वाला  तथा चैत य का काश वक ण करने वाला महान संदेश है िजसने, 

आज से ६०० वष पहले िजस कार नैरा य और कंुठा से सं त मानव समाज को जी वत रखा था, 

उसी कार आज भी मानव समाज को आ मबल दान करने वाला है । धमा धता, 

सां दा यकता, हसंा, या, खून खराबा, जा तवाद,असमानता,भय,आंतक से सत समचेू समाज के 

लये य द कह ं काश क करण या दशा दखाई देती है तो वह सफ कबीर साहब म दखाई देती 

है ।  

सां दा यकता के भीषण व फोट के ण  मे कबीर साहब ह  मरहम भी ह और 

दशा भी । तभी वतमान दशा म सुधार संभव है, य क इस सम या का सबसे पहले सामना उ ह ने 

ह कया है । 

आधु नक प र े य म सामािजक शोषण,अ याय,अ याचार के व ध कबीर साहबका 

का य आज भी तीखा अ  ह एवं सवा धक भावकार  ह । पं॰ सुंदरलाल ने कबीर साहब को ह द-ू

मुि लम एकता का आ द वतक बताया है। अं ेज़ो ने आपना शासन बनाये रखने के लए ह द ूऔर 

मुसलमान दोन  को स यक  राह पर चलने के लए कहा है- 

कह कबीर म ह रगुण गाउ । ह द ूतुक दोऊ समजाऊ । 
ह द ूतुक का कता एकै । ता ग त लखी  न जाई । 
ह द ूक़हत है राम पयारा, मुसलमान रह माना । 
आपस म दोऊ लड़ ेमरत ह,मम न काहू जाना ।

कबीर साहब क िु ट म सारे मनु य परमा मा के बनाये हुए ह, न कोई ह द ूहै न कोई मुसलमान, 
न कोई छोटा है न कोई बड़ा, न कोई ऊँच है न कोई नीच । सबम उसी का नूर समाया हुआ है । 

अ लाहएकै  नूर उपाया, ताक  कैसी न दा । 
एक नरू ते सब जग क या, कौन भला कौन मंदा ।  

                आपसी भेदभाव,छुआछूत तथा आ मह नता क ं थय  से जकड़ा हुआ य कत इस 
यथाथ को भूल जाता है  क समाज के सभी मनु य एक ह  त व से न मत है,एक ह  सबका कता है 
और सबक नय त एक ह  है फर आपस म भेद कैसा ? और फर सघंष कैसा ? वे प ट और कुछ 
कड़े श द  म कहते ह- 
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बंूद मल मूतर, एक चाम एक गुदा । 
एक जो त थै सब उ प ना,कौन सूदा। 

एक ह पवन एक ह पानी,एक यो त संसारा । 
एक ह खाक गढ़े सब भांडे,एक ह सरजन हारा ॥ 

कबीर साहब क ासं गकता आज एस लए नह ं है क उ होने बाहयाडबंरो का वरोध कया बि क वे 
ासं गक इस लए है क उ होने जीवन मू य  क  बात क  ।* 

आचरण क  प व ता एव ंकथनी करनी क  एकता पर कबीर साहबने वशेष ज़ोर दया है । लोग 
अपने अहंकार के कारण भेदभाव का बताव करते है। 

न होय । ऊँचे कुल या जन मया,जे करनी ऊँच 
सवुण कलश सुरा भरा, साधु न दे सोय ॥ 

कम के त न ठा और सम  मानव जा त के त ेम से ह  मनु य अपना और परेू समाज का 
क याण कर सकता है । आज हमार  कथनी एवं करनी मे भेद है । 

मुख से नीकसे, तैसी चले चाल ।  
पार म नयरा रहे, पल म करे नहाल ॥ 

स य क  चचा तो सभी करते है, परंतु स य को अपने आचरण म नह ं उतारते ह । आचरण से र हत 
वचार का कोई अथ नह ं ह । 

कथनी मीठ  खांड सी, करनी वष क  लोय । 
        कथनी कथ करनी करे, तो वष से अमतृ होय ॥ 
कबीर क  कथनी एवं करनी म एकता थी । आज चाहे राजनी तक,धा मक,सा हि यक कसी भी वग के 
लोग हो,दसूर  क  बरूाई को देखते ह। दसूरे को श ा देते ह, वय ंअपनी तरफ नह ं देखते ह,अपना 
आ मावलो न नह ं करते ह। बना अपने को बदले समाज को बदलने क  बात करते ह । 
         कहे कबीर जमाना खोटा ।  
        मैला हाथ और माँजे लोटा ॥  
कबीर साहब ने कहा है क य द सधुार लाना है तो पहले अपने म सुधार लाव  । यि त सुधार ह
समाज सधुार है । 

बरुा जो देखन म चला, बुरा न म लया कोय ।
जो दल खोजो आपना,मुजसे बुरा न होय ॥ 

कबीर साहब क  रचना और आलोचना दोन  के क  म मनु य है । मनु य मा  क  एकता और 
समानता उनके चतंन क  क य धुर  ह । 

कबीर ई वर- ाि त के लए सभी धम  के बा याचार  को पूर  तरह अ वीकार 
करते हुए अतंःसाधना का माग श त करते ह। कबीर के इस अ वीकार क  ताकत को व ले षत 
करते हुए आचाय हजार साद ववेद लखते ह –‘सब बाहर  धमचार  को वीकार करने का अपार 
साहस लेकर कबीरदास साधना के े  म अवतीण हुए।.... कसी बड़े ल य के लए बाधाओ ं को 
वीकार करना सचमुच साहस का काम है। बना उ े य का व ोह वनाशक है, पर साधु उ े य से 
णो दत व ोह शूर का धम है। उ ह ने अटल व वास के साथ अपने ेम माग का तपादन कया। 
ढ़य  और कुसं कार  क वशाल वा हनी से वह आजीवन जझूते रहे, लोभन और आघात, काम 

और ोध भी उनके माग म ज र खड़े हुए ह गे; उ ह ने असीम साहस के साथ जीता। ान क
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तलवार उनका एकमा ा साधन था, इस अ तु शमशीर को उ ह ने णभर के लये भी कने नह ं 
दया। वह नर तर इकसार बजती रह , पर शील के नेह को भी उ ह ने नह ं छोड़ा - यह  उनका 
कवच था। इन कुसं कार , ढ़य  और बा याचार  के जंजाल  को उ ह ने बेदद  के साथ काटा। वे सर 
हथेल  पर लेकर ह  अपने भा य का सामना करने नकले थे.... वे स चे शूर क  भाँ त जझूते ह  रहे।‘
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           S[*,]\ U]DFG TG[ ...
EHG GM VF:JFN D],S VeIF;.  

 Ò.V[D.)L.;L. VF*¶;  V[[g)  
                                  SMD;¶ SM,[H$ GB+F^FFvSrK. 
                                  zL U]DFGl;\C V[O. UZF;LIF. 
                               jIFbIFTF o U]HZFTL. 

DF*LGF 5}\T?F TG[ S[*,]\ U]DFG DFZJF<FF\

S]*<F]\ U]DFG TG[ S[*<F]\ VlEDFG DFZJF,F.   DF*LGF.... sZf 

H]JFGL HFX[ TFZ]\ W)5^F VFJX[ DFZJF<FF$ 

DFYFGF JF? TFZF\ #M?F Y> HFX[ DFZJF<FF.    DF*LGF.... sZf 

5|E] GF EHG JLGF Ò\NUL JCL\ HFX[ DFZJF<FF$ 

Ò\NUL JCL HFX[ TFZL V[?[ RF,L HFX[ DFZJF<FF. DF*LGF.... sZf 

5]gI SZ[,]\ TFZL ;FY[ Z[ VFJX[ DFZJF,F$ 

SZ[,F\ SDM¶ TM TFZ[ EM\UJJF 5)X[ DFZJF,F.   DF*LGF.... sZf 

JMZ\* ,>G[ 5[,F\ HD)F\ Z[ VFJX[ DFZJF,F$ 

HD)F\ Z[ VFJX[ tIFZ[ HM\Z GCL RF,X[ DFZJF,F\ DF*LGF.... sZf 

,L,])F\ JF;GL TFZL 5F,BL A\WFX[ DFZJF,F$ 

5F,BLV[ RFZ[ zLO?M A\WFX[ DFZJF,F.      DF*LGF.... sZf 

5C[,M lJ;FDM TFZF\ #ZG[ VF\U_[ DFZJF,F$ 

ALHM lJ;FDM TFZF\ pDZFGL ACFZ DFZJF,F.  dFF*LGF.... sZf 

+LHM lJ;FDM TFZM HFOF\ Z[ ;]WL DFZJF,F$ 

RMYM lJ;FDM TFZM :DXFG[ YFI DFZJF,F.    DF*LGF.... sZf 

5MTFGL 5tGL TG[ VM\*,[ J?FJL 5F\KL HFX[ DFZJF,F$ 

;UF ;A\WL TFZF ;FYL :JFYL¶ DFZJF,F.   DF*LGF.... sZf 

WG[ NM\,T TFZF\ 5)L Z[JFGF DFZJF,F$ 

DFZ] TFZ] V[ TM VCL\G]\ VCL\\ Z[JFG]\ DFZJF,F. DF*LGF.... sZf 

AF?[ UM5F?[ TFZF\ ZF[TF\ ZCL HFX[ DFZJF,F$ 

VFJ[,M C\;,M V[ TM V[S,M é)L HFX[ DFZJF,F.  DF*LGF.... sZf 

15
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E}lDSF ov  

              5|:T]T ,MS EHG DwI U]HZFTDF\ VFJ[, ;\TZFD5]Z TF,]SFDF\ ZC[TF 

VFlNJF;L ESTMGF S\([YL UJFI K[. VFlNJF;L ;DFH DF\ 5|E]ElST 5Z\5ZFUT ZLT[ pTZL 

VFJ[,L K[. :JHGM 5MTFGF 5Z\5ZFUT J)L,MGF DFU¶G[ J?UL ZC[ K[. ElST GM DFU¶ V[ TM 

VFlNJF;LVM GM VG[ ;DU| DG]QI ÒJMGM 5Z\5ZFUT JFZ;M K[. ElST TM DG]QI ÒJG[ 

5F5SD¶ SZTF\ ZMS[ K[. ElST TM DG]QI ÒJG[ V[*,[ S[ VFtDFG]\ 5ZDFtDF\ ;FY[ HM)F_ SZ[ 

K[. ElST GM :5X¶ YTF\ DG]QI ÒJ VFtDF\v5ZDFtDF\GL VM?B YL &FT YFI K[. 

V5lJ+TFGM DFU¶ KM)L ;]5lJ+TFGM DFU¶ V5GFJ[ K[. G]\UZF DG]QI ÒJMGM ;\U KM)L ;]\UZF 

DG]QI ÒJMGM ;\U SZ[ K[. VFH[I VFlNJF;L DG]QI ÒJM 5|E] 5Z zwWF ZFBL 5MTFGF ÒJG 

;FY[ HM)FI[,F\ VG[S VJ;ZM 5|E]S’5FV[ 5ZJFZ[ K[. 5KL 5MTFGF #Z[ 5F*v5}\HG S[ EHG 

lST¶G ZFBL 5MTFGF ;\S<5 G[ 5}_¶ SZ[ K[. S[*,F\S VFlNJF;LVMDF\ 5Z\5ZFUT ZLT[ 5F*v5}\HG 

S[ EHG lST¶GGM lNJ; GSSL Y> UI[,M CMI K[. H[DS[$ GJZF+L GF lNJ;[$ WGT[Z; GF 

lNJ;[$ S’Q_ HgDGF lNJ;[$ GJFJQF¶ GF lNJ;[$ O,F_F EST GF #Z[ EHGvlST¶G VG[ 

5F*v5}\HG 5F{ZF_LS ;DIYL J)L,M SZTF VFjIF CMI TM 5MTFGF :JHGM 5_ V[ J)L,M GL 

ElST G[ JLZDL HJF N[TF GYL. 5Z\T] ÒJLT ZFB[ K[. pHJ_L SZ[ K[. T[ ;DI[ ;J¶ 5|E] 

ElST DF\ HM)FGFZ ESTHGMG[ #[Z #[Z JFIS VF5JFDF\ VFJ[ K[. ZF+LJ[?FV[ ;J¶ VFlNJF;L 

ESTM EHG lST¶G JFlH\+M ;FY[ JUF)TF H>G[ UFTF CMI K[. tIFZ[ 5|:T]T ccDF*LGF\ 5}T?Fcc 

EHG 5_ ;\TM ESTMGF S\([YL UJFI K[. VFlNJF;L ;DFHDF\ DG]QI ÒJG]\ VJ;FG 5|;\UGF 

V\lTD lNJ;[ ;J¶ lS|IFS|D 5]_¶ SZL NXDF\ lNJ;GL ZF+[ cX\SF-F?c ZFBJFDF\ VFJ[ K[. T[ ZF+[ 

EHG lST¶G YFI K[. ;J¶ :JHGM D’tI] 5FDGFZ VFtDFGL XF\lT DF*[ DF{\G 5_ ZFB[ K[. 

5MTFGF *M?F DF\YL p)L HGFZ VFtDFG[ >`JZ XF\lT V5[¶ V[JL EFJGF 5|E] ;D!F jIST SZ[ 

K[. T[ ;DI[ 5_ 5|:T]T EHG VFlNJF;L ESTM GF S\([ UJFI K[.  

             lG~5FI[, EHGDF\ VF ;’lQ*DF\ RMIF¶XL ,FB IMGL DF ZCL DM\#M D}\,M 

DG]QI VJTFZ 5|F%T SZGFZ ÒJM 5|E]GM DFU¶ E],L ;\;FZ GL DMCDFIF DF\ ,5[*F> 5MTFGF 

XZLZ GF ;F{NI¶G[ lJS;FJJFDF\ D:T ZC[ K[. 5MTFGF N[CG] VlEDFG ,>G[ ÒJGFZ DG]QI 

ÒJG[ V[*,M bIF, GYL S[ C] ZC] K] V[TM V[S EF)FG]\ DSFG K[. V[S NL V[ TM ZFB AGL 

5\RDCFE]TMDF\ lJ,LG Y> HX[. DF*[ jIY¶ VlEDFG KM)L VFJGFZF HgDDF\ 5|E] ;FZL 

HuIFV[ VFtDF\ G[ :YFG D?[ T[ DF*[ DG]QI ÒJ[ 5|E]ElSTDF\ )]AJ]\ HM>V[. lG~l5T EHGG[ 

VG];ZTL S[*,LS plSTVM V+[ IFN VFJ[ K[. TM T[ plSTVM G[ VlC\ S\)F~ K].  

      ccÒJ ;FG[ OZ[ K[ U]DFGDF\ Z[$ TFZ[  Z[J] EF)FGF DSFG DF\cc  
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lG~5FI[, plSTDF\ 5_ SC[JFI] K[ S[ DG]QI ÒJ T] XF DF*[ SFIFG]\ VlEDFG ,>G[ OZ[ K[. 

SFIF TM TFZF DF*[ V[S lGJF; DF*[ D?[,] EF)F\~5L #Z K[. SFIF GM DMC KM)L VFtDF\ GL 

D]lST DF*[ >`JZ ElST DF\ BMJF> HF. J?L AÒ plST G] 5_ VCL\ :DZ_ YTF\ lG~5] K].  

   ccC[\$ SFIF S[D SZ[ K[$ ljF`JF; Z[$ VFtDF TFZM GYL. 

     C[Ò 5|[D ÒJMG[ 5|[D HF?DF\ 5]ZL$ 

   C[\ V[ TM KF\GM DF\GM K\*SL HFI Z[ VFtDF\ TFZM GYL. SFIF.... sZf  

           5|:T]T EHGDI plST lG~l5T EHGG[ VG];ZTL K[ VG[ SFIFG[ pN[XLG[ 

SC[JFI]\ K[ S[ C[ SFIF T] XF DF*[ TFZFDF\ ZC[TF\ ÒJ 5Z `F||wwFF ZFB[ K[. T]\ H N[CDF\ J;TM 

ÒJ V[S lNJ; T]\HG[ KM)L RF<IM HX[. T[JM EFJ 5|:T]T EHGDI plSTDF\ ZC[,M K[.  

          5|:T]T ,[B;\U|CDF\ lG~5FI[, cS[*,]\ U]DFG TG[... c EHGGM VF:JFN D}\,S ZLT[ 

T5F;JFGM DFZM 5|IF; ZC[X[.  

cDF*LGF\ 5}\T?F TG[ S[*,]\ U]DFGc EHGGL 5|FZ\lES V[*,[ S[ 5C[,L VG[ ALÒ plSTDF\ SC[JFI]\

K[ S[$ C[$ DG]QIÒJ T]\ jIY¶ TFZL SFIFDF\ DuG AGL ÒJG jITLT SZL ZCIM K[. GFCSGM 

;\;FZGL DMCDFIFDF\ -?L S[*,]\ AW] VlEDFG ,>G[ OZL ZCIM K[. plSTDF\ 5|IMHFI[, c5]T?Fc 

XaN DG]QIGF cN[Cc DF*[ 5|IMHFI[,M K[. DG]QI VFtDF\G[ S[GDF\ ZFBLG[ SC[JFI] K[. VF HUTDF\ 

J:TF ;J¶ DG]QI ÒJM TD[ H[*,M ;DI 5MTFGL SFIFG[ ;]\NZ AGFJJFDF\ J[)OM KM V[*,M 

;DI TD[ 5|E]ElSTDF\ V5F[¶ H[YL 5|E]ElST YL TDFZ] VF HgD 5KL VFJGFZ] ÒJG ;]\ HgD 

GL 5|F%TL SZX[ DF*[ DG]QI ÒJG[ VlEDFG V[*,[ S[ U]DFG SZJFG]\ KM)L VFtDF\GL D}lST DF*[ 

5|E]ElSTDF\ HM)FJFGL EFJGF 5|:T]T EHGDI plSTDF\ jIST YI[,L K[.  

             5|:T]T EHGGL +LÒ VG[ RMYL plST DF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[ C[$ DG]QI ÒJ VF 

;’Q*LDF\ DFGJ N[C WZL VJTIM” 5KL AF?5_$ H]JFGL$ #)5_ VFJX[ tIFZ[ tIFZ[ TFZF DFYF 

5Z éU[,F SF?F JF? K[ V[ 5_ WM\?F V[*,[ S[ ;O[N Y> HX[. V[DG[ V[D TFZ] VF DCFD]\,] 

DG]QI ÒJG ClZGFD lJGF J[)OF> HX[. DF*[ 5|F%T YGFZ DG]QI ÒJGG[ 5|E] ElSTDF\

Z}lRSZ AGFJ. T] H[ XZLZDF\ ZC[ K[ V[ XZLZ TM V[S lNJ; ZFB AGL 5\RDCFE]TMDF\ 

lJl,G Y> HX[. DF*[ N[C GL ;\;FZGL DMCDFIF TZKM)L 5|E]ElST DF\ HM)F> HF T[JM EFJ 

5|:T]T EHGDI plSTDF\  J_FI[,M K[.  

          5|:T]T EHGGL 5F\RDL VG[ KõL 5\lSTDF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[$ C[$ DG]QI ÒJ 

5|E]EHG lJGF V[*,[ S[ 5|E]ElST lJGF TFZ] ;\5}_” ÒJG JCL HX[. DF*[ DG]QI ÒJGGM 

pTD p5IMU SZL 5|E] ElSTGM 5M\*,M T] D[?J V[H V\T J[?FV[ TFZL ;FY[ VFJX[. T[JM 

EFJ lG~l5T plSTVMDF\ J_FI[,M K[.  
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          5|:T]T EHGGL ;FTDL VG[ VF(DL plSTDF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[$ C[$ DG]QI ÒJ VF 

;’Q*LDF\ TD[ H[JL SZ_L SDFXM V[J] O? 5|F%T YX[ P`JZ  ;’Q*LDF\ HgDL 5]gIG] SFD SI]” CX[ 

TM T[ TDFZL ;FY[ VFJX[. VG[ TD[ HM S]SDM” V[*,[ S[ 5F5G] SFD VF E}lD 5Z SI}” CX[ TM 

T[ TDFZ[ EM\UJJ] 5)X[. DF*[ DG]QI ÒJ CÒI[ TFZL 5;[ ;DI K[. CÒI 5|E]ElST VG[ 

5}̂ I GM DFU” V5GFJL DG]QI T] TFZF ÒJGG[ pTD AGFJL XS[ K[. T[JM EFJ lG~5FI[, 

plSTDF\ J_FI[,M K[.  

         5|:T]T EHGGL GJDL VG[ NXDL plSTDF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[$ C[ DG]QI ÒJ T] E,[G[ 

DCFA,JFG CM>X 5_ HIFZ[ T] TFZF N[CG[ KM\)LX V[ J[?FV[ HM T[[ 5|E]ElSTDF\ ÒJG 

lJTFjI] CX[ TM T]H VFtDF\G[ ,[JF DF*[ :JU” DF\YL lJDFG VFJX[ VG[ HM T[ DFGJ N[C WZL 

5|E]DFU” G V5GFJL S]SDM” SIF” CX[. TM T] H VFtDF\G[ ,[JF DF*[ GS”,MS DF\YL RFZ HD)F 

VFJX[. V[ 5|;\U[ TFZ] ;[\H A? GCL RF,X[. DF*[ GS”,MSGM DFU” KM)L :JU”,MSGM DFU” 

V5GFJ T[JL EFJGF 5|:T]T plSTDF\ lG~5F> K[.  

        5|:T]T EHGGL VlUIFZDL VG[ AFZDL plSTDF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[$ C[$ DG]QI ÒJ T] 

VJ;FG 5FDLX T[ J[?FV[ TFZL ~5F?L SFIF XA AGL ;J” :JHGMDF\ XMS O[,FJL T] H #ZDF\ 

E}DL 5Z ;}T[,L CX[P TFZL XA AG[,L SFIFG[ VluGNF\C N[JF DF*[ V[S ,L,])F JF\;GL TFZL 

5F,BL AF\WJFDF\ VFJX[. H[DF\ TFZL SFIFG[ ;}J)FJL ;Z; AF\WL 5F,BLV[ RFZ zLO?M AF\WL 

T] H N[CG[ :DXFG[ ,> HJF DF*[ lJNFI VF5JFDF\ VFJX[ DF*[ N[CGM DMC KM)L ElSTDF\ )]\A 

S[ H[YL TFZL ;FY[ S\>S 5]gI VFJX[. T[JM EFJ 5|:T]T plSTDF\ ZC[,M K[.  

         5|:T]T EHGGL T[ZDL VG[ RF{NDL plSTDF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[$ C[$ DG]QI ÒJ TFZF\ 

UIF\ 5KL TFZF\ N[CGM 5C[,M lJ;FDM TM T] HIFZ[ ÒJGGM K[<,M `JF; KM)LX tIFZ[ WZGF 

VF\U_[ TFZL XA AG[,L SFIFG[ EM\I 5Z ;]\J)FJJFDF\ VFJX[ T[ TFZM 5C[,M lJXFDM. tIFZ 

5KL T]\HG[ :DXFG[ 5KL T]HG[ :DXFG[ ,> HJF DF*[ H[ 5F,BL T{IFZ SZL CX[ T[ 5F,BLDF\

TFZF XA G[ D]SJFDF\ VFJX[ V[ TFZM ALHM lJ;FDM pDZFGL ACFZ CX[. 5]Z]QFMGF S\N[ ,> 

TFZL :DXFG IF+FGL X~VFT YX[. tIFZ[ TFZF #ZGF HFOFV[ TFZM +LHM lJ;FDM CX[. TFZM 

V\lTD lJ;FDM V[*,[ S[ RMYM lJ;FDM TFZM :DXFG[ YX[. V[*,[ S[ HIF\ TFZF N[C G[ VluGNF\C 

N[JFGM CX[ tIF\ TFZF N[\CG[ ,F\S)FVM UM(JLG[ ,F\S)FVM 5Z XAG[ D}SJFDF\ VFJX[ VG[ lZJFH 

5|DF_[ lJlW 5}_” YTF\ TFZM ~5F?F N[CG[ VluG RF\5JFDF\ VFJX[. YM)LS !F_MDF\ TFZL ;\5}_” 

SFIF VluGN[JDF\ CM\DF> ZFB AGL HX[. VG[ 5’yJL$ VluG$ JFI]$ H?$ VFSFX H[JF 

5\RDCFE}TMDF\ E?L HX[. DF*[ N[CGL lR\TF KM)L 5|E]ElST DF\ DuG AGL 5|E]ElSTG]\ EFY] 

D[?JJFGL EFJGF 5|:T]T plSTVMDF\ J_F> K[.  
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          5|:T]T EHGGL 5\NZDL VG[ ;M\?DL plSTDF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[$ C[$ DG]QI T]\ jIY” 

DFIF HF?DF\ O;F> SC[ K[ VF DFZF ;\TFGM K[. VF DFZL 5tGL K[ 5_ D’tI] J[?FV[ TFZL 

5tGL 5_ TG[ VM\*,[ J?FJL 5FKL RF,L HX[. ;UF ;\A\WL V[ 5_ TFZF\ VJXFG 5KL SM> 

;FY[ VFJX[ GlC V[ 5_ TFZF XAGL GÒS VFJTF\ VRSFX[. TFZ] DM-]\ 5_ GF HMX[. DF*[ 

lDyYF :JHGMGM jIJCFZ KM)L ElST GM DFU” V\T J[?FV[ TG[ SFD VFJX[ DNN SZX[. T[JM 

EFJ lG~5FI[, plSTDF\ ZC[,M K[.  

        5|:T]T EHGGL ;TZDL VG[ V-FZDL plSTDF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[$ C[$ DG]QI ÒJ T]\

GFCSGM WGvNM\,TG[ E[\UL SZJFDF\ ;DI J[)OL ZCIM K[. V[ WGvNM,T TFZL ;FY[ GlC 

VFJ[ DFZ] TFZ] SZTM CM>X V[ 5_ tIFG]\ tIF\ ZC[X[. DF*[ V[ ;J¶ NM,TG[ E[\U] SZJFG] KM)L 

DG]QI ÒJ T] ElST G]\ EFY] E[U] SZ T[JM EFJ lG~5FI[, plSTDF\ J_FIM K[.  

        5|:T]T EHGGL V\lTD plSTVMDF\ SC[JFI] K[ S[$ C[$ DG]QI ÒJ VFDG[ VFD TFZ] 

ÒJG J[)OF> HX[. VG[ TFZF ÒJGGL V\lTD 5?M VFJX[. tIFZ[ T] TFZL SFIFG[ KM)L NPX 

T[ J[?FV[ TFZF AF?SM ZMTF\ CX[. TFZF VF ~5F?F N[CDF\ ZC[,M VFtDF RF<IM UIM CX[. DF*[ 

DG]QI ÒJM DG]QI ÒJG V[ TM DM\WM D],M VJTFZ K[. BZFA lJRFZM KM)L 5lJ+ lJRFZM 

V5GFJM VG[ VF5_F ÒJGG[ 5|E] ;FY[ HM)L ÒJGG[ 5|;FZ SZJFGM EFJ 5|:T]T EHGDI 

plSTDF\ ZC[,M K[.  

p5;\CFZ ov  

        5|:T]T EHG c DF*LGF 5}T?F TG[ S[*,]\ U]DFGc 5|E] ;’Q*LDF\ VJTZ[, ;J¶ DG]QI 

ÒJMG[ cN[C VG[ VFtDF\c GL VM?B VF5[ K[. cN[Cc TM G`JZ K[. cVFtDF\c VDZ K[. V[ 

SIFZ[S C_FTM GYL. ;\;FZ HUTGL DMCDFIF KM)L jIY” VlEIFG SZJFG] KM)L$ DG]QI 

ÒJGG[ ;O? AGFJJF DF*[ 5|E]G[ EHJFGL JFT EHGDF\ lG~5FP K[. V\T J[?FV[ 

5|E]ElSTGL SDF_L H ;FY[ VFJX[. DF*[ DG]QI ÒJM SZ_L SDFVM TM V[JL SDFVM S[ cc 

TDFZF\ D’tI]GF ;DFRFZ ;F\E?L :DXFGGL ZFB 5_ Z)L 5)[.cc  
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Review of New Commerce like SaaS services. 

                                  (i.g Software As A Services) 
pro.Ajay kumar d.patel gov. Arts & comm. college-jadar. 

1.Introduction 
Software as a Service (SaaS) refers to the cloud computing model where complete application 
software are sold on a subscription model for a specific period: Examples of software provided 
through SaaS model are CRM, ERP, E-mail, Calendar, Internet File Stores, Spam filters,and 
Generally used Accounting Software etc. The SaaS model provides the capability to use the 
provider’s applications running on cloud infrastructure. The application software is accessible from 
various client devices through a thin client interface such as a web browser (e.g., web-based e-mail). 
SaaS saves customers the cost of buying licenses and running programs on their own computers. 
SaaS is one of the most popular cloud computing services and is being extensively used. 

16
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Software as a Service allows organizations to access business functionality at a cost typically less 
than paying for licensed applications since SaaS pricing is based on a monthly fee. Also, because the 
software is hosted remotely, users don't need to invest in additional hardware. Software as a Service 
removes the need for organizations to handle the installation, set-up and often daily upkeep and 
maintenance. Software as a Service may also be referred to as simply hosted applications. 

Background 
If Organiation (Brandcom) has decided to move its key business application to cloud services to a 
renowned vendor considering the increased functionality and cost savings. However, the company 
has not done comprehensive study of the appropriateness of the proposed IT services. The 
company’s internal audit department has reviewed the vendor proposal and has provided their 
findings and recommendations but these were ignored as IT department which enjoys a good 
reputation has convinced CEO about the need to outsource considering the cost savings. The matter 
was escalated to the audit committee and it has been decided to have an independent review by IS 
Auditor.  

Scope and Terms of assignment 
You have been appointed as an independent IS Auditor to review the vendor proposal of cloud 
services considering the findings and recommendations of internal audit department and provide your 
final recommendations on acceptance of the proposal and remedial measures to be taken to ensure 
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successful outsourcing, if recommended. The implied security, data privacy and compliance as 
applicable such as: Sensitive personal data information (SPDI), cloud provider policies and 
procedures and data protection leakage are also to be reviewed. 

Key issues and findings 
The key issues relating to data, security, privacy and potential compliance issues noticed by you 
during your review are given below: 

 A process for reviewing the third-party compliance requirements is non-existent, and the 
decision has been imposed by IT. 

 On contacting customers of vendor, you were informed that when the cloud services were used, 
they have detected data leakage in critical information and unknown areas of data. Due to this 
severe issue, the impact to business reputation was severely damaged and had the potential 
to drive the company out of business, by losing future service contracts. 

 The usage of the current enterprise environment and business processes, as well as the 
enterprise strategy and future objectives were not considered in selecting the cloud services.  

 The external environment of the enterprise (industry drivers, relevant regulations, basis for 
competition) have not been documented or considered in selecting cloud services). 

 Before finalising the service agreements with the service provider, the service catalogues and 
business process requirements and internal operational agreements were not considered. 

 The company does not have policy for monitoring service levels, to report on achievements and 
identify trends. The SLA should provide the appropriate management information to aid 
performance management. 

 Business case for cloud service was not prepared.There is no process to identify, prioritise, 
specify and agree on business information, functional, technical and control requirements 
covering the scope/understanding of all initiatives required to achieve the expected outcomes 
of the proposed IT-enabled business solution. 

Findings of Internal audit department 

The Internal audit department has performed a review of the cloud services. Given below is extract of 
findings and recommendations. 

1. The proposal is for a standard offering of ERP Software on cloud with no modifications. 
Brandcom is a company with its own unique business processes. Hence, it is important to 
study the existing processes (as is study) and map it to ERP (To Be State) and have a 
confirmation on does the proposed ERP solution meet the business requirement and 
what is the value addition by migrating to the proposed solution. If the study has been 
done, this may be collected to review whether it covers effective migration of all key 
processes and the value addition offered by such migration. 

2. On outsourcing of IT services, the usability of current IT infrastructure including the 
hardware, operating system, and Database and application software have been 
considered by the IT department. The impact of proposed solution on existing structure 
has also to be studied before taking a decision. 

3. Brochure of Cloud service vendor states: “Clients need to be clear on what they want. They 
should know whether they simply want to enhance their current systems or move to a 
new system. They should know how much of re-architecting would be required, the legal 
and compliance issues involved and whether the cloud would affect their audits”. The 
proposal does not provide these details. An impact assessment study of proposed 
solution on Brandcom has to be done to ensure that the proposed solution provides the 
required business advantages which is sought to be achieved. 

4. The proposal provides brief of overview of the module details and process coverage. 
However, it is not clear whether all the modules are applicable and how this would be 
configured as per requirements of Brandcom. Further, the cloud service vendor has 
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option to extend the capabilities of providing customisation by adding additional 
functionalities as required at extra cost. However, the proposal does not provide any 
information on this. It cannot be assumed that the current modules offered by cloud 
services meet all the business requirements. There is no study done to cover these key 
aspects. It is advisable to have a statement of work which clearly outlines the solution by 
Cloud service provider as applicable to Brandcom so that there is clarity on what is 
available and how it will fit and meet requirements of the current/future business 
processes. 

5. The proposal provides implementation plan and suggested training requirements. What is 
the number of users who need to access and what are the current skill levels and how it 
is to be enhanced has to be assessed so that they can use the proposed solution. The 
training requirements have to be assessed in detail to confirm whether it meets 
requirements. 

6. The data migration from existing software to proposed solution is a major challenge in any 
ERP implementation. The proposal is silent on what the current platform is and how the 
data migration is expected to be. This has to be correctly assessed as it will impact the 
success of the proposed solution. 

7. The proposal provides cost estimate for 9 regular users and 1 Lite user. Whether this is 
sufficient to take care of the current number of users is not clear. This may be assessed 
to correctly understand the impact. The actual number of users is 40 whereas only the 
model implementation with 10 users is considered for cost benefit analysis. 

8. Cost benefit analysis of the proposed solution and the specific benefits to Brandcom are not 
clearly highlighted in the proposal. The management has to be aware of the benefits and 
have to obtain independent confirmation about the envisaged benefits. 

9. Any ERP migration and especially one on the cloud have implications of risk in terms of 
being tied up to one vendor and data being available on the cloud and dependency on 
bandwidth for access. A risk management should be done to ensure that all key risks are 
identified and effective risk mitigation strategy has been adapted. 

10. It is advisable to have demo of the ERP solution as applicable to Brandcom to understand 
how the proposed solution provides envisaged benefits. Based on this, the final decision 
regarding migration to new solution has to be taken considering suitability, training and 
cost savings. 

11. References of solutions implemented for enterprises with business of similar nature as 
Brandcom may be obtained to validate and confirm that the solution meets the 
requirements. As migration to a new solution increases the dependency on new vendor, it 
is important to be assured about adequacy and appropriateness of the solution. 

12. It is also advisable to have independent review of the proposed solution to ensure that all 
the required assessments of the requirements is done and the proposed solution meets 
the current/future requirements.  

13. Before taking a final decision on the proposal, it is important to consider the following key 
aspects in evaluation of the cloud services proposal : 

 Current and future business processes, 
 Organisation structure especially pertaining to IT and number of users of the IT 

systems, 
 Current IT infrastructure including hardware, network, Operating systems, database 

and application software. 
 Internal control systems, extent of documented processes. 
 Number of IT users and key personnel and their skill levels 

Note: This is only initial assessment based on the information in the proposal and is not 
comprehensive.  
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      HISTORY AND GROWTH OF INDIAN CEMENT INDUSTRY

             Researcher: Mr.Paresh J.  Parmar Assi. Pro. Rapar College 

                                       Guided Dr. R. G. Bhuva Pri. & Asso. Pro. 

                                     Saura.Gyanpith Arts & Comm. Colle.Balvala.
Abstract: 

The cement industries play very important role in development of any country economically as well 
as infrastructural. India, world's second largest cement producer after China, is the home to a number 
of top cement companies. As various infrastructure projects, road networks and housing projects are 
coming up, many of which are backed by the government, the cement industry in India is growing at a 
great pace these days.India entered into the Cement Era in 1914, when the Indian Cement Company 
Ltd.started manufacturing Cement in Porbondar in Gujarat with install capacity of 10000 tonnes. Then 
after many cement industries are established in India. In 2012, there are 206 large cement plants and 
more than 300 small cement plants are working in India with an installed capacity of more than 350 
million tonnes. The Indian cement industries see many ups and down during the period from 1914 to 
2012. The production growth rate of cement is maintaining 10% during the past few years. 

Introduction: 

Petroleum, coal, Telecommunication, Iron, Steel and Cement are the key industries of India. In which, 

cement industries plays the significant role in developing Indian economy continuously because 

cement industries are completely domestic industry. Raw materials, skilled workers, and Machineries 

are used in cement industries from the country itself.The cement industries have an apex place among 

the other industries of country because cement is a fundamental requirement of all construction 

activities. Cement is useful in the various constructions such as Buildings, Factories, Dams, Roads, 

Bridges, water treatment facilities, schools, Colleges, Hospitals etc. so, It ranks second immediately 

after Iron and steel industries. 

Objective of study: 

To know the historical background of Indian cement industries. 

To know the growth of Indian cement industries. 

History of Cement  

The beginning of construction activities can be traced back to the early stage of civilization. The word 

‘cement’ came from the Roman word ‘opus caementicium’ – a powder that when mixed water hold 

together structure elements such as bricks and stone. It was known in one form or other, since time 

immemorial. In past, houses were made with sand stone, lime, gypsum and especially for construction 

marbles were used for this purpose. Wherever primitive mud bricks were used, they were bedded 

together with thin layer of clay. Mud based materials were used for rendering on the walls of timber. 

Lime was probably used for the first time as a product for stabilizing mud floors. The other things 

used for this purpose were mud, cow dong and lime. In some cases lime and pozzalona were used for 

17
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getting   beautiful finishing for the interior surface. There were very skilled constructor and masons 

who have made beautiful and excellent temples, building and bathing Ghats many years ago. Their 

work and art are still famous. 

Modern hydraulic cement began to be developed from the start of the industrial revolution around 

1800. In Britain, specially, good quality building stone became ever more expensive during this 

period of rapid growth, and it became a common practice to construction prestige building from the 

new industrials bricks and to finish them with a stucco to imitate stone. Hydraulic limes were 

favoured for this , but the need for a fast set time encouraged the development of new cements. Most 

famous among these was Parker’s ‘Roman Cement ‘. This was developed by James Parker in the 

1780s, and finally patented in 1796. The success of ‘Roman Cement’ led other manufacturer to 

develop rival products by burning artificial mixture of clay and chalk. John Smeaton made an 

important contribution to development of cement when he was planning the construction of the third 

Eddy Stone Lighthouse in the English Channel. He needs a hydraulic mortar that would set and 

develop some strength in the twelve hours period between successive high tides. He performed an 

exhaustive market research o the ‘hydraulic’ of the lime was directly related to the clay content of the 

limestone from which it was made. By profession Smeaton was a civil engineer. Apparently unaware 

of Smeaton’s work, the same principal was identified by Louis Vicat in the first decade of 19th

century. Vicat went on to devise a method of combining chalk and clay into an intimate mixture, and 

burning this produce an ‘Artificial Cement’ in 1817. 

James frost, working in Britain produced ‘British Cement’ in a similar manner around the same time, 

but did not obtain a patent until 1822. In 1824, Joseph Aspadin patented a similar material, which he 

called ‘Portland Cement’. The patented on artificially made by calcinations of an argillaceous lime 

stone known as Portland cement because it resonabled a stone quarried on the ISLE of Portland near 

England with this investment Aspadin laid the foundation for today’s Portland Cement Industry. 

However, Aspdins' cement was nothing like modern Portland cement but was a first step in its 

development, called a proto-Portland cement. 

Joseph Aspdins' son William Aspdin had left his father’s company and in his cement manufacturing 

apparently accidentally produced calcium silicates in the 1840s, a middle step in the development of 

Portland cement. William Aspdin's innovation was counterintuitive for manufacturers of "artificial 

cements", because they required more lime in the mix (a problem for his father), a much higher kiln 

temperature (and therefore more fuel), and the resulting clinker was very hard and rapidly wore down 

the millstones, which were the only available grinding technology of the time. Manufacturing costs 

were therefore considerably higher, but the product set reasonably slowly and developed strength 

quickly, thus opening up a market for use in concrete. The use of concrete in construction grew 

rapidly from 1850 onward, and was soon the dominant use for cements. Thus Portland cement began 

its predominant role. 
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In 1838 a young chemical engineer, Isaac Johnson, burned the raw material at high temperature until 

the mass nearly vitrified producing the modern Portland cement.  

Sorel cement was patented in 1867 by Frenchman Stanislas Sorel and was stronger than Portland 

cement but its poor water restive and corrosive qualities limited its use in building construction. The 

next development with the manufacture of Portland cement was the introduction of the rotary kiln 

which allowed a stronger, more homogeneous mixture and a continuous manufacturing process. 

In1898 Atlas Portland Cement Company according to Lewis improved the design by using what is 

called a rotary kiln, this improvement was a big revolution in the cement industry because the new 

kiln could produce 200 cement barrels per day compared to a shaft kiln which produced only 40 to 

max 80 barrels per day; in addition to quick improvement in this new design regarding the mixing , 

grinding equipment for raw material, grinding equipment for coal belt conveyor using mix kind of 

fuel such as material gas. 

In 1899 Atlas Cement Company improved the technology of the rotary kiln and fuel economy by 

replacing fuel oil with powdered coal dust. Furthermore, modification to the kiln was made by 

addition of two auxiliary clinker coolers. In which the first hot discharged clinker was received as it 

fell from the helped to ignite the coal dust in the rotary kiln. 

The new clinker produced from the new kiln technology was different than the old clinker especially 

from the much faster setting time. The French chemist Pierre Giron solved this problem by adding 

gypsum to the cement in order to control the setting time. 

After 1900s, there was rapid growth in both rotary kiln and auxiliary equipment technology in the 

United States. Coal grinding mills were developed and coal burning in cement kiln became the 

predominate combustion process in the industry. All the equipment related to cement production 

crusher, raw mill, belt conveyors, bucked elevator were improved. 

History and Growth of Cement Industry in India: 

The history of the cement manufacturing in India can be traced back to 1889 when a private company 

in Kolkata began to start manufacturing cement. However in 1900s, the cement industry took an 

organized shape. In the year 1914, Indian cement company ltd. started cement production at 

Porbandar in Gujarat with an installed capacity of 10000 tonnes and production of 1000 installed 

capacity. However, even before that a small cement factory was established in Madras in 1904 by a 

company named South Indian Industries ltd. India Cement Company Ltd. produced only one type of 

cement which was designed by British standard committee as “Artificial Portland Cement”. This 
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company marketed its product in Mumbai, Karachi, Madras and other parts and became a financial 

success. Since then, India has emerged as the world’s second largest cement manufacturing country 

after China.  At present, there are 81 cement companies with around 206 major cement plants and a 

total capacity of about 358.64 million tonnes. Besides, there are mini cement plants which have an 

estimated capacity of about 10 million tonnes. The Indian cement Industry’s existence for the last 98 

years is marked by the roller coaster ride it underwent over since its inception in 1904. From the 

industry today has come a long way from a seller’s market to buyer’s market.  

The first ever reference of cement production in India is found in George Watt’s Directory of 

Economics Products of India’, published in 1889 which started ‘Portland Cement’ was being made in 

Calcutta from argillaceous kanker’. However the first organised attempt to produce cement was made 

in 1904 by the Madras based South India Industry Ltd., but this venture failed. It was in October 1914 

that the cement produced at Porbandar in Gujarat (Born place of Mahatma Gandhi) by Indian Cement 

Corporation Limited. The day is known as light of cement production in India. It had an installed 

capacity of 1000 tonnes per annum. 

In the next two years, couple of more plants came up, one at Kantni In Madhya Pradesh and other at 

Lakhari In Rajasthan. By 1918, these three plants together churn-out 85000 tonnes of cement per 

annum. The first world gave a boost to this industry and 10 cement companies had come into 

existence in 1924 with an installed capacity of .56 million tonnes (559800 metric tonnes). 

During the earlier years, production of cement exceeded the demand. Society had a biased opinion 

against the cement manufactured in India which further resulted in selling of cement below the 

production cost. The government intervened by giving protection to cement industry and by 

encouraging co-operation among the producers. This culminated in the birth of ‘Indian Cement 

Manufacturing Association (ICMA) in 1925. Its aim was to regulate prices and limit the supplies by 

mutual understanding. In 1927 the ‘Concrete Association of India’ (CAI) was formed with twin goals 

of creating a positive awareness among the public of the utility of cement and to propagate cement 

consumption. Three after, in 1930 ‘Cement Marketing Company of India’ (CMI) was launched to 

promote the sales and distribution of cement at regulated price.  

In 1936, out of the eleven existing units ten merged together to form the ‘Associate Cement 

Companies ltd. with a clean idea of not attaining a monopolistic position but to make and deliver 

cement as cheaply as possible. A year later Dalmia- Jain group decided to set up five new cement 

plants with a total installed capacity of about .58 million tonnes (575000 tonnes) per annum. In 1938 

Maysore Iron and Steel Works, later removed as Visvesvaraya Iron and Steel Ltd. set up the first 

public sector of cement unit with 60 TPD capacities at Bhadrawati in Karnataka. Later 1952 this 
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capacity was increased to 200TPD. In 1939 Andhra Cement Company came into being at Vijayawada 

in coastal Andhra, then a part of Madras state. 

During the Second World Warcement was declared as an essential commodity under the Defence of 

India Rules and was brought under price and distribution controls. About 90% of the total production 

was acquired for defence use. The price was fixed on cost plus basis. As Government needs decreased 

towards ends of the Second World War, surplus stock of cement released for civilians consumption at 

fixed prices.  

At time of India’s partition, there were 23 cement plants in operation with a total capacity of 2.2 

million tonnes. With the partition in 1947, 18 plants remained in India and 5 pants went to Pakistan. 

The plants with India had an aggregate capacity of 1.47 million tonnes. The British Standard of 

Cement was replaced with Bureau of Indian Standard Specification (BIS). 

Based upon the task of rendering better standard of living for its people, the new government gave top 

priority to food and shelter programme. Cement was needed the most. As a sequel, the government 

fixed the capacity and production target for cement at 5.02 million tonnes and 4.6 million tonnes 

respectively in the first five year Plan 1951-56. By end of the first plan there were about 27 plants 

with a capacity of about 5 million tonnes. The production touched a level of 4.6 million tonnes. In 

second five year plan 1956-61, the total capacity increased to about 9.2 million tonnes, actual 

production rose from 4.6 million tonnes to about 7.8 million tonnes and the number of units increased 

from 27 to 34. New types of cement like White cement and Portland Blast Cement were also 

manufactured during this plan period.   

In 1961, Cement Manufacturing Association (CMA) was formed to represent the industry. Dharamsey 

M.Khatau had a privilege of becoming the first president. During its 51 years of existence, CMA has 

played a significant role in assisting Government in formulated policies relating to the cement 

industry. It had considerable impact on the constitution of Lavraj Kumar committee in 1979 and Dr. 

A.K.Ghosh committee in 1981. 

The price control system on cement implemented in the year 1956, aimed at ensuring fair prices to 

producer and consumers all over the country. Thus, reducing regional imbalances and at reach self-

sufficiency within a short period of time. Although, due to slow growth in capacity expansion and 

rising cost in the cement industry, the Government had increased the fixed price of cement several 

time. However, these price increases as well as financial incentives to enhance the investment showed 

little effect on industry, In spite of the fact that Government exercised no control over the Indian 

Cement Industry. 

In order to meet the increased demand the target of annual capacity and production during the third 

five plan, 1961-66 were subsequently stepped up to 15 and 13 million tonnes respectively. In this 
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plan, growth was low due to   inadequate retention price and lack of adequate financial resources to 

the existing cement companies. 

Control Period of cement industry: 

The cement industry has been controlled by the Government of India. The control period is divided by 

three stages 

Control period (1969-1982): 

The Indian cement industry had been under strict Government control for almost whole period. 

Government hold over the industry both direct and indirect. Government intervened direct by 

exercising authority over production, capacity and distribution of cement, while indirect intervened 

took place in the form of price control.  During this period many companies and their plants started 

off but growth was not witnessed at the desired rate.  

In the year 1977, higher price of cement were resulted in more cement production by new plants and 

major expansions of existing plants. But still the growth rate war below par. In the year 1979, the 

government imposed a three tier price system; prices were different for cement produced in low, 

medium and high cost plants. However the price control did not have the desired effect. Rise in input 

cost, reduced profit margins meant the producers could not allocated funds for increase capacity.  

A permit system was introduced by 14 states and union territories in the period which comprised 

direct control over public distribution of cement to ensure fair supplies to priority sectors. This system 

has resulted in artificial storage, extensive black-marketing and corruption in the civil supply 

department of the government.  

The system of price control was accompanied by a policy of freight pooling. The price control fixed a 

uniform price according to the estimated production costs at which cement was required to be sold all 

over the country. This price contained a freight component that was averaged over the country as a 

whole. This freight pooling system has promoted equal industrial development all over the country. It 

supported the regional dispersion. Yet it resulted that producers had no incentive in locating 

production in such a way that transportation costs of cement would be minimized Market distance 

became a less important. As a result of non-optional location of industry, average costs of production, 

as well as demand for scarce railway capacity for transportation has increased. 

Partial Decontrol (1982-1989) 

On account of the difficulties faced by the cement industry during control period, the Government of 

India has introduced a system of partial decontrol in the year 1982. A levy quota of 66.6 % for sales to 

Government and small house builders was imposed on existing units, while for new and sick units a 

lower quota of 50 % was established. The remaining 33.4 % could be sold in free open market to 

general consumers. A ceiling price was set up for sales in the open market in order to protect 
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consumers from being exploited with unreasonable pricing of cement. Under the system of partial 

decontrol, freight pooling has no longer covered non-levy cement. Furthermore, specific mini cement 

units were completely freed from price and distribution control. Yet, overall profitability has 

increased substantially after the introduction of partial decontrol. The profit obtained through non-

levy sales has decreased with greater availability of cement in the market and rising in input costs. 

The government has subsequently introduced change in levy obligation to sustain an accelerating 

course in cement industry and retention price regularly. As a result in 1988, the levy quota was as low 

as the retention price had increased subsequently. In 1987, the Cement Manufacturers Association and 

the government have decided that there was no further necessity for a minimum price ceiling.   

Fully Decontrol (1989 onwards) 

At last, the cement industry was considered to be ready to free market competition in 1989. All price 

and distribution control on sale of cement were taken away. The system of freight pooling was 

abolished and a subsidy scheme to ensure availability of cement at reasonable price in remote and 

hilly regions of the country was worked out. The industry was taken de-licensed in 1991 under the 

policy of economic liberalization. By removing all controls on the cement sector, the government has 

hoped to accelerate the growth and induce further investments in modernization and expansion. After 

decontrol, the Indian cement industry has moved towards globalization with increasing emphasis on 

exports. In this period capacity of cement industry as well as production have increased manifold. 

Growth was boosted in the Indian cement industry from 91 plants and 43 million tonnes of production 

in 1989-90 to 206 plants and 247.45 million tonnes production in the year 2011-12. (CMA 2011-12) 

Total capacity utilization for the industry has also increased from 73.24 % to 75 % during the same 

period. 

Hence,  the  history  of  the  Indian  cement  industry  indicates  the  role  of government  played  in  

influencing  the  twists  and  turns  in  the  industry.  It might be noted that government interventions 

have been a mix of fiscal instruments and direct 

Table 1 SummaryEvaluation of cement industry

Era  Year Remarks about Capacity, Growth, 
Consumption  

Dominants imports  1914-
1924 

Cement consumption was around 2 million 
tons during this period of 10 years, 50% was 
through imports. Production in the year 
1914 was 10000 tons and in 1924 
production was around 0.26 million tons a 
year against capacity of half million ton.     

Straggle and 1924- Indigenous production went from 3.66 lakh 
tons in 1924 to 18.30 lakh tons in 1941. 
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survival 1941 Imports contributed to less than 7 % of total 
cement consumptions during 1924-1941. 

Price in Control 1941-
1951 

Production stepped up from 1.8 million tons 
in 1942 to 3.28 million tons in 1951. Imports 
dwindled to less than 2 % of total 
consumption. 

Planning and 
Control 

1951-
1982 

Growth in cement capacity but not at 
requisite pace. Capacity was 29.82 million 
tons in 1981-82.  

Partial decontrol 1982-
1988 

Quantum jump in capacity and production 
during 1982-1988. Production of cement 
57.47 million tons in 1987-88. Cement 
became surplus from 1987 onwards.  

Fully decontrol March 
1989 
onwards 

During the period 2011-12 capacity and 
production rose to 340.44 and 247.45 
million tons respectively.  

The industry structure changed over the years. During the 1914-1924 most of the requirement was met 

through imports before indigenous production started. Subsequently Government played major role in 

planning and control. After the industry was decontrol the capacity grew manifold and by end of 2012 

the annual capacity was around 340.44 million tons.    

Cement Industry with Five Year Plan: 

Table 2 Five Year Plan Wise Install Capacity and Production of Cement 

Five Year 
Plan 

Plan’s Period Capacity 

(MTPA) 

Production 

(MTPA) 

Pre-Plan 1950-51 3.28 2.20 

1st plan 1951-56 5.02 4.60 

2nd plan 1956-61 9.30 7.97 

3rd plan 1961-66 12.00 10.97 

4th plan 1969-74 19.57 14.66 

5th plan 1974-79 22.58 19.42 

6th plan 1980-85 42.40 30.13 

7th plan 1985-90 61.74 45.42 

Annual  1990-91 64.55 48.90 
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Annual  1991-92 66.98 53.61 

8th plan 1992-97 105.68 76.22 

9th plan 1997-02 146.04 106.90 

10th plan 2002-07 178.89 161.64 

11th plan 2007-12 340.44 247.45 

12th plan 2012-13 350** 251.12** 

(Source: CMA annual reports of 2007-08 to 2011-12 

**Further is expected. 

Region Wise Cement Industry in India:The following table shows the region wise and state 

wise cement plants and installed capacity for year 2008, 2010 and 2012.

Table 3 Region Wise concentration of Indian Cement Industry 

Region States 2008 2010 2012 

No. of  

Plants 

Capacity 

(MTPA) 

No. of  

Plants 

Capacity 

(MTPA) 

No. of  

Plants 

Capaci

ty 

(MTP

A) 

Rajasthan 16 32.35 20 41.45 21 45.62 

Uttar Pradesh 08 8.27 09 12.14 11 13.83 

Haryana 03 2.47 03 2.97 04 3.52 

Himachal Pradesh 03 6.2 06 11.2 07 13.04 

Punjab 03 4.75 03 4.75 03 4.75 

Delhi 01 0.50 01 0.50 01 0.50 

Jammu & Kashmir 01 .020 01 0.40 02 0.76 

Uttarakhand 01 1.00 03 4.00 03 4.00 

Total 36 55.56 46 77.41 52 86.02 

Chhattisgarh 09 12.01 09 12.81 10 16.11 

West Bengal 06 5.33 08 7.73 09 9.61 

Jharkhand 05 5.14 03 5.18 04 8.60 

Meghalaya 04 1.55 04 1.86 08 6.77 

Orissa 03 3.76 04 7.55 05 7.79 
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Bihar 01 1.00 01 1.15 01 1.00 

Assam 01 0.20 01 0.20 04 2.73 

Total  29 28.99 30 36.48 41 52.61 

Gujarat 11 18.74 15 27.37 14 27.49 

Madhya Pradesh 10 19.89 11 21.88 10 26.11 

Maharashtra 08 13.10 09 16.40 10 23.00 

Total  29 51.73 35 65.65 34 76.60 

Andhra Pradesh 23 29.37 33 55.92 44 79.45 

Tamil Nadu 13 18.23 19 32.88 20 38.89 

Karnataka 08 13.62 13 23.61 13 24.40 

Kerala 02 0.62 02 0.62 02 0.62 

Total  46 61.84 67 113.03 79 143.36 

Grand total 140 198.30 178 292.57 206 358.59 

 (Source: labour and industrial chronicle, survey of cement industry & directory 2012: 3rd

Edition and CMA Various annual reports.) 

# Data includes only major cement plants.

The above mentioned table no.3 indicates that the most number of plants are located in Southern 

region with highest capacity followed by Northern, Eastern and Western regions. Out of total 21.36% 

plants is located in Andhra Pradesh state with  installed capacity of 79.45 million tonnes followed by 

Rajasthan 10.19% (45.62MT), Tamil Nadu 9.71% (38.89MT) and Gujarat 6.80% (27.49) in year 

2012.

Graph no. 1 Region wise cement plants and installed capacity 
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Conclusion: 
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In its journey of close to a century, there had been several periods in which the cement industry was 
hit hard due to Government policies while some spells provided reliefs too. Through all this, the 
constant has been a continuous shortfall in the infrastructure support – power, coal and railway 
wagons. The exponential growth posted by the cement industry can be gauged from the fact that the 
cement industry took 83 long years to touch the first 100 million tonnes capacity, while for adding the 
second and third 100 Million tonnes mark, the period was substantially compressed to 11 years and 3 
years respectively. The cement industry reached over 350 million tonnes cement capacity and 251 
million tonnes productions in 2012-13. 
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Soft skills – an ace of a corporate world
                                                 Poonam R. Shah,Assistant Professor of English. 

                                    C. U. Shah College of Engineering&Technology.

The corporate world has always been the preferred career destination of many young man and 

women: not merely because corporations are perceived to be good pay masters, but also 

because they are thought of as very fair places, which recognize and reward employee 

excellence. Competition to get a job in these corporations, especially in some prestigious 

multinational corporations (MNCs), is so severe that these companies resort to a long and 

arduous recruitment process punctuated by resume screening, aptitude tests and multi levels 

of interviews. Their HR departments are fine-tuned not only to filter out inappropriate 

candidates, but also to spot talent and pick out those who have that ‘certain something’ in 

them that will make them highly effective and special. Once the best and the brightest are 

recruited, corporations always tend to nurture their employees throughout their careers and 

actively encourage them to reach newer and newer levels of personal excellence. They know 

that employees are their biggest asset and that a high-quality workforce makes a direct 

difference to the company’s growth, finances and competitive advantage. For their part, 

employees with the ‘right stuff’ would often take advantage of the system and grab the career 

growth opportunities offered to them by their employers. They would try all avenues like 

self-improvement, learning new tools and technologies and impeccable execution to 

distinguish themselves from the crowd and go on to have glorious careers and personal 

excellence, and corporate super stars like Jack Welch, IndraNooyi and Narayana Murthy are 

such well-known names that they have become role models for thousands of young men and 

women who are just starting their careers. 

What do we mean by ‘right stuff’? How come some people manage to rise from the 

lowest rungs of the corporate ladder to become the CEO of their company? How is it that 

some of the most successful people in the corporate world where often not class toppers in 

college? Can it be that some men and women are pre destined for success? Even a cursory 

look at the lives of successful people in the corporate setting reveals that they set themselves 

apart through their vision, hardwork and by being skilled, among other things. While hard 

work and vision are reasonably easy concepts to comprehend, the term ‘skills’ is more 

general and complex and needs to be understood more carefully. It is a term encompassing a 

18
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whole range of abilities, right from technical skills to emotional intelligence to how to 

manage one’s time. But we can broadly divide them into two categories – the technical or 

‘hard skills’ and whole bag of nontechnical skills classified as ‘soft skills’, it can be briefly 

understood with the help of below diagram: 

By the above diagram, it is clearly understood that soft skills essentially comprises of 

three dimensions, what we call ‘ACE’ – Attitude, Communication and Etiquette. Now, let’s 

have a brief insight of each dimension. 

Attitude: - It is the foundational aspect of soft skills. Attitude is about having the 

right mental make-up and a desire to interact with the people and environment. This also 

requires willingness and ability to fine-tune and blend oneself with the environment. It is 

aptly said, 

“If you want to be happy for a year, win the lottery. 

If you want to be happy for a lifetime, love what you do” 

Attitude towards life and other aspects are generally based on the value system that 

you have inculcated. Values and attitudes go hand in hand. Attitudes relate to personal 

feelings, belief and predisposed ideas. Attitudes are hypothetical constructs that represent 

your likes and dislikes. A positive attitude in the workplace can help you whether you own 

your own business, work as an employee, or manage others within a business environment. 

You will enjoy your work more and achieve your workplace or business related goals more 

easily and faster. Cynicism and sarcasm are widely prevalent in today’s workplace, and both 

can bring you and your co-workers down quickly. While you may not be able to control the 

mood of the entire workplace, you are always in control of your own attitude each day. 

Communication: - We defined soft skills as the skills required for an individual to 

succeed in his or her environment. Viewed in this context, we can look at communication as 

our physical link or the vehicle to connect to the external environment. Driven by passion and 
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attitude, communication manifests itself as the force that binds us to the people around us. 

Communication skills comprise the set of skills that enables a person to convey information 

so that it is received and understood properly. It occurs when one or more individuals send or 

receive messages that are distorted by noise, occur within a context, have some effect and 

provide some opportunity for feedback. It also refers to the repertoire of behaviours that 

survey to convey information for the individual. It is rightly said,

“You can have brilliant ideas, but if you can’t get across, 

you won’t get anywhere” 

- Lee Iacocca 

The taste of water can be enjoyed only when you are thirsty. Similarly, the importance 

of communication skills is realised only when you need it desperately. Of all the soft skills 

that a person possesses, communication is the most important. Most of your life is centred on 

interpersonal relationships. Consequently, every human being needs to be well-resourced 

with the tools to communicate effectively, whether it is personal life or professional life. 

Every institution has recognised the importance of communication among its members, 

whether in the family or at workplace – for example, the conversation between parents and 

children, a general practitioner and his clients, a project manager and his subordinates and so 

on. In management, being a good communicator means that you won the half the battle. 

Communicating without ambiguity is the cornerstone of strong performers and leaders. It is 

possible to avoid many conflicts and be an effective leader by communicating crisply. In 

support of the aforesaid lines, we have glorious examples of Shri Swami Vivekananda and of 

the recent time Shri Narendra Modi, our honourable prime minister, who have won the hearts 

of the people by their strong and effective communication skills. 

Etiquette: - Etiquette transcends from kindness and respect, which are based on good 

manners. Manners institute guidelines of general behaviour, such as treating the elderly with 

respect and courtesy. For those who are somewhat conversant with the normal rules of 

etiquette, there is a need for some degree of adaption to keep pace in this rapidly changing 

world. It is rightly said,  

“Don’t reserve your best behaviour for special occasions.  

You can’t have two sets of manners, two social codes –  

one for those you admire and want to impress,  

another for those whom you consider unimportant.  

You must be the same to all people. ” 
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                          --Lillian Eichler Watson 

In a globalised market place, more and more organisations are conducting business 

across cultures. This has brought about the need for increased awareness about the business 

etiquette that exists in various cultures. Although many people consider their technical skills 

and intelligence to be their most important job qualifications, many employers consider the 

ability to get along well with colleagues and clients even more important. Being well 

mannered means two things above all else: respecting others and treating people with 

courtesy and kindness. The need for these manners arises because as representatives of a 

company, individuals stand not only for themselves, but also for the company as a whole. 

Therefore, an attitude that is poised, courteous and respectful to the company’s clients earns 

approving judgment to other employees of that company. Being inconsiderate, insolent, and 

rude to your company’s clients can lead to a situation that has a negative bearing on the job.  

So, these were the three major dimensions of soft skills which play a vital role in an 

employees’ life. Now let’s move further by exploring some examples and surveys: 

We live in a society that measures intelligence (IQ) through quantifiable metrics. In 

the workplace, most compliments will deal more with the use of soft skills(EI – Emotional 

Intelligence) than your actual knowledge about a particular situation.Customers appreciate a 

“willingness to help” or the fact that you “listened to my complaint.”The National Center for 

Education Statistics (NCES) projects that over 1.5 million students will graduate with a 

bachelor’s degree in 2014. These new potential employees come “preloaded” with the 

requisite technical skills that their careers require. Yet, despite this, many find themselves 

unable to adequately perform in a competitive marketplace due to their lack of interpersonal 

skills otherwise known as soft skills.We are at a significant disadvantage – especially in the 

workplace. In fact, according to Mark Murphy (author of Hire for Attitude), 46% of new 

hires fail in the first 18 months and of these new hires 89% fail for reasons associated with 

attitude which is one of the main dimension of soft skills. 

ManpowerGroup is an American multinational human resource consulting firm 

headquartered in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA. Manpower provides recruitment and 

assessment, training and development, career management, outsourcing, and workforce 

consulting. One of the best and recent surveys of them throws light on recent trends of soft 

skills. 

ManpowerGroup recently surveyed over 38,000 employers across 42 countries and 

territories for our annual Talent Shortage Survey. This research identifies the proportion of 
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employers who report difficulty filling positions in their organization. It reports on which 

jobs employers say are most difficult to fill, and identifies candidate shortcomings that are 

preventing employers from filling positions. Employers are also asked to gauge the degree of 

impact talent shortages have on their organizations and which strategies they are using to 

overcome the skills gap. Worldwide, 35% of over 38,000 employers surveyed report they are 

experiencing difficulty filling jobs due to lack of available talent. 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE 2013 TALENT SHORTAGE SURVEY INCLUDE: 

Almost one in five employers who are facing talent shortages at present say this is 

having a high impact on their organization’s ability to meet client needs  

Business performance is most likely to be impacted by talent shortages in terms of 

reduced client service capability and reduced competitiveness, according to hiring managers  

The most acute talent shortages are reported by employers in Japan, Brazil, India, 

Turkey and Hong Kong  

Employers in the Americas report the most difficulty filling technician posts, while 

the hardest-to-fill vacancies in Asia Pacific are for sales representatives. EMEA employers 

report greatest difficulty sourcing skilled trade’s talent  

A lack of candidates with technical competencies such as professional qualifications 

and skilled trades experience are the most common explanations for talent shortages in both 

EMEA and the Americas. However, Asia Pacific employers cite a simple lack of available 

candidates as the most pressing challenge  

The most likely response of employers to alleviate the talent shortages is to train and 

develop existing staff to meet their needs. Employers also report that their organizations are 

further increasing their focus on the talent pipeline and seeking to source talent outside 

established talent pools. 

An alarming example from survey done by Microsoft simplifies that in 2007, it 

surveyed 500 IT executives about the skills they thought were most important… 
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International Data Corporation, an American market research, analysis and advisory 

firm, specializes in information technology, telecommunications, and consumer technology. 

With technology and innovation booming, the global economy is changing and business 

needs are evolving. IDC research found that although a number of positions require technical 

skills, even more require knowledge and cognitive skills.  

IDC’s research reveals that although a number of positions require technical skills, 

even more require knowledge and cognitive skills gained from use of personal productivity 

applications and services 

“Educators need to focus on teaching a breadth of skills. IT skills are important, but 

soft skills, while not evaluated in school, are fundamental to every job students who are 

pursuing today and in the future,” said Vice President of Worldwide Public Sector Education 

at Microsoft. 

As the national conversation on education turns more and more toward college and 

career readiness, there is increasing attention to the role of soft skills in preparing students for 

postsecondary success. While cognitive measures such as high school GPA and standardized 

test scores are strong predictors of future success, an academic focus alone cannot fully 

prepare students for the demands of postsecondary education and the workforce. So what is 

the current thinking about the role of the public education system in developing students’ soft 

skills? This brief considers how mastery of soft skills is related to students’ college and 

career readiness and explores examples of how school leaders have taken steps to integrate 

instruction and practice of soft skills into the curriculum in elementary and high school. What 

are soft skills and why are they important?  
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Studies show that equipping young people with skills beyond academic mastery opens 

the door to increased postsecondary opportunities and, by extension, expands their ability to 

participate long-term in the national, state, and local economy. Given the growing demand for 

a more prepared and skilled workforce, it comes as no surprise that the business community 

has devoted attention to assessing the range of skills students need to succeed in the modern 

workplace. Are They Really Ready for Work? (2006), over 400 employers from across the 

U.S. were surveyed to gauge their perspectives on which skill sets new entrants – regardless 

of educational attainment levels – need to succeed. The report revealed that soft skills are of 

increasing importance in terms of success in the 21st century workplace. In fact, findings 

indicated that respondents ranked the relative importance of skills such as professionalism 

and collaboration higher than those more academic in nature such as reading comprehension 

and mathematics 

It is rightly said that, 

“Technical skills will get you the interview, but it’s the soft skills that get you the job” 

Throughout our working lives, most of us will have many different jobs, each 

requiring a different level or set of skills. No matter the industry – from customer service to 

an office job to construction and the trades – all of these jobs have one thing in common: in 

order to succeed and move ahead, you need to demonstrate professionalism. Professionalism 

does not mean wearing a suit or carrying a briefcase; rather, it means conducting oneself with 

responsibility, integrity, accountability, and excellence. It means communicating effectively 

and appropriately and always finding a way to be productive.  

“Employers want new workers to be responsible, ethical, and team oriented, and to 

possess strong communication, interpersonal, and problem solving skills. Wrap these skills 

up all together and you’ve got professionalism.”

As today’s labour market becomes more and more competitive, jobseekers will need 

to continually find ways to stand out from the crowd. There are few things an employer 

values more than employees who carry out their duties in a professional manner. 

Professionalism isn’t one thing; it’s a combination of qualities. A professional employee 

arrives on time for work and manages time effectively. Professional workers take 

responsibility for their own behaviour and work effectively with others. High quality work 

standards, honesty, and integrity are also part of the package. Professional employees look 

clean and neat and dress appropriately for the job. Communicating effectively and 

appropriately for the workplace is also an essential part of professionalism. 
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After having glance over the above surveys and examples, let’s have a visionary 

approach towards soft skills. 

Enrolling for a management or a leadership course at the mid-level segment of one’s 

career is one of the highly viable options for skill enhancement. In industries as diverse as 

health care, manufacturing and insurance, many skilled technical workers are nearing 

retirement and employers need to diversify their talent base. To stay competitive, employers 

need to change their focus to education and exposure to supplement the experience. It should 

be noted that:  

“Upskilling can be the antidote to the stagnation that tends to set in during the mid-

career phase.” 

For employees, upscaling creates opportunities for a fast track career development. If 

we look at the employer’s point of view upscaling is widely used as a key retention strategy 

for top performers. If we look at the manufacturing sector in particular, focussing on up 

skilling increases trust levels between employers and employees because mid-level and 

middle aged employees no longer feel threatened by the young and more educated entrants to 

their sector.Skill enhancement has its own benefits, for it boosts the morale of the employees 

and creates a sense of job security. Employees and employers should be committed to 

continual learning, to keep themselves relevant and up-to-date. Constant reinforcement plays 

a crucial role in engaging the talent pool and also creates an environment of challenge and 

learning at the workplace. 

According to our honourable Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, skilled manpower is of 

the utmost importance for overall growth of the country as well as of the human force. He 

emphasized this matter in one of his speech that India is a countryof youngsters with about 

65% of the population below the age of 35.The Prime Minister said, “Our country is world’s 

most young country. Have we ever thought of utilising it? Today, the world needs skilled 

workforce; today India also needs skilled workforce.” He said there are unemployed 

youngsters but we don’t get what we need in terms of skilled manpower. 

“If you want the country to progress on the path of development, then skill 

development should be our mantra.” 

India wants to impart skills training to million people by 2022 to provide human 

resource to industry. There has been debate about the lack of job readiness among fresh 

entrants in labour market. Nearly 12 million people enter the labour market every year but 

less than 10% have the requisite skills. 
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It is not essential that soft skills should be acquired by only those who are freshers or 

beginners but it should also be acquainted by personnel who are at the senior level 

managerial positions because one follows the footsteps of superiors. 

After understanding various facets of soft skills we can conclude that it is an essential 

part and attribute of corporate world that one should imbibe. Moreover, it is useful for an 

individual in myriad walks of life despiteof his or her career. 
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RETHINKING MARKETS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AFTERMARKET 
UNDER COMPETITION ACT, 2002. – A CHEMISTRY OF LEGAL ECONOMY 

                                                                             HETAL V.CHAVDA L.L.M.

It is amply clear that ‘competition’ in competition law is a misnomer; it does not deal with 

mere competition but contrary to its name it does deal with the lack of competition. 

Competition brings out best in the product and worst in the people.It is important to note that 

the Act1 has been designed in such a way that its provisions on this count only take effect, 

when it causes or likely to cause harm into the relevant market in India.  These harm 

bycauses or likely to cause appreciable adverse effect on competition in relevant market in 

India. This relevant market is a market mentioned under section 2 (r) of the Act, containing 

the relevant geographical and relevant product market. That determination of the both 

markets isa subject of commission2.  

Relevant geographical market is a market comprise of the geographical area, which 

draws out a line amongst the markets to bifurcate the relevant market. Relevant geographical 

market is a market comprises geographical area3. Relevant product market is a market 

comprises of products or services which are substitutable by consumers4. Both the markets 

mentioned under the act can be subject to commission for identification for causing 

appreciable adverse effect on competition. One of the characteristics of a perfectly 

competitive market is the availability of information for both buyers and sellers. Generally 

for simplification the term market can be segregated in to two parts that are primary market 

and secondary market. A primary market is a market of consumers who enters into any 

contract to purchase any good or service in an open market. Secondary market is a market 

when consumer goes for replacement or resale contract of purchased goods or services. 

1Hereinafter Competition Act, 2002 
2 "relevant market" means the market which may be determined by the Commission 
withreference to the relevant product market or the relevant geographic market or with 
reference to both the markets 
3 section 2 (s) Competition Act, 2002- "relevant geographic market" means a market 
comprising the area in which the conditions of competition for supply of goods or provision 
of services or demand of goods or services are distinctly homogenous and can be 
distinguished from the conditions prevailing in the 
neighbouring areas 
4section 2 (t) Competition Act,2002- "relevant product market" means a market comprising 
all those products or services which are regarded as interchangeable or substitutable by the 
consumer, by reason of characteristics of the products or services, their prices and intended 
use 

19
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Competition Act does deal with the relevant market, here the question is whether this relevant 

markets discussed above include after sale market?  

The most significant thing is that the act frowns upon dealing with the aftermarket 

abuse. Aftermarket is an after sale market. This after sale market is different from secondary 

market. It is important to make it clear that aftermarket is not always a secondary market. 

Secondary market includes desire of consumers while in aftermarket consumers to make it 

good/service functioning must go for additional purchase.  

If it is an additional purchase it should fall within tying agreements mentioned under 

section 3 (4) (a). Tie- in- agreements are the agreements which are anti competitive in nature 

under the Act5. . This includes any agreement of additional purchase of goods/services or any 

other condition at time of purchase. Can we consider aftermarket abuse a part of tying 

agreement? The answer is No. Because in tying agreement at the time of purchase the 

purchaser knows about the additional purchase or agreement of services he has to enter in. 

Opposite to it in aftermarket the purchasers are totally oblivious about future changes in 

terms by the sellers. Yes an aftermarket is pretty much an attachment that does not come 

available on the product at the time of purchase, it is tying somewhere but it is different from 

the tying agreements mentioned under the act. One of the characteristics of a perfectly 

competitive market is the availability of information for both buyers and sellers and this 

concealment is anti competitive. Enhancement of a product is a part of a product the buyer 

has purchased. It is clearly an anticompetitive practice specially when there is always 

dominance of seller in the aftermarket, where once an entry locks up a consumer in the 

aftermarket. 

To make it clearer let’s take an example- Hypothetically assuming when a consumer 

enters into a contract of purchase of Sony Bravia television, he must know that if something 

goes wrong with the TV in future he has to rely upon the Sony brand for the repairing spare 

parts. It is not an anticompetitive activity. The brand owner must have paid for its patents and 

copyrights so it is fully commercial. This is the situation of secondary market. But in 

aftermarket the scene is different. Continuing the same example if a consumer within the 

warranty period goes to the Sony brand service centre, for reparation and the seller denies 

providing such service which falls under the terms of the contract arguing that brand has 

closed production of such product. At the time of entering into that purchase agreement 

5 Section 3 (4) Competition Act, 2002 - Any agreement amongst enterprises or persons at different stages or 
levels of the productionchain in different markets, in respect of production, supply, distribution, storage, sale or 
price of,or trade in goods or provision of services including tie- in- agreement 
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consumer never know what the seller or company going to do in future is an aftermarket 

abuse. 

In the primary market the consumer will buy the product for once, but in aftermarket 

he has to keep it into continuation. And seller can gain periodically easily in aftermarket. 

Generally marketer becomes market makers as gaining the market power. For example for 

speedy and more gaining Sony and Apple (makers of personal devices that play recorded 

music) are no more interested to gain in primary market but more interested in innovation in 

secondary market specially when they have intellectual protection6. They have great chances 

to make profit in secondary market. It is true that this is the secondary market where buyer 

without purchasing such additional product can use their product but there is the class of the 

people using the product for such special service, in above case suppose music downloading. 

For those consumers in little case the old version of product support providing certain 

facilities. Though it was a case of secondary market but for those consumers who had 

purchase the product for that specific facility it is aftermarket abuse.  

The aftermarket can be defined here as“An aftermarket is a market in which a buyer to 

make his good/service functioning, continuously reciprocates consideration with seller in 

after sale market” Aftermarket is a market where at the time of purchasing a product or 

service in primary market buyers are oblivious of future terms by the seller or service 

provider. Nowadays mostly products contains standard form of contracts in which the terms 

and conditions are written which is almost impossible for a buyer to read at a time of 

purchase. For example terms written on purchase of cell phone sim card. Even in the example 

of bankloan agreement or an insurance policy with fixed terms and conditions, offered almost 

always on 'take it or leave it' base. In which a consumer once enters into any contract he is 

obliged by the terms of seller when they have invested such a big amount, they cannot even 

withdrawn it, as they do so they lose their hard earned money. So by any means they have 

just one option left to make their goods functioning or for service utilization is to comply 

with the terms of seller. It is really can be called anti competitive activity. 

An aftermarket abuse can clearly be seen from blackberry announcement regarding its 

BBM plan. Blackberry has announced that now BBM (blackberry messenger) is free on 

normal data packs for those other android and iphone users, and BB (blackberry) users have 

to put a special data plan for BBM. This costs minimum Rs.399 per month. The intention 

purchasing Blackberry smart phone can only be its smart phone messenger i.e. BBM for 

6Dickson R Peter, ‘Evolutionary theories of competition and aftermarket antitrust law’, The antitrust bulletin:vol.52, 
No.1/spring [2007] 
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youngsters. At the time of purchasing such highly paid phone users had other attractive 

options but they chose blackberry for its additional BBM service which other available smart 

phone had not offering. Atleast they should offer normal data plan charge to blackberry users 

like other android and iphone users they do.But now blackberry ltd has announced such a 

Poison pill7 is really unfair to the BB users. In this aftermarket consumers have to comply 

with the terms where they have invested such a bulk of rupees in purchasing such phones. 

                 The concept of aftermarket was explained in US for the first time in the case of 

Eastman Kodak V/s Image Tech8. In the case Kodak was the seller of photocopying 

machines. In the market of photocopying machines Kodak was not a dominant player. As far 

as the services and the repair market for the photocopiers was concerned, Kodak found that 

some of these service dealers started developing their own spares to service the photocopiers 

and some of them used to give better service than Kodak itself. Kodak therefore charged its 

business model and asked the equipment manufacturers to supply the equipment to it only. 

Kodak then used to sell the spares to those buyers to Kodak photocopiers who could service 

them themselves or used to service the photocopiers with spare in Kodak’s premises. In this 

manner, Kodak had control over 100% of the spaces and around 85% of servicer itself. Thus, 

many of the earlier Kodak dealers who used to service the Kodak photocopiers were driven 

out of business. These dealers filed an antitrust case against Kodak. The district court ruled in 

the favour of Kodak. The dealer took the case in appeal to the court of appeals. The courts of 

appeal held that Kodak’s approach was anticompetitive, exclusionary and involved a specific 

intend to monopolise. That appeal against the judgement of the court of appeals Kodak went 

to the supreme court of USA. The Supreme Court considered the facts of the case. In the 

opinion of the Supreme Court there were two markets i.e. market of photocopiers where 

Kodak was not a significant player. The second market was described by the Supreme Court 

as an aftermarket and consisted of services after sales.  

In DLF park place resident welfare association v. DLF home developers limited9 case 

DLF announced a group housing complex, named as “The Park Place” consisting of multi-

storeyed residential building to be constructed on the land measuring 12.67 acres (approx.) in 

Gurgaon, Haryana. That as per the marketing and promotional brochure of DLF, there were 

to be 13 towers encompassing 19 floors with four apartments in each floor and the total 

7A strategy used by corporations to discourage hostile takeovers. With a poison pill, the target company attempts to make its 
stock less attractive to the acquirer. http://www.investopedia.com, visited on 17 Feb,2014 
8SVCS504 U.S. 451 (1992) 
9Case no. 18 of 2010 
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number of apartments to be built therein was to be 950. The construction was to be completed 

within the stipulated period of 30 months and the physical possession as also the completion 

certificate was to be handed over to the apartment allottees. The facts, however, reveal that 

the origin project of 19 floors with 950 apartments, which was the basis of the apartment 

allottes booking their respective apartment was altogether scrapped by DLF and on the same 

very land of 12.67 acres, a new project of 29 floors with 1560 apartments was conceived by 

the DLF without informing the apartment allottees of the same. The consequence thereof is 

not only that the areas and facilities originally earmarked for the apartment allottees were 

substantially compressed/reduced, but the project was also abnormally delayed wilfully and 

deliberately. The serious fall-out of the delay is that the hundreds of apartment allottees who 

had paid almost 80%- 85% of the total consideration amount have to bear huge financial 

losses as on the one hand, their hard earned money was blocked on the other hand, and they 

were to wait indefinitely for occupation of their respective apartments. In fact, it is worse in 

case of those who have borrowed money from banks and other lenders and have to bear 

heavy pre-EMI and interest burden. The plight of the apartment allottees occupying the 

rented premises is even beyond comprehension.  

In Belaire owner’s association V/s. DLF limited, HUDA & Ors10 case in the case DLF 

has launched a group housing complex (the belaire) in gurgaon, planned to construct 5 multi- 

storied buildings which would consist of only 19 floors with total of 368 apartments to be 

constructed within a period of 36 months. In May 2010, the informant filed an instant case 

under section 19(1) of the competition act, 2002 and alleged that DLF, by abusing its 

dominant position, imposed highly arbitrary, unfair and unreasonable conditions on the 

informant through its agreements. As a matter of fact, the rights of the informant in this 

agreement were affected by the DLF. 

In Neeraj Malhotra V/s Deutsche Post Bank Home Finance11 case An informant 

Neeraj Malhotra complaints the four respondent banks namely, Deutsche post bank home, 

HDFC ltd. and  HDFC bank ltd., LIC housing finance ltd. have in the practice imposing pre-

payment penalty charges for the foreclosure of housing loans ranging from 1 – 4% either the 

entire principle amount of the loan or on the outstanding balance of the loan, if the borrowers 

are pre paying the loans for closing the loan account by raising a cheaper loan (also called 

refinancing the loan) from another bank. This practice prevents the borrowers from switching 

10 Case no. 19 of 2010 
11 Case no. 5 of 2009 
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over from one bank to another which is offering a lower rate of interest contravening thereby 

the provisions of  section 3(1), 3(2), 3(3) (a) and (b) and section 4(1), 4(2) (i) of the 

competition act, 2002. 

 In Shri surinderBhakoo V/s  The HDFC bank lts. & Ors12 case The informant had 

obtained a loan of rs. 15 lacs at 10.91% interest for the purchase of a vehicle for a period of 5 

years which started on 06-03-2009. A BMW car was purchased by the informant, the 

informant had certain fixed deposits receipt yielding 12% interest. The interest on the 

deposits was reduced to 7-8% due to fall in the interest rates. The informant wanted to reduce 

his interest liability for the auto loan by making payment out of his fixed deposits. The 

informant approached the bank but the bank did not respond.On 5th November, 2009 the 

informant made a payment of rs. 13,11,561 being the outstanding amount against the auto 

loan. The cheques in respect of payment of its 13,11,561 were returned by the bank to the 

informant, the bank also advised the informant by e-mail that foreclosure charges as per 

agreement dated 24-02-2009 amounting of rs 91,602/- has to be paid. The informant stated 

that the nationalised banks did not levy any penalty for the foreclosure of loans. It has been 

stated by the informant in his petition that the levy of charges for the foreclosure of the loan 

was illegal, arbitrary and an unfair trade practice, it has been prayed that the loan agreement 

dated 24-02-2009 should be declared null and void as it was an agreement which had an 

appreciable adverse effect on competition under section 3 of the competition act,2002. It was 

also argued that as per the payment schedule given to the informant should be the basis for 

the foreclosures of the loan. It was also stated that the commission may issue a stay order to 

restrict the bank from the recovery of any amount from his account in the panjab national 

bank. 

In this case, he was going to take the auto loan, he was entering a competitive market 

where some of the players were not charging penalty for the foreclosure of loans. But due to 

information asymmetry, shribhakoo chose HDFC bank. At the time of taking the loan, she 

bhakoo signed a contract where he agreed to levy of penalty for the foreclosure of loan. Due 

to clause of penalty, which worked as switching cost, shribhakoo became a ‘locked in’ 

customer. 

Now it is clear that aftermarket abuse really shouldsubject to competition law but the 

question is that aftermarket always deals with a consumer issues. In aftermarket there is 

12Case no. 15 of 2009 
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always a grievances relating to the consumers. There is a question that when we have special 

act dealing with consumer protection with its great going success facilitating its protection 

councils at national, state and district level to increase consumer awareness what is the need 

for protection of consumer under the competition law? And do the competition act has 

jurisdiction to deal with the matters relating to consumer protection? If it (competition act, 

2002) has a jurisdiction to deal with the grievances relating to the consumer interest, isn’t 

throwing burden of cases over the commission when we have already a special act governing 

the issues relating to consumer?  It is clear that the consumer protection gives the protection 

to individual remedy when competition law looks at interest of consumers at large. For 

competition law to eliminate anti competitiveness in the relevant market it is most essential to 

deal with the consumer grievances.   

As per consumer protection act 1986- the consumer is someone who buys goods or 

services for himself and someone who consumes goods or services for personal use and not 

for resale or any other commercial purpose.13 But Competition Act includes all consumers 

who buy goods or services for personal use or commercial.14 Even section 18 and 19 of the 

Act deal with the protection of consumer’s interest. Section 1815 deals with the duties of 

commission which clearly states that it is the duty of commission to protect the interest of 

13 According to Section 2(d) of Consumer Protection Act, 1986, “consumer” means any person who— 
(i) buys any goods for a consideration which has been paid or promised or partly paid and partly promised, or 
under any system of deferred payment and includes any user of such goods other than the person who buys such 
goods for consideration paid or promised or partly paid or partly promised, or under any system of deferred 
payment when such use is made with the approval of such person, but does not include a person who obtains 
such goods for resale or for any commercial purpose; or(ii) hires or avails of any services for a consideration 
which has been paid or promised or partly paid and partly promised, or under any system of deferred payment 
and includes any beneficiary of such services other than the person who ‘hires or avails of the services for 
consideration paid or promised, or partly paid and partly promised, or under any system of deferred payment, 
when such services are availed of with the approval of the first mentioned person but does not include a 
person who avails of such services for any commercial purposes;

14 Section 2(f) Competition Act, 2002- (i)Buys any goods for a consideration which has been paid or promised or 
partly paid and partly promised, or under any system of deferred payment and includes any user of such goods 
other than the person who buys such goods for consideration paid or promised or partly paid or partly promised, 
or under any system of deferred payment when such use is made with the approval of such person, whether such 
purchase of goods is for resale or for any commercial purpose or for personal use;(ii)Hires or avails of any 
services for a consideration which has been paid or promised or partly paid and partly promised, or under any 
system of deferred payment and includes any beneficiary of such services other than the person who hires or 
avails of the services for consideration paid or promised, or partly paid or partly promised, or under any system 
of deferred payment, when such services are availed of with the approval of the first-mentioned person whether 
such hiring or availing of services is for any commercial purpose or for personal use.  

15Duties of commission- subject to the provisions of this act, it shall be the duty of the commission to eliminate practices 
having adverse effect on competition, promote and sustain competition, protect the interest of consumers and ensure freedom 
of trade carried on by other participants, in markets in India; provided that the commission may, for the purpose of 
discharging its duties or performing its functions under this act, enter into any memorandum of arrangement with the prior 
approval of the central government, with any agency of any foreign country 
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consumer in market in India. And section 1916 deals with the inquiry into certain agreements 

and dominant position of enterprise out of sub section (1) of section 18 states that the 

commission can inquire into any alleged contravention on receipt of any information from 

any person, consumer or their association or trade association. The term ‘consumer or their 

association’ is not defined under the Act but it is clear and simple enough to understand the 

meaning of and it does not require strict interpretation. 

The above discussion clearly says that the Act includes interest of consumers. 

Aftermarket contains that consumer interest and violation to it is anti competitive in nature. It 

would not be fair to not to judge aftermarket under competition laws, there are mainly four 

reasons are there for it are-  

FIRST if aftermarket is governed by consumer laws, competition law has jurisdiction 

of even foreign transaction causing or likely to cause appreciable adverse effect on relevant 

market in India where consumer law has national jurisdiction. A matter causing appreciable 

adverse effects in relevant market to Indian consumers where it would be govern.  

 SECOND if aftermarket falls under doctrine of caveat emptor it would be totally 

unfair to judge, because in caveat emptor buyer has to beware at the time of purchase and 

aftermarket abuse causes after the purchase of a prime product.  

THIRD other acts can provide remedy to the individuals who complain in form of 

compensation (is subject to stop such activity on special request or petition) but competition 

commission always gives remedy at larger to that regulator. To avoid bunch of litigation it is 

better to govern the regulator first so governing the matter with the competition view point 

can help in reducing the burden of cases in the competent court. 

 FORTH the main reason is the other acts sees the matter to an individual to whom the 

harm is caused which deals with the consumer’s interest first and later to the market at large 

but the competition commission deals with the issue as a market at large even if a matter 

relates to an individual it inquires the matter with a view of entire market so there are very 

less chances left when other players in market can think of abusing its position in the relevant 

market.  So it is very much required the addition of aftermarket under competition laws.  

16Inquiry into certain agreements and dominant position of enter price- 19(1) the commission may inquire into any alleged 
contravention of the provisions contained in subsection (1) in subsection 3 or subsection (1) of section 4 either on its own 
motion or on- (a) [receipt of any information, in such manner and ] accompanied by such fee as may be determined by 
regulations, from any person, consumer or their association or trade association; or (b) a reference made to it by the central 
government or a state government or a statutory authority.  
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 In competitive market there are two essential participants are buyers and sellers. It is not that 

buyers compete with sellers but in a relevant market, but sellers compete with sellers. But in 

aftermarket there is no competition at all. There is always a dominance of seller and which 

can easily be abused. When a market plays that important role in competition, aftermarket 

cannot be apart from it. When there is competition at one place it has to be everywhere. The 

role of competition maintenance doesn’t end with the primary market.It is wide enough to 

include the aftermarket 

 Lastly if the concept of Aftermarket slightly can be tackled under contract law, where under 

the term performance of contract, the seller is bound to perform the contract as per the terms 

and conditions mentioned in the agreement. Here a consumer can claim under contract law 

for not fulfilling the terms of contract against seller. Aftermarket abuse only arises when a 

seller does not follow the terms of contract or makes some changes in the policies of the 

performance of contract. So the buyer can claim for performance of contract but nowadays it 

became very difficult because of the standard form of a contract where there is clearly 

mentioning of the term by seller in a small and single line saying that any changes in the 

contract could be subject to seller. The one clause in the contract favours seller as they have 

not break any term. Such a smart playing results loses to the consumers. So that consumers 

can take support of competition law for their caused unjust. Competition law serves utility in 

maintaining and promoting competition in India. So maintaining competition in aftermarket, 

where competition also exists, competition law can take steps for improvisation and 

equalisation of competition laws. 

CONCLUSION

Competition and market are complementary to each other. The arena where economic 

competition occurs is called market17. The aim of the competition law is to maintain 

competition and increase economic growth into the market. Majority of the members of the 

competition are economist or expertise from the field economic. A good competition always 

gives good result, enhances consumer welfare and greater innovation in the market and 

ultimately becomes useful and continent to the consumers. As a result as consumer gets good 

products and reasonable rates he will invest more in the market and economy runs greatly.  In 

the aftermarket there is not issue of competition like primary market but it has to deal with 

17DeyAtanu,’ On competition and markets’, December 16, [2012] 
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the competition in internal fields that is something the theories18 under which one of the 

aftermarket issue falls are unexpected pricing experienced by current customer base, 

switching costs, potential purchases in the same market reputation, asymmetric information 

problem, agreements in after sale markets. And oligopolistic structure of sales market found 

to be significant parameters to be used in the analysis and price discrimination. When there is 

a lack of competition, the Act applies there, whether it is primary or secondary market that 

doesn’t matter. The aftermarket concept is really required to be included under the act. 

SUGGESTIONS 

The competition act 2002 should be amended just by adding the word aftermarket with 

giving its full meaning and explanation clearing the concept and importance of 

aftermarket under competition law within the definition of relevant market  under 

section 2 (r) of the Act. 

The competition commission should accept the concept of aftermarket in deciding the 

decision where the Act clearly says that it does deal with the consumer interest so 

ultimately without any particular aftermarket term impliedly it says that aftermarket 

competition maintenance also falls under the purview of the act. 

The scholars and members of CCI should really think upon the concept of aftermarket 

for betterment of the act. 

By adding the concept of aftermarket if the act is becoming more consumer friendly 

rather than maintaining competition, at least commission can take some preventive 

steps where in extreme situation(which will be subject of commission that what is 

extreme situation)only the commission would look into the matter. 

18ArdiyokShin, ‘Aftermarket theories in competition law and empirical analysis of regulation on motor vehicle’, Bilkent 
University the law school; ACTECON competition and regulation consultancy, August 6, [2010] 
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If commission thinks adopting aftermarket concept would become more time 

consuming, it can make some thresholds limits of consumers affected, just like if the 

numbers of consumer crosses the threshold criteria would be subject to investigation 

by commission. 
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